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Kremer and Butler topple 
Unity party 
Bv MARK TURNER 
Editor 
Chris Kremer and Tim Butler won the 
Student Association presidential and 
vice presidential elections Tuesday. 
One of the largest voter turnouts in 
the past few years was recorded as 2393 
students voted. 
Kremer and Butler received 1288 
votes for the Insomniac Party while 
Mark Hester and Maria Domenech 
received 1105 votes for the Unity Party 
The number of students that voted 
was 27 percent of the total number 
eligible to vote. 
"I feel that the election itself was good 
for the campus. The number of students 
that voted has to say something for the 
campus." Hester said. 
"1 felt from the beginning that we 
were far behind. It took some hard work 
from some dedicated people for us to 
win." Butler said. 
Kremer and Butler's Insomniac 
Party, who received 53 percent of the 
vote, was formed this year The Unity 
Party   has   had   control   of   Student 
Association for the past two years 
Kremer and Butler ran on a platform 
of what they called "Wake the Sleeping 
Giant." This is where their party name 
originated. 
Kremer and Butler plan on starting 
what they call Eastern Inc.. which is a 
form of student representation that will 
have input from every student faction 
on campus 
Eastern Inc. would be a committee 
made up of representatives from 
Student Senate. Men's and Women's 
Interdorm. the Interfraternity Council. 
Panhellenic as well as independent 
clubs and organizations. 
The election did have some con- 
troversy concerning the amount of 
monies being spent by both parties. 
The Committee on Elections has set a 
limit of $200 that is allowed to be spent 
by each set of candidates in a 
presidential election. 
Due to the great amounts of materials 
printed by both sets of candidates 
questions were raised over the total 
expenditures. 
At press time the Progress had not 
seen a copy of either of the candidates 
election budget but it has been reported 
that each spent in excess of 1190. 
According to the Student Association 
the candidates have two weeks to turn in 
their expenses. When these expenses 
are turned in. the Progress will receive' 
copies and will do an independant in- 
vestigation of the spending. 
This election differed from past 
elections in the manner the campaigns 
were run. especially the day of the 
election. 
Posters   covered   the    buildings, 
pamphlets and suckers were handed out - 
and music blared from a stereo system 
It was almost a party attitude. 
The word professional was used to 
describe the campaigns on several 
occasions. The way the campaigns were 
run was one reason given for the turnout 
of voters. 
"A lot of credit needs to be given to 
Mark and Maria because they really 
helped get the voter turnout with their 
nggressive campaign."  Kremer said. 
In case of tornado, 
EOC to take control 
Bv LISA HENSIIAW 
City Editor 
Good clean fun 
War is a dirtv game, especially the tug-of-war game held 
during Kappa Alpha Old South Week Sophomore. Shelly 
Stafford, a corrections major from Mt. Sterling, ended up 
covered in mud after representing the Alpha Delta Pi's in the 
war game. 
In the event of a severe emergency on 
campus, such as a tornado, the 
University's Emergency Operations 
Center IEOCI will be in operation and 
its commander in charge 
Larry Westbrook. Safety Coordinator, 
compared the operations of the center to 
that of establishing martial law. In the 
case of an extreme emergency, said 
Westbrook. there has to be just one 
person in charge or nothing will get 
done 
The commander of the EOC. which 
would be located in the Brewer Security 
Building, begins with the Patrol Ser- 
vices Supervisor on duty until he is 
relieved by the next person on the 
priority list The priority list, in 
ascending order of those who may 
assume the position of EOC commander 
! are the President. Executive Assistant 
to the President, the Director of Public 
Safety, and then the Assistant Director 
for Patrol Services 
Heating plant Supervisor injured in cave-in 
By SARAH WARREN 
News Editor 
A heating plant supervisor. Clarence 
Eddie Yates. 32. received second and 
ihird degree burns on both legs after a 
hole near McGregor Hall caved-in 
Tuesday, trapping Yates and subjecting 
him to direct bursts of scalding steam 
Yates and several others employed by 
the University's Department of 
Buildings and Grounds were working in 
the excavation when the accident oc- 
curred, attempting to discover steam 
leaks in the underground heating 
system. 
According to Darrell Ward, associate 
director of Buildings and Grounds. 
Yates was down in the hole listening for 
a steam leak when a section of the dirt 
wall caved in. 
An employee who witnessed the 
accident said Yates was buried up to his 
neck in dirt He was then subjected to 
hot steam for about five minutes while 
the crew attempted to free him. 
Yates was taken to Patty A. Clay 
Hospital within minutes of the accident. 
He was transferred Tuesday via 
helicopter   to   Norton's   burn   unit   in 
Louisville in "stable condition." 
After the accident. Safety Coordinator 
Larry Westbrook stopped further 
operations at the McGregor site until 
the area could be completely dug out 
"We're digging off the lip so chances 
are it won't happen again." said 
Westbrook. 
The leak had not been discovered 
Tuesday, but Ward said signs had led 
them to believe that the leak was oc- 
curring in that area A steam leak will 
kill the grass and vegetation growing 
above it, he said, and this was the case 
with the garden near the dormitory. 
Ward said steam leaks are 
"sometimes difficult to locate." and 
that they "occur fairly frequently," 
causing a loss of heat to certain 
buildings. Some of the lines are very 
old." he added. "They've been here as 
long as the University." 
A similar leak occured in front of the 
library about two weeks ago. and after 
digging under University Drive, the 
leak was discovered. Said Ward, "We 
usually rind them, but it takes a lot of 
digging." 
Although many emergencies that may 
arise can be handled without the im- 
plementation of the EOC. the 
Emergency Operations Plan was 
prepared under Westbrook's direction 
to provide a framework to follow in case 
there is a severe emergency. 
Onerally the worst months in this 
area for trie development of tornadoes 
are April. May. and June, said West- 
brook. Recently, most of the Univer- 
sity's security officers participated in a 
tornado spotting 
If a tornado watch is announced, 
meaning weather conditions are such 
that tornadoes coulq" develop, two 
trained spotters are sent tothe top floors 
of Keene and Commonwealth Halls with 
binoculars Then the Public Safety 
Supervisor in charge begins notifying 
persons according to the Emergency 
Operations Plan. 
Once alerted, the plan suggests that 
persons on campus tune radios and 
televisions to local stations for further 
information. 
If there is a tornado warning, 
meaning a tornado has been spotted in 
the area or is indicated by radar, 
spotters are immediately sent to the top 
floors of Keene and Commonwealth to 
watch the sky. Generally, said West- 
brook. tornadoes move from the south- 
west to northeast. 
The civil defense sirens will sound the 
alert signal of a three to five minute 
steady tone When this is heard, all 
persons should tune radios and 
televisions to local stations for in- 
structions and should be prepared to 
take over. 
All building occupants should then 
move to the designated shelter areas as 
posted on the tornado shelter areas plan 
posted in each dorm Westbrook said 
that by the end of the summer, all 
buildings on campus will have the plan 
posted. 
All persons should wear shoes and 
jackets and bring all available 
flashlights, portable radios, blankets, 
and other emergency supplies. 
Those in buildings without designated 
tornado shelter areas should go to an 
interior hallway on the lowest floor. If 
possible, windows should be opened to 
help equalize the air pressure. 
Residents of Brockton trailers should 
evacuate their trailers immediately and 
move to the ground floor of the Begley 
Building. Residents of Brockton 
apartments should make arrangements 
to move to the first floor apartments of 
their building. Vickers Village residents 
should also move to the first floor. Once 
on the first floor, all persons should 
move to bathrooms, hallways, or closets 
and if possible, open all windows 
Complete guidelines concerning 
emergency procedures can be obtained 
from the Safety Coordinators office, 
fourth floor Jones Building. 
Periscope 
Six Pulitzer Prize winners will be 
featured at the biennial Society 
of Collegiate Journalists convention 
that starts today. For more 
information, read related story 
by Features Editor. Ginny Eager 
on page 7. 
editorials page 2 
news-features pages 3-7 
sports  pages 8-10 
organizations pages 12-13 
•rtl pages 14-1S 
pj pages 14-15 
For Pledges 
Hazing is a hazy term 
By ROBIN PATER 
Organizations Editor 
Initiation is something nearly every 
club hopeful or pledge goes through 
In fraternities and sororities, it's 
anything from "flushing a guy's head in 
a commode" and old-fashioned "road 
trips" to getting actives' signatures and 
taking "weekly quizzes." 
Hazing is "any action taken or 
situation created intentionally whether 
on or off fraternity premises to produce 
mental or physical discomfort, em- 
harassment, harassment or ridicule." 
says the Fraternity Executives Assoc. 
This is also the policy the University 
stands by. according to Skip Daugherty. 
director of student activities and 
organizations.    - • 
In the news, articles have been 
' printed conoc-—.ing incidents in which 
Greek pledges were seriously inju/ed or 
killed in relation to "initiation ac- 
■ ti.lties" or hazing. Soilfc of these in- 
cidents were passed off as "accidents" 
and "unintentional mishaps,", while 
some of this publicity has helped to 
decrease hazing on many college 
campuses. 
Hazing, however, remains today 
among the Greek actives -- aimed at 
their pledges On this campus, it exists 
among both fraternity and sorority 
pledges in varying degrees. 
The problem is in drawing that fine 
line that distinguishes between what IS 
hazing and what is not. And how can 
hazing be brought to a halt on this 
campus'' 
"There's absolutely no hazing 
whatsoever," said one member about 
her sorority. "It used to be - before they 
set down thi rules." she added. 
While this girl was a pledge, "they 
lookustoafrat house and made us sing. 
It was really embarassing." she replied. 
"Pledging is different now." according 
to hi-r Gi'ttmg* soror^ agtives' 
signatures* tajiing weeklj^qutzzioV a.nd 
attending rrjeetings llnd -mixers is all 
that is required; now." she continued. 
• it's nothing"really that hard." she 
concluded. "It's less-pressure; mort 
time for studying." 
On? fraternity active said that he 
thinks "constructive hazing is good. It 
builds brotherhood and unity in the 
pledge class." he added. 
Road trips amrscavenger hunts are a 
couple of his fraternity's "initiation 
techniques" used even at the present 
time. 
"Sure, we had plenty of road trips 
when we were pledging," he com- 
mented. "You had to give them (the 
pledges being dropped off) money and 
coats if it was cold - and they weren't 
left alone." 
Pledging, he feels, is "probably the 
nest time you'll have in a frat. You hate 
it when you go through it. but then you 
look back and laugh." 
What s so funny about flushing a guy's 
head in a toilet or the voluntary bran- 
ding of a pledge's arm with a heated 
coat hanger, which are a few of the 
thinns.fraternity members testify to. 
"Ilazing.*IO a certain extent."  one 
'fraternity member began, "is changing 
linens, doing dishes, washing clothes - 
fit's pledging  Road tripstlo happCTi and 
so do treasure hunts, whichllre fun and 
> also illegal." he continued." 
""You.get caught, and you get your 
charter membership taken awa). 
Something degrading like flushing 
heads in*commodes - that I can't un- 
derstand." he said* "Some people carry 
(See HAZING.Page 16) 
Sidelines 
Trying to concentrate on studying while relaxing in the warm 
sunshine proves to be difficult for Randy McClave. a junior 
* """ ~" ■■"'■ in    ■ajait' 
psychology major from riaCwoota. as his ey 
from his books to the peopte walking by. 
(photo by STEVE BROWN) 
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Editorials 
People should be educated 
on nuclear energy 
By JOHN P. ALTONMEYER 
Guest Writer 
Seldom does a newsworthy 
scientific event occur without the 
accompaniment of a superauditory 
cacophony from the ignorant, the 
fanatical, and the frightened. Often 
the voices of moderation and of 
sincere question (by the vast 
majority) for accurate information 
are rendered mere squeaks in the 
babble of the menagerie. 
At no time has this been more 
evident than in the days following 
the Three Mile Island reactor 
accident. Now, sign-carrying zealots 
Guest opinion 
swarm like bees at the nuclear plants 
across the country. A syndicated 
columnist writes in the local paper 
of the possible "mushrooming" of 
the plant. 
The editorial in the Progress says 
that shutting down all nuclear plants 
immediately might not be "a bad 
idea" while the adjoining cartoon 
shows New York City devastated by 
(apparently) a nuclear reactor 
explosion. Walter Cronkite begins 
his nightly newscast with "The 
Three Mile Island disaster . . ." 
The public and even usually 
conscientious newscasters have been 
hypnotized into using such words as 
"disaster" and "catastrophe." 
What do these words mean? In the 
Harrisburg incident, they have been 
applied to an accident in which not 
one person was killed, not one 
person was injured. Somehow 1 feel 
that these two adjectives are better 
applied to 747 crashes, tanker 
explosions and coal mine disasters, 
which actually produce casualties. 
But no, the hyperbole which 
gushes into our ears and eyes 
represents the very best in calumni- 
ation for nuclear energy. I hate to 
see anything ridden into the ground 
by virtue of misguided screams, 
even nuclear fission, so let's balance 
(he beam just a bit. 
For those who realize that they 
are not prepared to make an 
intelligent decision on the issue of 
nuclear energy, take note of some 
facts (Write to the Department of 
Energy for free pamphlets): 
1) Nuclear reactors cannot turn 
into nuclear bombs. Bomb-grade 
uranium must be 97% u-235, while 
reactor grade is less than l()°'o. The 
aforementioned syndicated colum- 
nist and cartoonist only showed 
their lack of conscientious research 
when they attempted to conjur 
images of mushroom clouds. 
2) In nearly 25 years of operation, 
the nuclear industry has not had a 
single fatality as a result of a nuclear 
accident. On the other hand, we 
read almost weekly of multiple 
death accidents in other industries. 
3) If nuclear power were used to 
generate all of America's electricity, 
the extra radiation a person would 
receive throughout his lifetime 
would be equivalent to the radiation 
received during a 6-week vacation in 
Colorado. 
4) Nuclear wastes cannot explode, 
cannot burn. Transportation of 
nuclear wastes represents much less 
of a hazard to the public than 
transportation of liquified gas and 
dangerous chemicals. If we had the 
situation hypothesized in 3), the 
amount of nuclear waste generated 
for each person for a lifetime would 
just fill a large water glass. 
Presently, fossil-fuel plants are 
producing tons of toxic pollutants 
per person per decade. 
5) Fossil-fuel plants produce 
radiation in addition to their 
massive efflux of non-radiant 
pollution. A large coal-fired power 
plant gives off more radiation 
during   normal   operation   than   a 
" i •   * 
nuclear reactor releases to the 
environment during normal opera- 
tion. 
6) Nuclear power costs approxi- 
mately S1.7S per kilowatt-hour. 
Oil-burning power plants require as 
much as $4.54 to produce a 
kilowatt-hour, and we may rely on 
the Arabs to continue their policy of 
accelerated pricing. 
7) Each person in the U.S. 
receives roughly 200 millirems of 
radiation annually. Radiation orig- 
inates in sunshine, common min- 
erals, color TV's, and many other 
ordinary places. 
So what is the upshot of all this? 
On my part, it is a plea to keep your 
mouth in a closed position until you 
educate yourself on the subject of 
nuclear energy. 1 am supremely 
tired of hearing people talk about 
mythical exploding reactors. 
There is, of course, an obvious 
alternative—one that would obviate 
expansion of nuclear power or the 
poison-belching fossil fuel plants. 
We should drive smaller cars, buy 
motorcycles and bicycles, and utilize 
mass transit to the fullest. 
We must attack the problem from 
all areas of technology, including 
nuclear fission and especially solar 
power and fusion, until we achieve 
some breakthroughs. 
We must always bear in mind that 
if we profligate, energy-hoggish 
Americans would make some tiny 
sacrifices, alternate sources could 
have time to meet our needs; it is 
conceivable that nuclear power 
would not even be necessary. 
However, Americans now constitute 
6V* of the world's population and 
use (so/o of (he world's energy, and 
the same short-sighted attitudes 
which produced the energy crisis 
and which is now being exhibited on 
the issue of atomic energy ensure 
that such unbalanced gluttony will 
continue. 
Acerediations benefit students 
"It was a long time coming" but 
over the past few weeks two 
University programs have received 
their accreditation. 
The Baccalaureate Degree Nurs- 
ing Program has been an area of 
interest for the past three years when 
it failed to receive accreditation in 
its first attempt. 
The first attempt failed in 1976 
because of a lack of recruitment of 
qualified faculty. The program was 
also criticized for a lack of set 
standards for high quality students. 
Over the past three years, these 
problems have been addressed and 
taken care of. The University's 
program is now one of only two 
accredited four-year "generic" pro- 
grams in the state, the other being 
Murry State. 
The lack of accreditation in the 
nursing program has not hurt any 
graduate from finding a job in their 
field. 
As long as the University is 
accredited, the program does not 
have to be for graduates to take the 
State Board Exam for Nursing. 
Graduates were also eligible to 
work in other states and attend 
many graduate schools. Some 
graduate schools require >ts students 
to have graduated from an 
accredited program. 
Graduates from the program are 
now eligible to attend those 
graduate schools where accredita- 
tion is a requirement. 
Graduates would also be able to 
enter the Armed Forces medical 
field   which    requires   graduation 
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from an accredited school. 
Students have associated accredi- 
tation with excellence in education. 
This is not true. Many programs 
exist that do not have accreditation. 
In fact, it is totally voluntary for the 
school to try to gain accreditation. 
There is no real way to find out 
but it is possible that some 
prospective students have gone to 
other schools because the program 
they wanted to major in was not 
accredited at the University. 
The University has a policy which 
stales that it wants as many of its 
programs as possible to gain 
accreditation. This along with the 
students wanting accreditation are 
what led the University to seek 
accreditation in these two areas. 
Of course the University will reap 
the benefits of the programs being 
accredited. Highly qualified faculty 
will want to teach here. 
The nursing program is currently 
searching for a new chairman for 
the Baccalaureate Degree program. 
The search has become very 
competitive now. 
The University will benefit from 
these accreditations, but it will be 
the students who take advantage of 









Apathy seems to be a pretty worn 
out topic at this point, but I might as 
well get in my two cents worth. 
After reading a couple of recent 
guest editorials dealing with apathy, 
I can't help but feel that their 
authors have exaggerated the 
problem. Maybe not exaggerated 
but at least not getting at the real 
root of the problem. 
While 1 will be the first to admit 
that I am hot heavily into school 
spirit, burning my bra for the 
women's rights, mom, apple pie 
and flag waving patriotism, I don't 
feel that I can be labeled as an 
apathetic. 
Though a great deal was 
accomplished during the 60's, I 
can't say that I wish I had grown up 
during that time. Sure there was a 
great deal of excitement and energy 
expended for the cause of equal 
rights, and in the anti-war and 
womens movements but it was not 
the kind of thing that could go 
along, in a healthy state forever. 
People have been quieter during 
Ihe 70's, but it has been a time of 
adjustment for our society. 
Minorities and women have had 
to act upon the initial strides that 
were made during the 60V Vietnam 
veterans have had to adjust to a life 
that doesn't include fighting and 
unpopular war. 
We have all had to look at 
ourselves and our lives and decide 
how we are going to adjust and live 
in the new roles we are offered. 
The 60's were a time of group 
effort. The 70's are and have been a 
time of individualism and striving 
for the separate goals that we have 
been given. 
People do give a damn. But now it 
is up to the individuals to do it for 
themselves rather than letting the 
group do it for them. 
On this campus it seems that there 
is lack of interest in student 





as other campus organizations. For 
some reason the blame for this is 
laid on the students. I don't think 
that Ihe students are as much of a 
problem as the poor quality of 
leadership and even poorer quality 
of organization and communica- 
tion. 
In the past a great many of these 
groups have depended too much on 
publicity through the campus 
newspapers, which I guess in itself 
isn't so bad but not only do they 
expect us to get their message across 
but we are supposed to go out and 
find it ourselves. 
This week's election for Student 
Association President and Vice- 
President proves that all you have to 
do is get your message across to the 
public and they will act. You can't 
expect the people to support you or. 
your organization if they don't 
know who you are. It was a record 
turn out for this election, but Ihe 




How often one uses the same wordage 
as you - when they have encountered a 
week like your more recent experience 
that you so well describe in the latest 
issue of the Eastern Progress. 
Elizabeth Palmer-Ball, I wish to 
extend my appreciation to you for your 
very enjoyable articles. I have often 
been given a copy of the paper at the 
class I attend on Thursday evenings at 
Stratton Building* I am taking a course 
in "Adventures In Attitudes." under the 
capable leadership of Coordinator of 
AIA, Mr. Larry Bobbert. Radio and 
Television instructor at EKU. 
. Last 'week Mr. Bobbert and other 
members of the clam encouraged me to 
submit some of my articles and essays 
of course that may be wishful thinking. 
But you seem to have a very open mind 
on other people - expressing their 
.strong opinions.   , 
There have been a number of articles 
written by authors such as Verl 
Wilkinson - "Friends," that was very 
good, I didn't realize until the bottom 
line that some of those were the 
thoughts of C.Mly Parton, but I certainly 
felt that his cnoicc of topic says so 
many truths that one can identify with. I 
have written one similar on Friend- 
ships, and could only add that many 
time we treat our friends as suckers. We 
give them jusra lick and a promise and 
near the end of time realise that if our 
personal treatment would have been 
better - we could easily build a true 
friendship. 
Coles Raymond MD - "De feet ... 
Everyone has problems with the feet." 
That article was very Informative. 
"Stumbling Over One's Own Feat," 
would be a humorous article that I sure 
could write, nt> matter what can be said 
about proper shoes to wear, etc. Would 
you be interested? 
Larry Bernard, Arts Editor - has 
received much criticism, and it perhaps, 
is of much value, but he seems to be on 
the uj&w'no each time he contributes 
another aWm, uusicaTry you can*, get a 
man down that believes strongly in what 
• he *.,*-#*$*. koould write a-«tory 
•fjrfthe Fantasy of Love as wen ss some 
he has written, but who would believe 
what I am saying True- love is very 
important to me, individual, wife, 
mother  and   homemaker  in   today's 
society. We aU dream about things that 
could be different, but someone has to 
do the changing, and it usually Isn't the 
other person. We make our our own beds 
and sleep in them. 
Solvei Louise Nelson 
Greek thanks 
Editor. 
We, the members of the Pi Kappa 
Alpha Fraternity would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all of the Greeks 
who participated in our Pike's Peak 
Week activities.> 
With nearly 100 percent participation, 
the bowling tournament was a big 
success as was the Pike Calendar 
Pageant.      "' «► ..' 
It 1s'our feeling that the mixer held 
last Wednesday was tremendously 
successful and much of the credit -goes 
to the Greeks th«t came and supportetr 
themselves and are looking forward to 
next year's Pike's Peak Week. 
Once again, we'd like to thank all of 
the Greeks that aided us in our week of 
brotherhood. 
Sincerely, 
Michael W. Parker 
President 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Larry letter 
Wearebftheopini""' r"y>m m"*"t'?*i 
of-other Greeks we havesporten to, that 
the Pike mixer at the Family Dog was 
one of the best ever seen here at 
Eastern. 
We  hope  that  everyone  enjoyed 
Editor. 
I want to say that I happen to like 
Larry Bernard's art column. I'm sure 
there are other people who share this 
same view, but It seems that only the 
people who don't like him are heard. 
There are many  people who read 
Larry's column faithfully each week 
and I am one of those people. Larry's 
star iejar^ywu .«ome.of (hem touch off 
issues Ohr.... .., ,.__.Lion't know vent 
much about. His article* ""•" be CorT 
-Ir^Mhwal and a little strong sdfnetim'es 
butlhat is what makes them interesting. 
I think Larry is one of the most 
creative writers on the Progress staff. 
So keep up the good wort. » 
•    Randy Huff 
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S A candidates pen letters 
of thanks 
Tim Butler 
(Photo by STEVE BROWN) 
Tim Adkins. moderates the debate between Insomniac and Unity party candidates Monday night before election day. 
After all of the leaflets have been 
distributed, and the ballots cast, and the 
votes counted, there is cause 
simultaneously for a celebration and 
disappointment While the Unity party 
came out on the short end of the tally, 
we hope that these students will con- 
tinue working for the cause of student 
government. 
Tuesday April 17 proved a lot of things 
to both Chris and myself. The relatively 
large voter turnout was satisfying; 
while 73 percent of the students did not 
vote, almost 2.400 students did, and the 
best way to Tight a problem such as 
apathy is one step at a time (we con- 
sider 27 percent to be a good start out of 
the blocks). 
Perhaps the sleeping giant is 
beginning to rub his eyes a little bit. 
Chris and I would like to thank the 
students who did vote in this election, 
and those who decided to vote In- 
somniac. A few weeks ago most people 
(including ourselves) didn't give the 
Insomniac ticket much of a chance of 
victory One thing which the election did 
for us was to point out who our friends 
really are. I wish we had the opportunity 
to name them all, but their contribution 
is appreciated more than they'll ever 
know. The grass roots of our election 
were as green as the 10th floor shower 
floor. 
Social work program receives accreditation 
Showtime is over now, and the en- 
suing summer and fall promises a lot of 
hard work and time to try and im- 
plement some of the things we've 
spoken of Our plan to the entire student 
body is to become interested and in- 
volved in the workings of government 
Whatever complaints or ideas you may 
have are encouraged and solicited. 
Please, if you feel strongly on an 
issue, don't be afraid to take it to your 
student senator or to the Student 
Association office and air your opinion 
We have numerous goals for our offices, 
but our first objective is to involve the 
students and discovering their opinions 
If we can do this, we can complete 
another long step in our continuing 
journey towards solving student 
problems and establishing a govern- 
ment which is workable for you. 
Tim Butler 
Mark Hester 
I hope that everyone who voted and 
took part in the election for student 
Association president and vice 
president reads this full letter. As a 
candidate in the race I saw many people 
get involved, more than in any other 
Student Association race I've seen on 
campus since I came here four years 
aB° .    .    .. 
I want to take the opportunity in this 
letter to the editor to thank each person 
who helped out in the election for both 
the Unity and Insomniac parties. It puts 
a good feeling in my heart to see people - 
dedicate themselves to something they 
believe in. I wish that everyone on 
campus could see how hard the cam- 
paign workers worked to get as many 
people as possible to vote Tuesday and 
use it as an example as to what it takes 
to be involved on campus for fellow 
students. That involvement takes hard 
work and dedication. 
Hard work and dedication from many 
people over a tw«-week period brought 
just over twenty-four hundred voters out 
of nearly nine-thousand eligible student 
voters. That alone can tell everyone 
what a tough spot that the Student 
Association leaders are in, that of 
representing student views when it's so 
hard to gain a general concensus. 
With that in mind, let's get behind the 
new Student Association president and 
vice-president, Chris Kremer and Tim 
Butler and help them achieve their (and 
Student Government's) goals for the 
next year We can't elect someone to let 
them do all the work, we must be there 
to help. 
Remember that another election 
comes up May 1, that of Student Regent, 
and that at the beginning of next 
semester petitions go out for student 
senators. We need your help so stop by 
the Student Association Office and find 
out what it takes 
Mark C.Hester 
Student Senate  Public Relations 
Chairperson 
The University has received 
notification that its social work program 
has been accredited by the Council on 
Social Work Education The ac- 
creditation is retroactive to the 1977-78 
academic year 
The social work program was started 
in 1967 and is now among some 220 
degree options offered by the Univer- 
sity According to Mrs Sue Friedman, 
coordinator of the program. 135 students 
are now majoring in social work which 
leads to a bachelor of arts degree 
Accreditation is based chiefly on 
standards required of students, faculty 
qualifications, administrative support, 
and professional advising. 
"We have a high quality social work 
program at the University." says Dr. 
John D. Rowlett. Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Research. "The 
program has an excellent faculty and a 
fine group of students who are majoring 
in the field.' 
"Our graduates are serving 
throughout Kentucky with a variety of 
agencies and institutions. The faculty, 
administrators and students associated 
with this program are to be 
congratulated for their work in 
achieving this national recognition for 
the social work program" Rowlett said. 
The social work major is located 
within the Department of Anthropology. 
Sociology and Social Work in the College 
of Social and Behavorial Sciences. 
Located in the Wallace Building, the 
University's social work program 
prepares students for the beginning 
level of social practice in a variety of 
public and private agencies. 
According to Mrs. Friedman, "Our 
graduates find stimulating and 
rewarding positions in such agencies as 
the Kentucky Department of Human 
Resources and numerous private social 
agencies that serve youth and adults.' 
Intercession registration 
Registration for spring intersession at 
the University will be held April 30 - 
May 2. Intersession will be held May 14 - 
June 8. 
The   University   is   offering  61   in- 
tersession courses which will be held if 
enrollment is sufficient. They are of- 
fered in the Colleges of Arts and 
Sciences. Applied Arts and Technology, 










The tide comes in and out. In 
spring a young man's fancy lightly 
turns to thoughts of love. We are 
born, we age and we die. 
In other words we are rhythmic 
beings. In our pride we talk of 
biorythms but we are more 
influenced by astrorythms. The tides 
and menstruation run on a lunar 
cycle. With recent, sensitive tests, it 
has been found that testosterone, 
the male hormone, does so too. Hi 
girls, join the club! On the other 
hand, adrenaline, nature's great 
fight or flight hormone goes by a 
diurnal, or night and day rhythm. 
So, presumably, does the beat beat 
beat of the tom-tom--and we all 
know the blood-stirring power of 
jungle drums. 
So, DEPRESSION, the low point 
of our emotional rhythm, is here to 
stay. 
To live free of depression is not 
admirable. It is grossly inhuman and 
abnormal. It smacks of megalo- 
mania. 
Since teen-age/early twenties sui- 
cide has rocketed in the last decade, 
and since college life is almost a 
synonym for stress, depression is a 
student health problem. 
First, there's the sadness of 
life-without which there would be 
no gladness. "Most men lead lives 
of quiet desperation" and "Life 
oscillates between boredom and 
sorrow." That strikes some deep sad 
chord in most of us, but Thoreau 
and Schopenhauer said it first. 
Depression is triggered by change. 
Homesickness is a depression. Old 
people who retire to the sunshine 
leave roots of friendship and 
familiar scenes, and the ghettos of 
the sunlit seniors are sad and dreary. 
Even marriage, that harbinger and 
source of joy has depressing 
features. Men usually have to give 
up their friends, and wives their 
mothers. Both give up their privacy. 
The fact is, when you consider what 
you give up, if it weren't marriage, it 
wouldn't be worth it! 
Adolescents are constantly be- 
reaved, leaving stages of growth 
every few months or years, plunging 
from the security of infancy into 
continually more demanding roles, 
involving rejection of family sup- 
port, and deadly lonely challenges 
one after another. No wonder, with 
the collapse of all standards, that 
the burden of maturing is too 
depressing for so many! I hate being 
old, but thank God I don't have to 
be young again! 
I have nearly run out of space, 
and I'm going to write a couple of 
columns more about depression 
because it hangs over every human 
head. 
Here and now I tell you that it is 
normal and inevitable, so don't 
worry about it. 
The WORST part of depression is 
that it makes us fell inferior, 
worthless, and alone. That feeling, 
not nervousness, or stress or fear, is 
the heaviest burden of mankind. 
There's much to say about it. See 
you next week. 
People Poll 
Bv DONNA BUNCH 
SUff Writer 





heals all wounds, 
wounds all heels 
This is the time of the year for 
tying up loose ends. It is the time for 
completing all of those" projects 
which we have been putting off for 
to long. It is the time for paying 
overdue fines at the library, 
pre-registration and term papers. It 
is, more importantly, the time for 
clearing up any cloudy or unclear 
areas in personal relationships. The 
purpose of this column, therefore, is 
two-fold. I get a chance to tie up 
loose ends, and clear up some 
questions that have arisen~at the 
same time. 
First of all, a problem has arisen 
concerning the mention I made of 
my suicide attempt. A colleague of 
mine asked what the purpose of 
■such a statement was. "If you're 
trying to get sympathy, you're going 
about it the wrong way. People 
^.-aalfcc""'"" -*o feel sorry for you. 
They're only going to think that 
you're weird." , 
My only reason for mentioning it 
in the first place was because it was 
appropriate, or so I thought, as well 
of brutal honesty. Quite frankly, I 
do not feel the need for pity at all. 
That may be a really pompous thing 
to say, but I said it anyway, didn't 
I? Also, I do not feel that an attempt 
at suicide destroys my worth as a 
person. Times were hard and my 
ability to cope was very limited at 
the time. I'm sure that every reader 
of this column has had coping 
problems at one time or another. 
Once again, I owe some 
apologies. I have been guilty of 
shameless neglect as far. as my 
friends are concerned. I could offer 
a score of excuses such as a complete 
lack of time, energy and ability to be 
in more than seven places at one 
time! (While I can leap tall buildings 
is a single bound, and race faster. 
than a locomotive, ' I find it 
impossible to be in. more places than 
"Oiic-at the'same URg,) 'lfimr" 
excuses are- -just that-excuses. 
Whether or not they are the truth is 
beside the point 1 So I apoligize to 
anyone who feds that he or she has 
been neglected or ignored. Please 
LI 
consciously do anything to hurt 
anyone. At the same time, my own 
feelings have been bruised lately by 
friends who just "don't have time." 
I guess we should all realize that 
ours is not the only impossibly 
hectic schedule, right? RIGHT I 
swear that I am not going to get 
behind next semester. I know that 
those sound like famous last words, 
but in five semesters at college, this 
is my first experience with being 
truly, totally and helplessly behind. 
If all goes well, and God and I are 
able, next semester I will be 
directing a scene from^The Boys la 
The Band. The reason for my 
stating that fact is quite selfish. I 
want anyone who is interested in a 
pact in the scene taabe sure to allow 
enough time for what promises to be 
an arduous but fulfilling task. AJso, 
• . ..It !«e allorr—ice of more time for 
word-of-mouth publicity I expect 
the competition to be very keen. 
Forewarneckis forearmed, and a 
word to the wise is^ufficientr^" 
If vou don't have reservations for 
Pippin yet, you'd better get them. It 
seems that a sell-out is quite possible 
and, probably, iminent. 
Finally, I would like to utilize my 
opportunity to reach as many people 
as possible at one time, in order to 
say a few more things. Thank 
you-to all my friends. They have 
been a constant source of energy 
and support and have been more 
instrumental this semester than they 
will ever know. Once again, thank 
you for everything. And thanks to 
all of my readers for their 
comments, suggestions and more 
importantly, feedback. Feel free to 
keep up the good work next 
semester, and hopefully we can start 
off where we ended this time. I think 
it would be a terrific shame to 
subject ya'll again to some of the 
'hings you've endured this semester. 
With all of the things that are wrong 
with Eastern, it's good to know that 
«. «;«>< the students are fanta*"' - 
(As you can tell, I'm in a really 
charitable mood.) 4 




Becky McGutfey. junior - 
medical technology. Stanford. 
"I love it. It gives you an 
opportunity to get out of your 
dorm room I can't wait to put on 
shorts." 
Vera Ding, junior - oecapatlonal 
therapy. Cincinnati. Ohio. 
"Real bad. When the weather 
gets nice it's hard to go to class. I 
like the sun." 
Richard  Ixigan. senior - broad- 
casting. Louisville. 
"Look at me. I'm right out here 
watching everything that's going 
on.   It's   kind  of   hurting   my 
-   8radf», but what can I say." 
Hyan    Kranse.    sophomore   - 
political    aamlnlsAratUn. 
Cleveland. Ohio.   . 
"I think it's great. I hope we get 
a lot more of outdoor concerts. 
>v It's time that the people on this 
KRAUSE 
( photos by STEVE BROWN) 
campus started getting involved. 
This place is dead." 
< lavhurn Trowell. sophomore - 
finance. Louisville. 
"There are so many activities 
around on campus that I have 
difficulty studying." 
Vkkv Shontee. junior - muting. 
Laaisville. 
"Spring fever ... I'm getting 
tired of school and ready to get 
out." 
Dekra   Parrls,   freshman  •   aa- 
declded. Frankfort 
"It's   making  me   want  this 
semester to last long. There's 
moee people out and more things 
It's a lot nicer.'* to^do 
Mark  Rlffee. 
^to-tsmtwIt'snobWoWf 1 
like it better than the snow 
( J* 
^ 
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Equal place and space 
Kentucky candidates 
for 
Bv ROB DOLLAR 
Staff Writer 
There's one place where every person 
running for a statewide office in Ken- 
tucky will allegedly be equal, no matter 
how wealthy or powerful or even in- 
fluential other candidates may be. 
That place isn't heaven - if that's 
where politicians go in the first place 
after their days on earth are over. 
And it isn't hell, even though many of 
our past and present office seekers will 
probably shake a few hands on the 
campaign trail down there before long. 
No. it's not in the Twilight Zone nor in 
Larry Bernard's column. where fair and 
equal treatment of all the issues has 
always been the rule. 
So, where is this mythical and ab- 
stract virtue known as "equality" 
finally being put into practice? 
Believe it or not, in the University's 
Department of Political Science. 
The political scientists on our campus 
are sponsoring a bulletin board entitled 
appropriately enough, "Kentucky 
Elections 1979," which was set up 
Tuesday on the first floor of the Wallace 
Building next to Room US. 
The purpose, quite simple and noble - 
to create greater interest, as well as 
student participation in the upcoming 
Kentucky elections 
Now here's where the equality comes 
in. 
Each candidate running for a state 
office in the May primary will be en- 
titled to a space on the board not to 
exceed 11 by 14 inches in size. 
Of course, asking a politician to fill a 
space that "large" is like asking him to 
answer five questions in five clear 
statements within a five minute time 
frame. 
It's anyone's guess on whether it can 
be done or not. 
Regardless, supporters of each 
candidate are responsible for Tilling the 
space and can do so by bringing the 
desired campaign materials to the of- 
fice of the Chairman of the Department 
of Political Science. 
It should be noted that no materials 
will be "solicited" from any of the 
candidates by the Political Science 
Department, thus gaps in the board 
might indicate that certain candidates 
are in trouble - on campus anyway. 
To verify that the bulletin board was 
set up and arranged without any bias 
towards particular candidates, no 
member of the Political Science faculty 
was placed in charge of it. since many 
are active supporters of various can- 
didates. 
Where then do you find someone that 
is unbiased to be in charge of this "noble 
experiment" in equality? 
Would you believe departmental 
secretary, Sharon Neal? 
The perfect choice 
Neal is not actively supporting any of 
the candidates running for the various 
state offices and claims not to be 
prejudicial towards anyone. 
This attitude is apparent in her plans, 
concerning the arrangement of the 
"illustrious" board. 
What is to determine the position that 
each candidate will occupy on the 
board? 
The solution, quite simply -- "First 
come, first serve," according to Neal. 
Though, the process sounds more like 
a cafeteria serving line, it does have its 
ironic side. 
Politicians who have been "dishing it 
out' to the public for years, must at long 
last wait in line just like everyone else 
for an equal portion of the pie - namely 
equal space on a bulletin board. 
The bulletin board will remain up 
until after the May 29th primary and it 
will be repeated next fall for the general 
election. 
While politics might make strange 
bedfellows, what's even stranger is that 
it takes a woman and a departmental 
secretary at that, to put Kentucky 
politicians in their place - on the 
bulletin board that is. 
Students' slang analyzed 
in new topics course 
By CilNNV EAGER 
Features Editor 
"Hey man. hows about buzzing out to 
the lake for a dip." 
"Sure, maybe we can latch onto some 
nice looking chicks and make beautiful 
music together, ya know." 
"Yep. but we gotta get home by 12 or 
my old lady will hit the roof." 
Most Americans understand this 
conversation perfectly: but to someone 
who look each word literally, this 
conversation could sound bizarre. 
The person might think that two men 
were going to make a humming noise all 
the way to a lake and plunge partly or 
for a time into the water and after that 
i hey were going to attach themselves to 
some chickens and sing. But they had to 
»urn oy 12 or an elderly wom^p jypuld 
tip, and hit the roof, 
But. actuallyMthe conversation & 
perfectly logical, if one knows slang 
The University has its own slang 
expert and next fall he will be teaching a 
course called. "Topics in English: The 
American Language." 
Charles M l«itta is the instructor and 
;irrording to him the class will be a 
general study of the history, cultural 
hackground and linguistic antecedents 
of the American language. 
i.:itt.-i said that he plans to pay 
detailed attention to the study of social 
.i ml cultural dialects which make 
American English unique and he also 
plans to give a thorough introduction to 
slang 
There will be three of these topic 
courses offered next fall under ENG 200 
Kay Smith will teach "Greek and 
Roman Mythology." This will be a view 
of mythology from a scientific, 
historical, psychological and mythical 
point of view. 
Isabelle White will be teaching the 
third course. "Men and Women in 20th 
Century Short Fiction." According to 
White the class will deal with the study 
of how relationships between the sexes 
are depicted in 20th century literature. 
If- will also study the sex roles in 
literature 
This is the first time for any of these 
classes to be taught and according to 
l«itta they will be taught in a non- 
traditional manner. 
For example, he said, in the class that 
he is teaching, he plans to have lots of 
discussions and a minimal amount of 
lecture. 
fc!6 i isicm By P.i 
Campus Cinemas 1 • 2 
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"It's going to be an easy and a fun 
class." he grinned, "but not a snap 
course " There will be lots of reading, 
but other than that not much homework 
However, there will be a paper, but 
l-alta said that it will be small. 
He added. "I am going to gear the 
subject of the paper to the students' 
interest," 
The course cannot be taken for credit 
toward an English major or minor, but 
only as an elective. 
].,iMu stressed that these courses 
could be helpful, as well as fun. for 
students in any field. 
Currently two courses along these 
lines are being taught. "Detective and 
Mystery Fiction" and "Science Fic- 
tion " l-alta said that he feels that these 
two classes have been very successful 
and he hopes the same for the three new- 
ones 
"Men and Women in 20th Century 
Short Fiction" will be offered the 
seventh period on Mondays and Wed- 
nesdays. "The American Language'' 
will be the second period on those days 
and "Greek Mythology" the fourth 
period on those days also. All the 
courses are worth 2 credit hours. 
Festival centered on a variety of 
women s issues 
By GINNV KAt.KR 
Features Editor 
A Women's Concern Festival will be 
held next Monday and Tuesday on 
campus.&yeral activities ane planned, 
according to Hope Lonstein. director of 
McGregor Hall The festival is coor- 
dinated by the womens' residence hall 
programs and the Women's Interdorm 
Although basically oriented to women 
nnd to improving their self image. 
I oust cm said that men could also 
henefit from the festival also. They can 
learn more about womens' issues, she 
said. 
The first activity is at 8 p.m on 
Sunday. April 22 Jenny Curtis will 
speak on Women in Leadership This 
will be held in the Pearl Buchanan 
Theatre 
Following this speech at 9 p.m. the 
film "Free to be You. Free to be Me." 
starring Mario Thomas will be shown. 
The next day. April 23. from II am to 
:t p m.. Women's Concern will be held in 
the .laggers Room. Powell Building 
i.nMsti'iii said that this is simply a 
potpourri of womens issues. Although 
all of the speakers at this are not con- 
firmed as yet. Ixmstein said that some 
of them could possibly be Mountain 
Maternal. Planned Parenthood. Af- 
firmative Action. ERA. Kentucky 
Commission on Women. Rape Crisis 
< enter League of Women's Voters, and 
Credit Reference 
That same night at 7:30 p.m. Phyllis 
George will  speak  on   Women's Con 
cerns. This will be in the Hiram Brock 
Auditorium   and   is  sponsored   by   the 
Student Association. 
l-onstcin said that she believes the 
festival could he helpful to many women 
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Clothes Cents 
Hats top off the fashion scene 
Bv STBVEN D. LYONS 
Staff Writer 
Hats off (o those of you who have been 
reading and enjoying this column: 
onions lo those who read it but don't 
enjoy it | and whatever to those that do 
neither. 
If you happen to walk into better 
stores you'll see a section that appears 
new and that's because it probably is. 
Stores are devoting more space to hats 
because one. they're fashionable and 
two, they are big money makers. 
If you're like most, you have the 
tendency to stand around and try on a 
tew. job* about them then shrug the 
whole escapade off as having fun. But 
this shouldn't be. 
Hats can be fun as well as fashionable 
If you shop around you can find a hat to 
tit any occasaion. There are a million 
styles to chose from. 
You can wear straw hats for more 
casual wear, or felt for more dressy 
wear. However, straw ia intervening the 
felt market for dressing up. The main 
reason being that manufacturers and 
designers are learning to design better 
hats from straw. 
The whole hat comeback started a few 
years ago when America started on the 
nostalgia gimic. It seemed that the older 
the styles, the better the sale value. 
People opened antique clothing shops 
and second hand stores were getting a 
good income from all that obsolete 
stock. 
So—enter button-downs, pleats, fruit 
loops on your shirts, shorter pants, 
nrgyle socks, and the endless ream of 
repented styles. 
Slowly, but surely, hats caught the 
American eye appeal and boom! 
another multi-million industry 
reemerged. Some designers dropped 
their maniquins and went to the drawing 
bo"rd» .«.w. And the array of designs came oft the 
assembly line as fast as they could draw 
them. They looked back over the years 
and reconstructed some of the old hats. 
and just revitalized some of them. 
The pill box hat for women is back. 
They haven't done a whole lot to change 
it Some of the designers ridded it of its 
accompaniement-the veil, some chose 
to keep it, and other* added more 
contemporary accessories Regardless 
of what you like on them, there's a pill 
box-hat waiting for you. 
For the more sheik look designers dug 
back to the lMO's and came up with 
taller  and bigger feathers just for ef- 
fect. 
Hats are functkxsable as well as 
fashionable. They can protect your head 
from rain or add a shade on those sunny 
days. As far as fashion goes they speak 
for  themselves.  Hats  add  a  classic 
some of those sophisticated hats you see 
on Saturday afternoon TY movies. Most 
are made of starched felt donned with 
ribbon bands of various colors and 
designs (stripes or checks) with short 
feathers. However, some chose to add 
distinction to a woman's looks Hats 
look good with anything from sportwear 
to dinner suits or dresses 
Men's shops are also carrying good 
quality lines of hats. At tins time 
designers are hoping  that  they  will 
become as much a part of a man's 
wardrobe as they were in the 40's, and 
SO's. 
Remember those pictures of dad 
decked out in the pleated pants, padded 
shoulder jackets and of course his 
favorite hat? Well, that's exactly what 
is going to be around for a while. 
Thanks to whoever you'd blame it on, 
we now have a much wider variety from 
which to chose. Hats are no longer grey 
and black but they are coming in as 
many colors as you have shirts and 
places to wear them. 
The Bogart hat and the Street cap are 
running neck to neck in sales. Straws, 
however, are weaseling their way into 
the market. 
Straws are great for summer. They 
allow air to circulate around your head 
making them much cooler. As com- 
pared to the felt, in looks they're about 
equal. Straws, however, aren't being 
shown for dressier evening wear. But go 
ahead and try it-you may start a new 
trend. 
As in all facets of the clothing business 
the price range is as vast as the Ken- 
tucky River. It all depends on where you 
shop. Designer named hats are ex- 
tremely high tas moot designer clothes 
and accessories) but you can shop 
around to expand your budget a bit. 
Look in your parents old attic chests 
or the closets Hats may be stored in a 
protective hat box and look as goad as 
new. If the moths haven't taken their 
toll, wear them! 
Hats are back and every store around 
has them, all for the asking and pur- 
chasing. Check around. You may come 
up with a source from your grand- 
parents or neighbors from which to get 
your supply. 
Using your clothing cents can save 
you big bucks in the long run. especially 
if your budget is as limited as mine, and 
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BvJANETJACOBS 
Staff Writer 
What does Anita Wilberdiraz. a lunior 
Public Relations major from Louisville, 
have in common with a sergeant in the 
army, a real estate agent, a teacher and 
the president of a cathouc PTA who also 
manages a clothing store? 
Wilberding, along with these and a 
few other women, participates In a 
cultural dance which is becoming very 
popular in the United States today: 
belly dancing. 
This very diversified group came 
together at the Orbis Dance Studio in 
1-ouisville where they tosh lessons 
together twice a week for three years. 
At first they danced in shows with 
their teacher. But after receiving 
several requests to perform, they 
started their own troupe. "The people 
who wanted us to dance really started 
the troupe." said Wilberding. 
Though the group is not considered 
professional, they give 24-36 per- 
formances a year. During school. 
Wilberding only participates in about 10 
of these, when she can get in at least two 
good practices before a show. 
In a performance there are usually 
three or four choreographed numbers 
for everyone and a f ew solas One part of 
the snow is freeform. where everyone 
has a chance to dance her own way. 
There is no music except for the drama 
Health seminars 
announced 
Two seminars for health personnel 
have been announced by the College of 
Allied Health at the University Th* 
first. April 25 at 9 a.m. in the Jaggers 
Roam of the Powell Building, will deal 
with 'Primary Nursing." It is designed 
for nursing administrators and 
managers. The second seminar. April 
27. same hour and place, will teach 
health professionals how to deal with 
•Job Related Stress." Inquiries should 
be directed to l.vnn Voight. Roam 103 
Wallace Building '60S) 622-3104 
and the dancers sit on the floor playing 
their seals (finger cymbals) until each 
is inspired to dance. 
Belly dancing, or Betedi as it is called 
in Egypt, waa originally done to build up 
stomach muscles in preparation for 
childbirth. It gradually became a family 
ritual and part of tradition msiniy in the 
Middle East. 
"Belly dancing is not to be seduc- 
tive. ' explained Wilberding. **» is a 
ritual - a way of nun—ina. Different 
movements have backgrounds and 
meanings like in hula dancing," 
The dancer's costume consists of a 
top, harem pants, skirts, 
veils. It is designed to help her 
attention on the stomach and .1 
while she is dancing. 
Wilberding has bean belly dancing 
for six years. During that time ah* has 
learned to express herself, to deal with 
people and to have cimMmtrnmhmmaU. 
Dancing also makes me feel goad when 
I'm upset or frustrated. It is a goad 
constructive emotional outlet." com- 
mented Wilberding. 
Last year, Wilberding wa 
job     to      teach     belly 
professionally but turned it down. "I'd 
like to get a job in television advorti 
or sales." said Wilberding    "The 
ring is just something 1 can fall back on. 




Are you concerned over the en- 
fectivenesB of the infirmary7 Apply to 
be on the Student Advisory Board. Can: 
625-3341. 624-156S, 625-2311 aftST 5 D.SS. 
Auroras on sale 
The 1979 AURORA, student art and 
literary magazine, is now available. 
Copies may be purchased at the 
University Store or in the office of Dr. 
William Sutton. Wallace 133. 
A lot of big corporations offer you a hag 
titie. But how many offer a young college 
graduate a really important job? 
As* Navy Officer, you don't have 
to wait to do a job that counts. We give 
you one as soon as you've earned your 
commission. A job with responsibility fan 
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars 
of complex equipment. A job that requires 
alrill!Mirril4MMh»niliip A joh that Navy Officers 
have been doing proudly for 200 years. 
If that's the kind of job you're looking 
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find 
that Navy Officers have unequalled 
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, 
Aviation, and Engineering. ■ __ 
Or call toll free 800*841-3888; (feffitersSi 
toll free 800-342-5856.) Early responsibility. 
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Bluegrass musicians 
entertain at Morehead 
B> MSA All! 
Stall Writer % 
"'Basically we just play and pick and 
have a nood lime.*' 
Miidesl wiTds for a student group of 
t'luegrass musicians who were "just 
uoofin' off" one night when they decided 
IO^JO to Morehead to find a banjo player 
arid ended up playing lo a crowd of over 
l Wo hundred 
Mike Kinard Kindred explained 
i hat after picking up banjo player Jerry 
Cooper they went to a girl's dorm on 
Morenead's campus to play for a 
girlfriend They began playing in the 
parking lot inside the circle ol dorms, 
and after the second song. 2S0 girls had 
come out on the balconies to listen. 
'"We played for an hour and ten 
minutes until Ihe dorm director said we 
had to leave because it was late. All the 
Cirls booed, so she told us to c-ome back 
earlier next lime. 
"We played one more song, but before 
we left, the Haptist Student I'nion asked 
us lo play for a coffee house on May 4." 
Kindred. Handy "Spider" Webb. 
Kerry Jones. Rick Stone and Ken 
"Wingding" Weidinger. members of the 
"Mountain-top Pickers" as they call 
themselves, shy away from describing 
themselves as a formal group of 
musicians 
"We just play around." insisted 
Kindred. "We don't know what we're 
going to play." 
"Singingwise we're not very tough." 
said Jones modestly 
"(Kir act's kind of medium." Kindred 
added, even though 250 Morehead coeds 
would disagree 
(inly Jones and Webb are music 
majors Kindred and Weidinger are in 
industrial education. Stone in ac- 
counting 
"We feel more like a group now i after 
Morehead'." said Stone "But it's still 
really informal. We've only been 
playing together about a year " 
"We all live close together." said 
Kindred. "We're all on seventh floor 
I'almer except for Ken who is in Todd. 
We just get together and pick bluegrass 
and leach each other songs." 
All the members play guitar, and 
lately they've added spoons, washtub 
and jug. as well as an occasional banjo. 
"We call ourselves the "Mountaintop 
Pickers" because it's a bluegrass name 
and that's what we play." explained 
Jones, "hut also because of the religious 
aspect We're a Christian bluegrass 
group and Christ is the Mountaintop. We 
play a lot of religious songs along with 
bluegrass " 
"People really enjoy bluegrass." 
Jones said. "They like sittin' and 
clappin' and singin' along. It make* 
them feel at ease Bluegrass makes 
people feel good " 
Kindred added that sometimes they 
play over the phone for people, to cheer 
up a depressed roommate, or even ask a 
girl for a date 
"It worked once, anyway." said 
Kindred, adding. "I thoughi it was 
romantic " 
The group has no definite plans for the 
fulure. as they will be apart this sum'- 
nier. but they cant hide their pleasure 
al (heir growing popularity 
"All Ihe girls are talking about us." 
Crinned Kindred 
Religion advancing in the 
Political World 
.   BvMARKITASIIKI.BI'KNK 
i Staff Writer 
i 
rW the fall semester of 1979. the 
Political Science Department is offering 
.i 6ew class entitled "Politics and 
Kefgion"  The class is numbered POL 
117 
The class was an idea of lir Jane 
Kainey. a political science professor, 
ana was developed by her with the help 
nf, other members of the Political 
Silence Department 
pr Kainey had the idea for the class 
lierause of several personal interests 
ujdich would be involved in the class, 
sjje also stresses the importance of 
itiigion in politics in today's society. 
•fiince the beginning of President 
< tjrter's term of office religion has been 
iijithe news of the political world more 
tl (tn any other time since the term of 
.1 tin Kennedy. 
Religious groups are seen in the 
legislative  processes in powerful  lob- 
hying positions Such groups have been 
particularly influential in issues such 
as abortion They are also a great factor 
in voting 
Religions and their views are involved 
in Ihe courts the legislative branch and 
ihe executive branch 
According to Dr Kainey. the class is 
designed because of these influences 
and will involve a little of each subfield 
of political science in contrast with most 
of the classes offered by the University. 
The class has also been added to the 
department to compliment the creation 
of a religion major in the philosophy 
department The class is not a 
lequirement for the major but could be 
l>eneficial lo those in the area 
The course will cover such current 
topics in Ihe I ruled States as Marilyn 
Murray o'Hair. open prayer in public 
schools, and the placing of the Ten 
Commandments in school classrooms 
as well   as  similar  subjects   in other 
.countries, 
Dr Kainey. who will be teaching the 
class, plans to make it a comparative 
study Since her speciality is Com- 
munist government the course will deal 
with Ihe differences in religion of 
Communist countries The role of the 
church in West Kurope and the 
separation of church and party will be 
discussed 
The class is not purely for or of any 
religion and Dr Kainey welcomes and 
hopes for non-believers in order lo 
balance Ihe discussion 
There are no prerequisites and the 
class would be an excellent restrictive 
elective The subject matter could be 
very helpful for pre-seminary. pre- 
iheology or philosophy students 
Dr Kainey promises Ihe course will 
be full of "lively discussion " 
For more information contact Or 
Jane Kainey or the Political Science 
Department. 
Election day 
The election of student association president and vice 
president brought a record number of students < in the past 
seven years I to the Powell Building to exercise their right to 
Newsbriefs : 
(pnoto by SCOTT AOAMS) 
vote Students lined up in front of the information desk before 
10 a m  waiting for the balloting to begin 
Itudent Regent Applications Available 
Petition* for Student Regent will be 
available tomorrow in the President's 
office, the Student Affairs Office and the 
i Jlfice of Student Activities. 
ItThe Student Regent must be a 
rUiident of the state and must get at 
Ittist 200 signatures on their petition. 
Petitions are due Wednesday at 4:30 
p.m. in Coates room 103. 
As is the case this year, when the 
president of the Student Association is 
not a resident of the state, any full-time 
student who is a resident is eligible. 
Also, applications for Centerboard are 
available in the Office of Student Ac- 
tivities. 
There are two at large openings for 
next year. 
Any full-time student with a 2.25 GPA 
is eligible for the position 
LEN course set 
A new course entitled Women in Law 
l• iiinn rmenl will be offered by the 
College of Law Knforcement next fall 
Among other things it will deal with 
issues and problems which have arisen 
in Ihe field of criminal justice as a result 
ol ihe affirmative action program 
mandated by the Civil Rights Act of 
1972 
The course will basically follow a 
seminar formal, making maximum use 
of guest lecturers and field interviews 
with operational personnel Student 
initialed case studies will provide 
llcxihility required lo serve Ihe needs of 
a wide range of student interests Cross- 
listed as PAD-COR 345. the course will 
l nil iII the requirement for an upper level 
elective for law enforcement majors, 
and -since there is no prerequisite. 
students from other disciplines are 
more lhan welcome Male students are 
encouraged lo enroll because the full 
dimension of this issue cannot be ex- 
plored without their participation Also, 
it is an issue wnicn. in one way of 
another, affects and will continue lo 
affect ihem as professionals in the field. 
The course will be taught this year by 
Dr    Bette   Kox.   Professor   of   Police 
Administration, but in alternate years 
will he laught by Dr Klizabeth Horn. 
Assistant Professor of Correctional 
Services Kor further information call 
I >r Kox al Btt-MU. or stop by her office 
in Uoom -to" of the Stratum Building 
Retired faculty 
The I'niversity will honor 17 retiring 
faculty and administrative staff 
members al a faculty dinner Wed- 
nesday. April 25 
The retirees, representing a total of 
22R years of service to the University, 
are 
The recipients of the 1978-79 "ex- 
cellence in teaching" awards for each 
college of the I'niversity will also be 
announced at the dinner to begin al 6:30 
I' in   in Ihe Keen Johnson Building 
Koch retiree will receive an engraved 
silver tray provided through con- 
tributions from fellow employees 
GCS198 open 
Students may register for GCS 196 
during pre-registration or during 
regular registration However, in order 
in register for Ihe course, a brief in- 
terview with a counselor will be 
required Students may schedule an 
interview   by  contacting   Mrs    Karen 
Slefanov 1822-22411 who will also be 
available to answer any questions 
regarding the course 
Voter registration 
Voter registration for the primary will 
continue through Monday. April 30. If 
you are unregistered and have lived in 
your current precinct for 30 days, you 
are eligible to register to vote 
If you anticipate being away from 
Richmond on Election Day. May 29. and 
desire to vote in the election, you should 
apply for an absentee ballot Ap- 
plications will be accepted until May 22 
Arts & Crafts Pair 
The Student Association will present 
their spring Arts and Crafts Fair 
Thursday. April 19 
Approximately 20 artists and crafts 
men will gather in the area surround 
ing Ihe chapel of Meditation 10 a in - 6 
p m 
Some of the displays will include 
jewelry. paintings. woodcrafts, 
macrame and plants 
An entry fee of $10 will be charged to 
attain a booth 
Proceeds from Ihe fair will be donated 
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Society for Collegiate Journalists host convention 
By (ilNNV KM.m 
Features Editor 
This week was proclaimed 
SCHOLASTIC PUBLICATIONS WEEK 
by Kentucky governor Julian M. 
Carroll. One of (he highlights of the 
week is the biennial convention of the 
national collegiate journalism frater- 
nity. Society for Collegiate Journalists 
i SCJ i 
The University's chapter of SCJ is 
hosting the convention which starts 
today at 1:30 p.m Kicking off the three- 
day convention, which takes place 
mostly in the Powell Building, is an 
equipment show in the Newspaper 
Technology Van. 
This is a mobile teaching laboratory 
sponsored by the Frank E Gannett 
Newspaper Foundation. Inc. of 
Rochester New York From 1:30 to 4:30 
p.m. the van will be open for tours and 
viewing  It will be parked outside the 
session will be held and committee 
assignments made. Then at 7:30 p.m. 
the committees will meet. 
Also 7:30 p.m. Ralph Squires will 
speak. Squires is the Special Projects 
Director for the Gannett Newspaper 
Van and will speak in the Jaggers 
Room. Powell Building. 
Winding up today's activities will be 
Ken Herman. Pulitzer Prize winner, 
who will speak in the Adams Room of 
the Wallace Building. He is sponsored 
by the College of Arts and Sciences 
Lecture Series and is open to all con- 
vention members, campus members as 
well as the Richmond community. 
news session, Paul Schuhmann, the 
photo composition and coverage and 
Charles Savedge the yearbook. All 
workshops will be held in the Powell 
Building. 
Whitt. currently the Frankfort Bureau 
(hief for the Courier Journal, is also a 
Pulitzer Prize winner. He won the prize 
for his coverage of the Beverly Hills 
Supper Club fire. 
Schuhmann, too. won a Pulitzer for 
photography. He currently works for the 
Courier Journal and his workshop will 
be held in the Jaggers Room. 
In Conference Room A. Savedge's 




The van houses all the necessary 
equipment to produce a newspaper and 
it will be used to put out a convention 
newspaper. 
Next on the agenda is the speaker. 
Craig Ammerman. Ammerman will 
speak at 4:30 p.m in the Kennamer 
Room. Powell Building. Ammerman is 
a part of the Mass Communication 
Speaker Series. 
Ammerman. a native of Richmond, 
attended the University and briefly 
worked for the Richmond Dally 
Rrgislrr :ind the Lexington llrrald- 
l < Meter In January of 1969 he went to 
work for the Associated Press <AP> and 
is currently the New York Bureau chief 
for the AP As of April 23. 1979 he will be 
the managing editor for the New York 
Post 
At 6 p m dinner for the con- 
ventioneers will be held in the Powell 
cafeteria dining rooms A. B. C and D 




Herman, a native of Brooklyn. New 
York worked for the i.ufkin News in 
Texas when he did a story on a new 
Marine recruit who was needlessly 
killed. It was for this story that he won 
the Pulitzer Prize He now works for the 
AP 
On Friday, workshops will be held 
most of t he day The first three start at 9 
am  with Richard Whitt conducting the 
master and the yearbook advisor at 
Augusta Military Academy in Fort 
Defiance. Virginia. 
The second set of workshops begins at 
10:30 a.m. Billy Reed will conduct the 
sports session, Tom Baker, the ad- 
vertising. Richard Loewen, the 
yearbook and Bill Trutner. the copy 
editing and headline writing one. 
Reed   is   the   sports   editor   for   the 
The Lightweight 
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Texas toast, and all the 
salad you can make 
Free Refills On Al Drinks Except Milk. 
Bring A Friend To Supper And 
TREAT YOURSELF GOOD 
BONANZA Coupon good Anytime Mon. thru Sun. 11:00-9:30 
^mm ABONAMZA Expires MAY 11th 
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crucjlfn'    fur    you   at 
McDonald'*. 
1* felt all tar]*- 





Jeff MacNeUy. self portrait 
Courier Journal and a native of Mt. 
Sterling. Baker is the general ad- 
vertising manager or the Lexington 
Mr-raid Western Kentucky University's 
yearbook advisor is Loewen and 
Trutner is the chief copy editor for the 
Cincinnati Enquirer. 
Lunch will be from noon to 1:90 p.m. 
with Bob Schulman speaking He is the 
media critic for the Louisville Times. 
This will be held in dining rooms A. B, C 
and I) of the Powell cafeteria. 
The next set of workshops start at 1:45 
p.m. with Jerome Becker conducting 
the editorial writing one. Frank Kappel 
the layout and design. Schuhmann. the 
newspaper photo display and Savedge 
again doing a yearbook session 
Becker is an editorial writer and 
national affairs editor of the Cincinnati 
Enquirer Kappel works for the same 
paper and is the assistant production 
coordinator. 
At 3:30 p.m. another convention 
business meeting will be held in the 
Herndon   Lounge.   Powell   Building. 
Dinner will start at 6:15 p.m   with 
MactyeBy speaking 
MacNeUy. a two time Pulitrer Prizej 
winner for editorial cartoons is also the 
creator of the popular comic strip 
"Shoe." 
The committees will meet again at 9 
p.m and that is the last event for 
Friday 
The    last    day    of   the    convention, 
Saturday,   opens   with  coffee   in   the', 
Herndon 1-ounge at 9 a.m. 
At 10 am  the last business meeting 
will be held in the Herndon Lounge also 
and at this time Frank M. Maier will.. 
speak in the Kennamer Room. Powell , 
Building. Maier is the Chicago Bureau, 
Chief for Newsweek magazine. 
The awards luncheon will be held at 
12:30 p.m. with Malcom Kilduff 
speaking. Kilduff was the assistant- 
press secretary under Presidents John 
F  Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson. 
Also at this time new officers will be 
introduced and publication and in- 
dividual awards will be presented. 
Billy Reed 
Pay Only '20 to '36 For Any '40 Or 
More Purchase, On Any Thing In 
Our Store. 
Throw A Dart For Savings. 
Threes 
Company 
Shoppers Village Shopping Center 
Eastern ByPass MEN'S WEAR 
Rumors Rumors Rumors 
Contrary to rumors Bill Hammons Haircutters 
is still open to serve you better, futhermore 
there is no other hair establishment in 
Richmond that reflects the haircuts and 
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Sports, 
Napier raps five HRs 
Colonel hitters 
awaken; pitching slumps 
HvCIIKISKI.SRKKKV 
Starr Writer 
The Colonels have finally awakened. 
Throughout the opening weeks of the 
season. Eastern thought that they were 
■ ill pitch and no hit. 
Traditionally. Jack Hissom's teams 
haye been noted for their hitting 
paowness while the pitching has been 
lackadaisical, to say the least. 
Over the past week, the Colonels bats 
boomed out 73 hits and scored 57 runs, 
but the pitching staff fell apart, allowing 
70 runs and 71 hits as Eastern went 3-5. 
dropping their overall record to 8-11 and 
their OVC slate to 3-«. 
Last Tuesday the Colonels split a 
double-header with Cumberland, losing 
the opener 6-4 but romping in the 
nightcap 8-2. 
Home runs by Rick Ribbins and David 
Napier were in vain as Cumberland 
handed pitcher Kd Johnson his first loss 
of the year. In the second game, Tom 
Horvath scattered six hits in pitching 
Eastern to an 8-2 victory. 
The Colonels banged out 10 hits as the 
3-4-5 men in the lineup. Darryl Weaver, 
Jeff Dotson and Corky Prater went six 
for seven and knocked in five of the 
eight runs^     R   H   E 
EASTERN 0 0 (I  0 2 2 0   *   7   2 
CCMHERI.AND "II   2llx«   5   2 
K Johnson. M Wiseman <5> and 
llissom. I.I' - Johnson (1-1) HR - Bib- 
bins. Napier Kill-". 
EASTERN 002 0 222    »   l0   4 
('1'MRERI.AND o 1 0 0 0 I 0    2     fi   1 
Horvath and llissom WP - Horvath 
U-0) HR - none  
Wednesday. Eastern returned to OVC 
action, again splitting a twin bill with 
Tennessee Tech. Junior Tom McNulty 
won his third game without a loss as 
Eastern blasted the Golden Eagles. 12-2. 
Napier. Corky Prater and Bibbins 
smashed out home runs in the rout as 
Hibbins and Prater knocked in three 
runs each as the Colonels rifled out 16 
hits off four Tech pitchers 
McNulty went the distance for the 
second straight time, striking out nine to 
put his total for the year at 28 and only 
gave up six hits. Both Tech runs were 
unearned so McNulty's ERA is even 
more sparkling than before, now a super 
043 
Tech rallied with a run in the bottom 
of the sixth to edge Eastern 7-6 in the 
nightcap for a split of the two games. 
Greg Wiseman took the loss for Eastern 
as two more home runs by Napier were 
f°rnaUR!^ R   H    E 
EASTERN       5 0 t I 0 5 0   )2   16   2 
TENN TECH 0100001     ]    6   5 
McNulty and Hissom  WP - McNulty 
«3-0i HR - Bibbins. Napier. Prater 
R   H 
R   H   E 
21    15 0 






EASTERN       310 0 020       6   8 
TENN TECH 004201X      7  7 
G     Wiseman.    D    Shaw    14), 
Wiseman   <6>  and  Hissom.   LP  - 
Wiseman U-21 HR - Napiy 2 
Murray State brought a glittering 15-4 
record to Turkey Hughes Field and the 
Colonels pitching staff was ambushed as 
the Racers punched out 15 hits enroute 
to a 21-1 romp of the Colonels 
For a while, it looked like the games 
might not be played. "It rained all day 
on Friday." said Hissom. "The field was 
in terrible shape and the game was 
questionable But the maintenance men 
did a super job in getting the field 
ready." 
I.arry Breisch started and was 
replaced by Dave Shaw in the third 
inning. By the fourth. Murray had a 16-0 
lead helped out by four Racer home 
runs. 
Eastern got the hitting fever in the 
second game, ripping out 13 hits, but 
Murray prevailed 11-9 sweeping the 
double-header. The Colonels powered 
oul four home runs, as Prater. Dotson. 
Napier and Chris Leeson boomed out the 
long ball. Napier has hit five home runs 
in the past eight games for the Colonels. 
However the tinal score was in doubt 
until the last inning. With the score tied 
9-9 in the seventh, a two out walk and 
l hen a long home run gave the Racers a 
hard earned win. 
MURRAY   4 4 5 3 0 14 
EASTERN 0 0 0 0 10 0 
Breisch.  D   Shaw  (3).  Parton "(1), 
H&SM 
UJ and Hissom Lp - BreiKl> •0-3) HR    none _ 
MURRAY 3 0 0 3 0 3 2 114    1 
EASTERN0 2 0 15 10 9 13   2 
Weaver. M. Wiseman (2) J. Shaw (6) 
Horvath (6) and Grudzinski. 1.P- 
Horvath (0-1) HR - Prater. Dotson, 
l^eeson. Napier 
The Govs 61 Austin Peay followed 
Murray into Richmond and the result 
was a split as the Govs won the first 
game 11 -6 but Eastern bounced back to 
win the second game 11-10. 
Helped out by five Eastern errors, 
Austin Peay rapped out 10 hits as they 
broke out to an 11-3 lead and coasted 
home 11-6. Greg Wiseman again took the 
defeat lo drop his record to 1-3. Catcher 
Bob Grudzinski hit a three-run homer in 
Hi.' seventh to account for the final 
score. 
Rick Bibbins hammered out two home 
runs; a grand slammer and a three-run 
shot, knocked in seven runs as Eastern 
rallied to edge past Austin Peay 11-10 in 
the second game. 
"Bibbins is really coming on." said 
Hissom "With those seven rbi's he 
almost single-handedly beat them." 
Amazingly the Govs powered out 18 
hits but they left an incredible 17 men on 
base in the second game 
"Thai's got to be a record." said 
llissom "17 men left on base in a seven 
inning game. The maximum is only 21. 
"We're finally coming on." said 
Hissom "The team batting average is 
up to 269 We're getting better all the 
lime  Now it's up lo our pitchers." 
       R   II   E 
AUSTIN PEAY4 0 3 0 3 10   n   in   n 
EASTERN 3 0 0 0 0 0 3     6     7   2 
G Wiseman. Weaver 13), Lykes <6>. 
.1 Shaw 16I and Hissom. Grudzinski <5> 
I.P - Wiseman 11-3) HR - Grudzinski 
R H F 
AUSTIN PEAY 10 2 3 0 4 0 10 18 J 
EASTERN 410 402x11      8   2 
Breisch. M Wiseman 16). J Shaw (6) 
and Grudzinski  WP - J Shaw 11-1) 
Corky Prater awaits a pickoff attempt during Eastern's split 
with Austin Peay this past weekend. Prater is currently 
second on the Colonels in batting, with a 320 average. The 
Colonels are 3-6 in conference play and 8-11 overall. 
McCoy, Seippel qualify for 
nationals as women finish fourth 
Jones, Durben tops 
Colonel shooters finish sixth in nation 
"Eastern's rifle learn finished sixth in 
the Nation with two of its i*am mem- 
bers selected for the top 40 collegiate 
shooters 
The Colonels began the season in 
September of 1978 and finished the 
season lasl week with an invitation to 
the National Collegiate Championship 
held at the U.S. Naval Academy in 
Annapolis. Maryland 
t.      
The < olonels won 4 nut of 5 shoulder to 
*hnulder rflatches. won the UnivWs1ty*i>f' 
Kentucky and the Walsh's Tour- 
naments, placed 2nd in the All 
American Conference and finished sixth 
in the Nation out of approximately 45 
collegiate learns 
High average of the season belonged 
lo sophomore Kelvin Jones followed by 
sophomore   Dan   Durben.   and   junior 
Judy Kaufman. 
< 'oacfi Nelson 
the top five nelt 
learn  two  of  the 
to finishJn ' 
iy adding to the ' 
Nation's  top junior 
shooters: Kim Floer of Cincinnati. Ohio 
and David ('line from Fairfax. Virginia 
Robert Montgomery, last season's "All 
American", will also be returning for 
Ihe fall season 
Ht MONICA KKIFER 
Staff Writer 
There were several good individual 
performances last week that led the 
women's track team lo a fourth place 
finish in Ihe Murray State Invitational 
Murray State copped top honors with 
137 points. In second position was 
Memphis Slate having 117 points and 
Illinois State finished third with 101 
points Eastern took fourth place with 98 
points. 
Highlights of the meet included 
Denise McCoy's 5'9" high jump. The 
jump set a meet record and also 
qualified her for nationals. Teri Seippel 
also won her event, the pentathlon, with 
3.758.5 points and also qualified her for 
J':iUia Gasion won the 1.500 meter run 
in 4:37.4 and. according to Martin, is 
only seven seconds off the national 
qualifying mark 
"Paula ran a super time." said 
Martin "She got boxed in at the start of 
the race but recovered and ran super." 
Other women placing for the Colonels 
were: 5.000 meter run - 3. Vickie Renner 
18:00: 100 meter hurdles. 5. Holly 
Foster 14.9. 6 - Iris Amos. 15.2: 100 
meter dash Sharon Walker - 12.5: 800 
meter run - 3. Cathy Bartlett. 2:19.5. 4. - 
Paula Gaston. 2:20 0: 200meter dash - 5. 
Sharon Walker. 26.1; 3.000 meter run - 3, 
Peggy Painter. 10:34 3; 400 meter 
hurdles - 2. Iris Amos, 64.3, 3. Noreen 
White. 64.8: Javelin - 2. Marie Geisler 
125' Vt"; Discus - 5. Kate Merchant. 
114' 11"; 440 Relay - 3. Eastern • 48.7; 
two-mile relay - 3. Eastern - 9:40.8; Mile 
Relay    5. Eastern - 4:03.3 
"The 440 relay team really pleased 
me." commented Martin, "They had 
super handoffs and their time wasn't too 
had. but it will improve." 
"The 400 meter hurdle people - Iris 
and Noreen - are also getting their times 
down." she added. "They're getting 
• 1 
their rhythm and smoothness down." 
"Peggy Painter knocked 14 more 
seconds off her race from last week so 
she's obviously getting in shape" 
Martin said. 
"Really, all our people have been 
pushing and working hard." she added 
The tracksters next meet is the KWIC 
Championships held at Murray State 
Friday and Saturday 
"Stale looks tough." commented 
Martin "It II be a very close meet. We'll 
he doing some shifting and rearranging 
so to get the most possible points." 
The Becky Boone Relays will be held 
(he next weekend - April 26 and 27 • at 
Eastern Prelims and Semi-finals will 
he held on Friday from 1:00 until 6:00 
and finals will begin al 9:30 Saturday 
morning. Top teams in the Midwest will 
be featured'in this meet 
Quote of the week" 
"It may have gotten rid of some of their arrogance. They just weren't pumped 
up for it. They're outstanding golfers but they're supposed to meet the 
chrfllange They know as well as I do that they shouldn't have gotten beat." 
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Archie* Upper Crust 
263 East Main Street 
Rttimbrid, Kentucky 
Pierce your ears 
with fashion. 
There are two ways lo gel your 
ears pierced The old fashioned 
way and our way 
Thai s because we use the 
unique Inverness* Ear Piercing 
System lo assure you ol a sale 
pamlree piercing 





Get your ears 
pierced with any ol 
these ax 
super shapes 
- stars, hearts 
kisses triangles 
circles or squares Then again you might prefer gold balls or diamonds 
Or our unusual Snap-Ons All to pierce your ears with 
Whichever you preter stop in today and discover the fashionable 
way to pierce vour ears Piercing free with purchase of earrings 
priced a. $12.95 .Cwn . L.vwv.v . Btnll Cafd 
KIRK'S* 
! \ M1 1 \ I) 
KN'I 
Mini     in 
'I Tie fashionable place to pierce your ears. 
TEE DRESSING 
* 14 
Taa for terrific sunning and funning.   Vary relaxed. 
Vary refreshing.   In breezy Tarry Knits.   Junior sizes 
SHOP DAILY 9:30 'til 5:30 - FRJ. 9:30 til 8:30 
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Colonel linksters bogey Tech 
Tourney; Struder cites dismal 
performance on 'intangibles' 
Eastern on three-day weekends 
'Sorry We're Closed' 
B>WII.MK SAWYERS 
SUIT Writer 
After winning their prestigious 
Colonel Classic, the men's golf team 
was upset Monday by Tennessee Tech at 
("ookeville in the Eastern Division 
Quadrangular, a less than prestigious 
tournament involving only three teams 
The Colonels shot a dismal eleven 
over par 299 in the one day event. 
Tennessee Tech didn't shoot much 
heller but it was good enough to win 
with a low score of 294 Morehead State. 
the other team in the match, brought up 
the rear with a 301 
Coach Ray Struder was visibly upset 
ever the match and stated that there 
was no excuse for his team's poor 
performance. "There's no reason for it 
The greens were perfect, the weather 
was perfect, everything was perfect 1 
rut'-.-, it was the intangibles " 
The intangibles that Struder spoke of 
could have been the fact that Dave Gaer 
and Mike Frey both shot a team high of 
78 Gaer won the Colonel Classic the Struder went on to say that he was 
week before shooting a 66 in the process going to start practicing the team twice 
while Frey came in third in the same   a day in preparation foi 
match. "What gets me." Struder con- 
tinued, "is the fact that these two guys 
shot a «9 and 70 in the practice round 
down there and then turn around and 
shoot a 78. To me it was inexcusable." 
Dave Clement was the top Colonel 
linkster as he shot a 71 which was good 
enough to tie him for second place in the 
tourney with Tech's Scott Mines 
John Rrient. also of Tech. was the 
Tournament winner one stroke ahead of 
Mines and Clement with a 70. 
Eastern's Doug Brehme finished 
fourth in the tournament as he shot a 73. 
"Our team went down there taking 
something for granted." said Struder 
"We tried to warn them that they have 
to have the correct mental attitude 
every lime you go out on the course in 
competition They, perhaps were 
looking past this particular tournament 
to more prestigious ones down the line '' 
i ti f r the upcoming 
Chris Schenkel Tournament. 
He also emphasized that last week's 
loss could be a blessing in disguise for 
the Colonels "It may have gotten rid of 
some of their arrogance," said Struder. 
"They just weren't pumped up for it. 
They're outstanding golfers but they're 
supposed to meet the challenge. They 
know as well as 1 do that they shouldn't 
have gotten beat." 
The Colonels host their second 
tourney of the spring as they take to 
their home course at Arlington for the 
EKU Spring Classic. 
Next Wednesday they travel to 
Danville for the Gold and White Tour- 
nament as a warm-up to the Chris 
Schenkel Intercollegiate this April 27-29 
in Statesboro. GA. 
It was Good Friday. The start of 
a three-day weekend where I could 
finally catch up on all the work I 
had been putting off since the 
beginning of the semester. But I 
hadn't taken into account the date. 
It was April 13, 1979. Friday the 
thirteenth. 
"You mean if my roommate was 
playing racquetball last last night 
there's a good possibility that..." 
"Exactly He may be locked 
somewhere in the bowels of the 
Begley Building right now with no 
one around to here his cries." 
"Isn't there anyway we could 
As I relaxed in my room that 
Friday morning an errie feeling 
came over me and I couldn't un- 
derstand why, when suddenly my 
friend Shneb burst into my room, 
out of breath and aghast. 
He was as white as the Powell 
Building exterior. 
"What's wrong Shneb? You look 
like you've seen Daniel Boone's 
ghost." I asked. 
"Something's wrong Ken," 
stuttered the usually steady athlete 
from down the hall. "There's no 
one here. It's like a ghost town out 
there. And...and my roommate 
Steve...he went to play racquetball 
tatte last night and never came 
hack." 
"Oh no!" I gasped, "Doesn't 
Steve know about 'THE 
THREE DAY     WEEKEND 
SYNDROME?'" 
"Oh God, what's that?" cried 
Shneb who was also a new student 
at Eastern. 
"Well I don't want to scare you," 
I said, knowing full well that I was 
about to anyway, "but every three- 
day weekend, the University closes 
the campus down. And when I say 
dose, I mean close. Everything is 
shut down." 
possibly get him out?" pleaded the 
frantic Shneb. 
"No, not until Monday. If we 
leave the dorm, the doors will lock 
behind us and we won't be able to 
get back in. We would be in the 
same predicament as your 
roommate." 
"Couldn't we yell out the win- 
dows and try to get someone to help 
us?" asked Shneb hopefully. 
"No it won't work. On three-day 
weekends, the University puts up 
roadblocks so that no vehicles can 
enter the campus." 
"Oh no...no..no. What's going to 
happen to my poor roommate?" 
said Shneb as he began to break 
down. 
"Take it easy Shneb," as I tried 
to ease the tragedy. "My last 
roommate was once locked in the 
library for the whole weekend." 
"What happened to him?" asked 
Shneb. 
"Well he would have made it but 
he couldn't take all those books 
around him and finally committed 
suicide in the card catalogue. II 
was very tragic." 
Once again Shneb looked frantic. 
"Couldn't we call someone?" 
"Sorry    Shneb,     they    also 
discontinue the phone service on 
campus on three-day weekends 
They also turn off the hot water 
too." I added, thinking of my cold 
shower the night before. 
"No one ever told us about the 
•Three Day Weekend Syndrome,' 
said Shneb shaking his head. 
"If you're into athletic activities 
then Eastern is not the place for 
you," I said. "On a typical three- 
day weekend, they take the nets off 
the tennis courts, lock the track, 
close and lock the Coliseum. 
Weaver and Begley Buildings, put 
guard dogs around the intramural 
fields and put a 6 p.m. curfew into 
affect. Don't worry Bob you'll get 
used to it After all this is the 
campus beautiful." 
"If I had of known I would never 
have come to this school," said 
Shneb. and I don't think my 
roommate would have either." 
"Look at it this way, your 
roommate's demise occured while 
he was doing what he likes best." 
"But when the University finds 
him what will they tell everyone?" 
asked Shneb. 
"They'll say it was a racquetball 
accident." 
"I'd say he was a victim of out 
of-state   student    discrimination," 
commented the now angry Shneb. 
This story was based on incidents 
that happened this past weekend. 
Although some of this story was 
exaggerated, fabricated and based 
on outright lies it could be an omen 
of things to come in the future. 
DIAMOND DUST: Although 
Eastern's baseball team has a losing 
record (8-11) lets look at some of the 
bright spots on the team. 
The Colonels have been fantastic 
on the basepaths stealing 26 bases in 
31 attempts. Darryl Weaver leads 
the team with nine thefts. 
The pitching st'aff was the high 
point but after this past weekend the 
best that can be said for the 
Colonels is Tom McNulty and the 
staff has eight complete games. 
Rick Bibbins. the Colonels leading hitter puts the tag on a 
Murray runner  The Racers entered the game with a 15-4 
record and the Colonels did nothing to mar that 
they dropped both ends of the double-header. 
Duane Gaston. assistant men's track 
coach and a resident of Richmond, 
finished 109th in the prestigious Boston 
Marathon held Monday afternoon. His 
time was 2 hours 24 minutes. 32 seconds. 
There were almost 8.000 entries, but 
people who hadn't entered got in the 
race at the start and the total jumped to 
almost 11.000 finishers, according to his 
wife Paula. 
Duane is competing for Todd's Road 
Stumblers. a new track club in 
l«xington  It used to be the Bluegrass 
Rnadrunners before the name change 
It was only Gaston's second marathon 
race ever, according to Paula 
"He wasn't   really pleased with his 
race." commented Paula. "He went out 
with the leaders and died after about 17 
miles " 
During the 
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Bonk, 
Dowds set records; 
thinclads successful 
Bv PRANK Bl'SH 
Staff Writer 
II was a busy week for the thinclads 
this past week as they participated in 
two meets. 
The first was the Dogwood Relays in 
Knoxville. Tennessee and the other was 
the Eastern Twilight Invitational held 
Tuesday night at the Tom Samuels 
Field 
Eastern came back from Tennessee 
pleased with the results of the Relays 
there. Doug Bonk broke the school 
record for the six-mile run in the 10,000- 
meter run. The previous record was set 
in 1969 by Grant Colehour. asrrmh«7\tt- 
American while at Eastern. 
Bill Morgan had a personal best in the 
5.000-meter run with a time of 14:24. 
Also turning in a good performance was 
Ed Strobach in the 10.000 meter run with 
a time of 31:03. Coach Art Harvey was 
very pleased with Strobach because he 
is coming off of an illness. 
The distance medley team brought in 
a good performance although they did 
not win. The medley team consists of 
Garry Shields. Chris Goodwin. Gerry 
Giblin. and Bill Morgan. Harvey was 
particularly pleased with Giblin's 
performance. 
Tuesday    Eastern    hosted     KKl 
Twilight    Meet   but   no   scores   were 
recorded. Many teams in this area 
competed in this meet. Morehead, UK, 
Mason Dixon Club. Centre, Berea, 
Cumberland. Bellarmine. and Asbury 
all participated in the meet. 
The best performance of the evening 
was turned in by Brian Dowds. Dowds 
set a school record in the discus throw. 
The previous record was set in 1975 by 
Junior Hardin. Dowd's throw was 160' 
5". Dowds leads the OVC in the discus. 
Other highlights of the evening were 
Chris Goodwin as usual wonjjie triple 
jump 48" 9 1-2". Henry Bodges placed 
first in the 400-meter rap-Clocked at 50.1. 
TJ Swan won the 110-meter high 
hurdles with a time ofl49 Also Denis 
(irahem threw the shot put 52' 7" while 
Gary Noel won the two-mile run with a 
time of 9:26.3 
Garry Shields won the 1500-meter run 
while the mile relay team also took first 
place The relay team consists of 
Goodwin. Swan. Shields, and Bridges. 
This upcoming weekend the 
tracksters travel to Columbus, Ohio for 
the Ohio State Relays. This is a very 
important track meet according to 
Coach Harvey. Another important meet 
will be held the third of May here at 
Eastern The Tom Samuels Invitational, 
will have many college and high schools 
teams participating. 
Sports briefs  
Linksters home 
Coach Ray St ruder is hoping his 
Eastern golf team will be able to defend 
its Kentucky Intercollegiate Tour- 
nament title this weekend when they 
host this annual tournament at the 
Arlington Golf Course. 
There will be six teams entered in the 
university division and 11 squads in the 
college division. 
Those entered in the university 
division include EKU. Kentucky. 
Uiinsville. Murray State. Morehead 
State and Western Kentucky. Included 
in the college division field are Thomas 
More. Transylvania. Cumberland. 
. Centre. Campbellsville. Bellarmine. 
Kentucky Wesleyan. Asbury, 
(Georgetown. Northern Kentucky and 
- Pikeville. 
The Kentucky. Intercollegiate 
Tournament Friday will include 36 holes 
•f play Friday and 18 Saturday. Tee-off 
lime for the first group Friday and 
Saturday is 8 a.m. 
Spring football 
Coach Roy Kidd's Eastern Kentucky 
Colonels" football team hopes to con- 
clude its spring drills Saturday April 28 
with a full-scale scrimmage. 
Weather and numerous nagging in- 
juries have hampered the progress of 
the Colonels thus far. according to Kidd. 
"We have several experienced people 
back at most every position, but I'm not 
happy with our play this spring to this 
point. Some of our returning veterans 
are just not getting the job done. We 
hope things pick up by the end of next 
week." said Kidd. 
Eastern returns 38 lettermen from 
last year's team that presented Kidd 
with his 100th collegiate coaching vic- 
tory. Eastern finished 8-2 overall and 5-1 
in the OVC in 1978. 
Among the injured this spring are 
defensive end Ed Laski (knee). 
noseguard Henry Robinson (knee), 
safety-punter Joel Scrafton (broken 
arm), center David Neal, tailback 
Bruce Cox (ankle), defensive end David 
Holland, and offensive tackle Scott 
Bowman. 
One bright spot on the Colonels' team 
this far this spring has been* toe play of 
the BKU receiving corps. Paced by 
starter David Booze and reserves Jerry 
Parrish and Rick Sang, Eastern has an 
excellent base from which to work.   *' 
Game time is set for 1:30 p.m. at 
Eastern's Hanger Field. There is no 
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Netters sweep over 
Bellarmine, Louisville 
By CRAIG COMBS 
SUH Writer 
Led by strong singles performances 
by Jeff Zinn and Kurt Heuerman, the 
Eastern men's tennis team swept two 
weekend matches. 
Zinn. at number one, and Heuerman, 
at number two, both won twice as the 
Colonels beat Bellarmine and Louisville 
to lift their record to 12-10on the season. 
Heuerman individually completed a 
perfect weekend by teaming with John 
Rowlett in number three doubles to win 
twice there also. Bellarmine fell to the 
Colonels 7-2, while U of L was a 5-4 
victim. 
Coach Tom Higgins said he was 
pleased with the sweep, especially after 
last weeks' "disaster" at Morehead, a 9 
0 loss. "We're coming along," Higgins 
said. "The kids are iust plavins in- 
consistently   like the   freshmen   they 
are." 
"The only bad thing about it is that 
you never know how they're going to 
play," he said, adding, "they might 
come out against a good team like 
Louisville and beat them, then let 
somebody like Western beat 'em 9-0." 
Upcoming is another important week 
of action for the Colonels. Eastern will 
travel to Columbus, Ohio this weekend, 
taking on Akron on Friday, then facing 
Big Ten schools Indiana and host Ohio 
State on Saturday 
The team will then return to Rich- 
mond for their last home match of the 
season against intrastate rival Ken- 
tucky. On the 28th. the Colonels will go 
to Western in an effort to avenge an 
earlier 9-0 defeat by the Hilltoppers. 
23 teams to participate in 
Becky Boone Relays 
TJ. Swan leads tne pack and at least one Kentucky runner. Swan captured a 
first place finish in the hurdles during the thinclads twilight meet on Tuesday 
Eastern is currently making 
preparations for this year's edition of 
the annual Becky Boone Relays, 
scheduled for April 27-28 on Eastern's 
Tom C. Samuels Track. 
Twenty-three teams have entered the 
meet, led by the last two-year's 
champion squad of the University of 
Tennessee 
Other schools included in this year's 
field are Austin Peay. Berea College. 
Chicago State, East Tennessee. Illinois 
Slate. Indiana State, Kentucky, 
Louisville. Marshall, Memphis State. 
Miami (Ohio). Michigan State, 
Morehead State. College of Mt. St. 
Joseph. Murray State. Ohio State, Ohio 
University. Southern Illinois, Ten- 
nessee. Tennessee State. West Virginia. 
Western Kentucky and Eastern. 
"We've already carded another ex- 




Apr. 21 • Tennessee Tech • Turkey Hughes 
Baseball Field - Noon 
Apr. 22 - Western Kentucky Turkey 
Hughes Baseball Field - Noon 
Apr. 24    Kentucky Slate - Away 
Apr  25    Morehead State ■ Away 
Apr 21 22 
Golf Course 
Goll 
EKU Spring Classic    Arlington 
Apr  25 - GaflfSyjf; White. Tournament 
Danville. Ky. 
Tennis  Men's' 
Apr. 20 - Akron - Away 
Apr  21 - Indiana. Ohio State ■ Away 
Apr. 25 - Kentucky - Coliseum Courts - 2:30 
p.m.  v 
Tennis IWomen'sl 
Apr.   20-21    -   Ohio    Valley    Conference 
Tournament - Murfreesboro. TN. 
Track I Men's I 
Ohio State Relays Away Apr. 21 
Track   Women's 
Apr  20    KWIC Championships    Murray 
ovc MENS TENNIS STANDINGS 















 '.. I. 
OVC PITCHING LEADERS 
WL S SO 
1  Tom McNulty - EK       200 19 
2. Mike Manos - MO       002 2 
3 Mike Griesheber   MU 1 1 0 16 
3   Doyle Miller    MU          200 14 
5 Darryl Weaver - EK      100 9 
6. Mark Riggins - MU      300 22 
8. Tony Oawkins - MT    2 11 20 

















9. Larry Breiscn    EK        020 
10. ArtWhifker - MT     200 



























































































hopeful of adding others," said meet 
director Dr. Martha Mullins. assistant 
athletic director at Eastern. 
Individual awards will be presented to 
the first six place winners. Scoring for 
team standings will be 10-8-6-4-2-1 and 




at Ohio State 
Invitational 
By WILLIE SAWYERS 
Staff Writer 
Priscilla Nelson, a junior on the 
women's tennis team, reached the semi- 
final round of the Ohio State Invitational 
last weekend at Columbus. Un- 
fortunately for Eastern, she was the 
only player to get past the first round 
"I've been sick and got out of shape 
but I think I'm finally playing up to my 
potential." Nelson stated. "I think I 
could have won the whole thing." 
Nelson lost a close one in the semifinal 
round, losing 6-4. 0-8, 3-6 against some 
stiff competition. "I think that the 
competition was the main reason why 
we didn't do too good, plus the fact that 
we haven't played in two weeks. 
The Lady Netters have some more 
tough competition upcoming this 
weekend with the start of the Ohio 
Valley Conference Tournament at 
Murfreesboro. Tennessee. Nelson 
summed up her feeling for the OVC 
Tourney by saying. "I feel real good 
about it. I think I can do good. I think the 
whole team can." 
Andy's Pizza Palace 
Before Or After A„ 
Movie Visit 
■    Andy's 
otAsaxs aaoraon 
-bj>TMWIS»r 
«...    "        ' f 
■  A   W 
mm. We Deliver To Campus Free 
On Any Order Over *200 623-5400 
350 EASTERN BY-PASS 
Taylor Sporting Goods 
10TH ANNIVERSARY SPRING SALE 
$O00 SALE PR.CE  f 2450 SALE PRICE  
Hot Shot Basketball Shoes *R50 
PLUS FREE WILSON T-SHIRT 
* Saw Our Large Selection of Baseball and Softball Gloves and Shoes 
* ALSO Speedo Swirmuits 
6239517 COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING 
UP TO 
PER MONTH FOR 
PLASMA DONATIONS 
Bonus for first time donors with this ad. 
p plasma alliance 
copy at 
LEXINCTON.KY. 
2043 Oxford' Circle -Cardinal  Valley        I      . Luxon Bldg.    ; 
1/0 Bio Hi A* 
254-8047       ,    -    o..~pping Center* , 
..      -      •   • ']\ »       ' .     • ■■'.-;' 
8 anv» am Mon.-Fri. 8 ajn-3 pm Sat. . 
Seniors, 
before yon 
hang it up, 
pick it up. 
The Graduate 
A Handbook for 
Leaving School 
Free From 
EKU Alumni Assn. 
and 
FidelityJJnicy. Life 
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asing the clubs 
[Benefit dance 
[Sunday 
The "Bailie of the Disc Jockeys" and 
I benefit dance for former member 
■ Judy Aaron will be held by Kappa Delta 
[Tau Sunday. April 22. in the Keen 
I Johnson Ballroom 
Judy, who was a KDT. died this past 
I January following a car accident and 
long hospital stay. The money raised 
from the dance donations will go to her 
parents to assist them with the hospital 
debt they have 
Tickets for the dance, which starts at 
7 30 pm.. are 50 cents and can be 
bought at the door or from any KDT 
member 
Several student judges will choose 
between disc jockeys: Scott Chaney. 
Family Dog. Hat. J Sutler's Mill; and 
.1 D  Parks. ORileys 
Judges include Steve Lvons. Dave 
Kootcheck. Kim Kirby. Stan Mitchell. 
Joe Richards. Maria Domenech. Dave 
Tierney. and Danny Haney. 
Door prizes and prizes for dance 
winners will be awarded The dance will 
end at 12 midnight 
SCEC convention 
in Lexington 
Last week. Mary Kemper. mem- 
bership chairperson for the Student 
Council for Kxceptional Children 
cSCEO, was elected president-elect of 
the Kentucky State SCKC at the state 
convention held in Lexington 
Kemper was among several members 
who attended the convention. 
The International Council for Ex- 
ceptional Children will take place in 
Dallas. Tex . April 23 through 27 Six 
delegates and alternates from the 
t'niversity's SCEC Club, as well as 
faculty from the department of special 
education, will attend 
K.-iren (Ireenbugh. adviser for SCEC. 
will accompany students, who will 
*pend their time during the convention 
attending meetings and workshops 
Kayaking class 
offered 
(.earn to row a Kayak-just for fun 
Tonight, at n:!0 begins a four-week 
non-credit course in Beginning 
Kayaking, tn he taught by grad 
assistant. Natalie Bartley 
A student of the parks and recreation 
.idmimstration program here. Bartley 
w ill teach students who sign up "how to 
roll a kayak." strokes, and other 
techniques used 
Consisting of part activity and part 
lecture, the special course will include 
sessions taught in the swimming pool of 
the stniiton and in the pond outside of 
the building Those sessions will likely 
be scheduled on Friday afternoons 
Participants in the class must wear 
life jackets or pass a swimming test 
The course will be completed by the 
end of this semester. 
The class limit is 9, so hurry and 
contact Bartley at 622-5975 or special 
programs at 625-1444. 
Ensemble's 
11th Anniversary 
The University Ensemble will be 
celebrating their llth anniversary April 
11 tn 22 The group was founded by Eric 
Ahercrumbie. a member of Omega Psi 
I "hi. The present president is Isham S. 
Cordery. a senior from Louisville 
The director is Peter Mabsom from 
I j'xiiigtiin Various events will be going 
on during the week Thursday the En- 
semble will he in concert in the Grise 
Room. Combs Ruilding at 8 p.m. 
Friday, they will have an ex- 
travaganza featuring various talents at 
x pm This will be in the Grise Room 
also 
Saturday night there will be a banquet 
in the Powell Building cafeteria at 5 30 
p m Guest speaker will be Helena 
Harrington from Florida. Sunday there 
will be a sunrise service at 8 a.m. in the 
chapel of Meditation 
Reverend H L Parks will be the 
speaker and at noon there will be a 
reception in the Powell Center Con- 
cluding the anniversary week will be a 
festival at 2:30 p.m. featuring choirs 




l-ambda Sigma, the sophomore honor 
society, will hold a dance Wednesday. 
April 25 to benefit the American Cancer 
Society 
The dance, which will be held at J. 
Sutler's Mill, will take place from 6pm. 
until midnight. Prizes for the 
organization with the best attendance 
and for the dance contest will be 
awarded Door prizes will also be given 
out 
All students are invited to attend 
I There will be ..a l-ambda Sigma 
meeting tonight ' at 8 :t0 p.m. in 
McGregor lobby in order to organize the 
alumni association for the sophomore 
honorary. 
All alumni are welcome to attend this 
meeting. 
Also, any lambda Sigma alumni 
interested in applying for junior or 
senior adviser for 1979-80. can call Cindy 
Wright at 2332. 
The deadline for applications is 
Monday. April 23. 
'Dance Week' set 
"Dance is at the heart of America" is 
the slogan for the second annual 
National Dance Week. April 23-29. 
Eastern Dance Theatre invites the 
campus to celebrate the occasion by 
visiting the Dance Studio in the Weaver 
Health Building. 
Special events scheduled for Nations! 
Dance Week include the following: 
Monday - 6 p.m. Master class in 
Graham modern dance technique 
taught by Traci MacDonald. Artist-in- 
Residence. 
Tuesday - 6 p.m. Modern dance 
technique class taught by Joan 
Kleparek 
Wednesday - 6 p.m. Dance Film 
Festival. "Night Journey" with 
choreography by Martha Graham and 
based on the story of Oedipus and 
Jocasta. "A Time to Dance" with 
choreography by Jose Union, based on 
a section from the book of Ecclesiastes 
•'Three Promenades with the Lord" 
with choreography by John Butler, 
showing worship in New England, with 
Holy Rollers, and with Southern Bap- 
tists 
Thursday - 6 p.m. Disco Class and 
Party. 
Call Ms Virginia Jinks at 622-3504 for 
information on other dance classes and 
events available to students and faculty. 
Sign-up for rush 
Fall formal rush for Eastern's 
sorority system will be held August 19 
through the 26 This will be the first time 
fall rush will be held during registration 
week. This week has been moved up to 
lessen  the conflict   with classes  and 
i-lass work 
Eastern has nine sororities on its 
campus. The seven National 
Panhellenic Conference sororities will 
be participating in this annual mem- 
bership recruitment drive. 
Those interested are to sign up 
anytime between April 23 to May 4 in the 
office of Student Activities. Powell 128. 
There will be a S3 registration fee. which 
covers the cost of publication. 
For further information, call Abbie at 
4008 or Jennie at 3855. 
Insurance Club 
meets in barn 
The BKII Insurance Society will meet 
on April 241 h at 6:00 p.m. in the Mule 
i Hiirn at Arlington. 
The special guest speaker for the 
occasion will be the Honorable Harold 
R McGuffey. Kentucky's nationally 
prominent Commissioner of Insurance, 
who will answer questions from student 
panriMs, as well as the audience. 
Following the discussion, light 
refreshments will be served. 
All students, faculty and guests are 
invited to attend For additional in 








Job 81 Instant 
Passport 
FOR THE FINEST IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Jim Cox Studio 
623-3 MS 
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's) 
[)j Miim 
HAIRMASTERS SALON 
& SKIN CARE CENTER 
Call For Appointment 
623-3651 
218 South Porter Dr. 
u a Boiuce BeCC Seminal 





The Ten-O-Six Face 
is the face to have.. 
Clean, honest skin 
Ten-O-Six   Lotion, 
used first thing in the 
morning, last thing at 
night, antiseptically 
cleanses. Removes 
soil and grime, helps 
destroy certain bacteria that often bring 
on externally caused skin blemishes 
For over 35 years Ten-O-Six has helped 
millions of users get a clean start to a 
clearer complexion. 
Whatever your age or skin type may be, BONNE 
BELL is sure to have a make-up that's right for you! 
BONNE BELL make-up artist, Virginia Rishor, will 
be conducting a seminar on proper make-up ap- 
plication and on the type of make-up that's best for 
your skin!! 
One class will be conducted on Thursday, 
April 26 at 7:00 p.m. 
Reservations can now be made by visiting the 
Customer Service Desk at BRITTS. No phone reser- 
vations please. Tickets are $2.50 and the cost 
reserves your seat and includes the coffee and cake 
you'll be served plus forwards $1.25 toward any 
purchase of BONNE BELL cosmetics! Only 25 per- 
sons will be at the showing so Virginia can give 
you the close attention you deserve. So make your 
reservation s    early! 
SUB CENTER 




FREE DELIVERY 624-2435 
REGULAR SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
SANDWICHES 
Ssrvsd  on  whits.  Rys 
or Whois wmil  Braafl. 
Lsttucs, Tomato. Mayo. 
Mustard or Onion on 
Raquast.     10c axtra 
ROAST BEEF. 1 24 
TURKEY .'-24 
HAM  -24 
HAM & CHEESE 1-34 
SALAMI (Genoa) .J.24 
SALAMI  & CHEESE .1.34 
LIVERWORST. 1M 
TUNA SALAD........" Jf4 
CHEESE,.—.....?•.)••••'-14 
SIDfc ORDERS 
COKE, SPRITE. TAB 
Includas Lsttuce. Tomato, Ogion, cri 
Seasoning and our own Top Sacrat Drasslno, 
t 
 ......... -*S 
<IAOE OR  ICE  TEA J» 
COFPEE4 .....•••••••••••«•• -JJ 
ASSORTED  CHIPS " 
HOT   PfcPPfcflS °5 
KOSHEL PICKLE  SLICE.  •»» 
CHILI....... ••••••••••••••.• • • •' -os 
TOSSED SALAD................. ••* 
MIXED 1.45a  2.10 
HAM 1.45 2.10 
SALAMI(Genoa) .'1.45 2.10 





WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
r"DIET THING" A CHEF'S 
IPortlahs o« Roast Beat, Ham, 
Tiltkay, Salami and. sWlu Chaasa 
HOURS    >^ 
MON-fH'U(T:,..*r...T0arh to-12"pjf.~   \ll£llVERY 
FRI-SAT 10am to 2pm 











University Shopping Center 
tton Hour*: Monday thdr Saturday 10 9 Sunday 1:30-6:90 
' <. tl. > I \), 
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■'■■■ ■" ■ ■ <mmmm ►rPWPWp ^mmm ■■ 
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Organizations 
Home Ec. club 
wins award 
By NANCY SPENCER 
Staff Writer 
The University's chapter of the 
Student Section of the American Home 
Economics Association (SSAHEA) was 
selected to win the Outstanding Chapter 
Award. This honor was bestowed on the 
chapter at a state-wide convention on 
April 6 in Louisville. 
Lisa Ford accepted the award which 
was being Riven only for the second 
time 
According to Nancy Quaack. 
president, the award is a big wooden 
plaque with several gold shields to in- 
scribe the names of the various winners 
On 
. The plaque on display in the Bi 
Building, will stay with the winners for 
one year and then be presented to the 
next winners for a year. 
i Ava Cutichia. a sophomore Dietetics 
major, won the election for president 
elect of the Kentucky Chapter of the 
American Home Economics 
Association 
,' Cutichia said she will be attending all 
the meetings of next year's officers of 
the student section. According to 
futichia, she will be "like a trainee" 
^working with the president and then 
Automatically become president in 1986 
• Cut ichia competed against a girl from 
jMurray By being elected she will be the 
hostess   of   the   1989   state-wide   fall 
workshop for the student section to be 
held at the University 
Cutichia said that the summer before 
she becomes president, the Kentucky 
chapter might send her to a national 
convention in San Diego. 
At the recent convention Cutichia also 
accepted the Scrapbooh Award for the 
chapter. Cutichia designed the scrap- 
book and will work on next year'* 
scrapbook. Quaack said that this was 
the first scrapbook the chapter has had 
in several years. 
Quaack accepted the Display Award 
for the organization Their display told 
what home economics is. 
Quaack said she felt it was a "great 
achievement" for ihe organization to 
win so many awards. "I'm sure now 
everyone knows that Eastern.Kentucky 
University's Home Economies 
Department and Club are very active," 
Quaack commented. 
One of the speakers at the convention 
was James Gladden, professor emeritus 
al the University of Kentucky, whs 
spoke on "Life Styles And How They 
Effect Our Self Image." 
"Everyone enjoyed themselves and 
are looking forward to attending next 
year's fall workshop and spring con- 
vention," said Quaack 
The SSAHEA will hast their own 
annual awards banquet April 23 from 
5:30 until 8 p.m. in the Keen Johnson 
Building. Tickets are on sale in the 
Burner Building 
The agony of victory, ttotttriir of (Mttt 
Members of Kappa Alpha fraternity try to give sorority 
sisters a hand in relay races held during "Old South Week." 
Members of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority came out on top in 
these "Old South Olympics." 
Aerobic dancing 
performed yesterday 
Mi sTiuiiiMi'Ti'MPi if HPERA and Humsev Yesaem from tl 
AERho's roll 'em at Channel 62 
Bv S EPHANIE TEMPLE 
Staff Writer 
A   group   of   elementary    children 
jiemonstrating aerobic dancing ac 
ivities was among the participants of 
he sixth   annual   HPERA  Student 
Convention held yesterday 
The children and their teacher Bill 
jNewton came from Washington county 
iccording    to   health    major   Teresa 
}ixon. president of the HPERA Council. 
In  keeping with  President Carter's 
(International  Year of  the   Child,   the 
me for the convention was "Changes 
Challenges in flPERA - Emphasis 
the Child ' ^^' 
The HPERA Council is made up of two 
epresentatives    and   one    faculty 
lemner from each of four areas plus 
n  Warren. The areas are health. 
hysical education, recreation and 
thletics. 
t   The convention was held in the Keen 
[Johnson   Building during regularly 
(scheduled class periods. 
,  After registration at 8:30 a.m. there 
fivas a general session with speakers Dr. 
rf .onme Davis, president of the Kentucky 
y he 
President's Council on Physical Fitness. 
According to Dixon. each department 
supplied its own special speaker among 
them Newton and Dr. Pauline Fax. who 
spoke on child abuse. 
The departments also provided booths 
and displays open to the public, Dixon 
said. 
wanted 
Anyone interested in being an athletic 
football hostess may pick up on ap- 
plication and bring a recent "photograph 
to Roam 218. Begley Building. Monday 
through Friday from Ham to 4:30 p.m. 
Deadline for applications is 4:30 p.m.. 
Friday. April 27. 
The purpose of this organization is to 
help the football program in its 
recruiting of potential Eastern student 
athletes. The girls will be used at all 
home games and-or other designated 
weekends to act as Hostess for parents 
and prospects while they are visiting the 
Eastern campus. 
Bv NANCV SPENCER 
Staff Writer 
'Take two" and "roll'em" are ex- 
pressions that members of the Alpha 
Epsilon Rho National Honorary 
Broadcasting Society i AERhol are used 
to hearing while working as crew extras 
for WTVQ-TV. Channel 62. in Lexington 
According to Mike Taylor, the 
members run cameras and set lights for 
such shows as "Happy's Hour." Mark 
Snowden. president of AERho. said that 
although members did not get paid, they 
gain some valuable practical ex- 
perience. 
Snowden said. "Channel 62 has the 
best cameras of the three stations" so 
students are probably getting the best 
camera experience around. 
Thesrodentsworh a*r average of eight 
hours per week. They are under the 
direction of Jim Parido. production 
manager at Channel 62. 
Snowden said that he did not know if 
this activity would be held next fall. 
Dean Cannon, a University broad- 
casting instructor who will become then- 
advisor next fall, along with Jim Harris, 
chairman of the Department of Mass 
Communications, will meet with Parido 
and evaluate the program. 
According to Snowden. one  "of the 
neatest things we've done" is the "Rich- 
mond Movie Review." Taylor said the 
movie review is broadcast on WEKY at 
7 pm. Saturday and Monday. 
Members view movies at the Campus 
Cinemas and Towne Cinema free of 
charge IGA and State Bank take turns 
sponsoring the program. 
According to Taylor, they are doing 
this project "for experience." Snowden 
said it would appear that this program 
has been a success. 
One night when the show was not 
aired Snowden said that the station 
received "quite a few complaints." 
Four of their members recently at- 
tended the national convention of 
AERho in Dallas. These members were 
Barbara King. Jim Keiley. Lisa Wolfe 
and Snowden.      «.i 
According to Snowden. members got 
to attend conferences and hear some 
professional members of AERho speak 
One of these was Jack Perkins of NBC 
news. Perkins is a reporter for the 
"Today Show." 
Professional members of AERho 
include such news personalities as 
Walter Cronkite of CBS News and 
David Hnnkley of NBC News, although 
these two were not at the convention. 
At this convention, the University's 
chapter of AERho was nominated as 
' Rookie Chapter of the Year." Snowden 
was nominated as "Rookie Member of 
the Year " 
Their fund-raising activities include 
selling Super 8 and 16 mm film. Taylor 
said they bought the bookstore out and 
thai they are selling the film at a lower 
price. 
They are planning to sponsor a car 
wash on April 25 at Hamm's Oulf on the 
Eastern By-Pass and also plan to have a 
picnic with Morehead's AERho chapter 
Snowden said that this picnic will 
probably be at Natural Bridge but no 
date has been set. 
Snowden said that he feels that 
AERho is an active honor society." 
And that the University's AERho 
chapter is "above average." First 
chartered last semester. AERho has 
seven* origBbB''member*" There are 
currently 21 members. 
According to Snowden. the 
organization's present adviser Susan 
Bmthcn "has been the force behind the 
chapter's formation." 
New officers were elected April 11. 
They include Mike Taylor, president: 
Lisa Wolfe, vice president: Charles 
Bauman. secretary: Tom Mier. 
treasurer: Jim Barbour. activities 
coordinator-, and Keith Rigtrtmyer. 




Bv ROBIN PATER 
Organisations Editor 
"From the Halls of Montezuma to the 
shores of Tripoli'' ... the song of the U.S. 
Marine Corps. 
Eastern's Semper Fideiis Society 
won't be marching to "the shores of 
Tripoli "although they will be doing a 60- 
mile flag run this Saturday from 
campus to Frankfort 
A group of college students working 
for a commission as a second lieutenant 
in the U.S. Marine Corps, Semper 
Fideiis will complete this run in 
memory of Presley O'Bannon. 
O'Bannon who was a Marine Corps Lt. 
in 1805. was the first to plant the 
American flag on foreign soil. 
O'Bannon. who was also a prominent 
Kentucky legislator, is buried in Frank- 
fort, which accounts for the reason the 
group will run to his gravesite in Frank- 
fort. 
"Each man will run a mile carrying 
the flag and pass it on to another - kind 
of a relay thing." explained Dave 
Breen. member of Semper Fidehi. 
"Everybody will probably run about ten 
miles a piece." 
The run. which will begin at 6:30 a.m. 
Saturday at the Daniel Boone statue, 




Rv I.K.KSA WADDLE 
Staff Writer 
The excitement of glamorous Las 
Vegas. Nevada is coming to the 
University. 
The fun will begin on Las Vegas Night. 
which will be held Tuesday. April 24. 8- 
12 p.m.. in the Keen Johnson Ballroom 
According to Dan Bertsoa. director of 
men's residence hall programs, the 
event will feature l.as Vegas-type 
games. 
However, gamblers will be sold fake 
money to play with, said Bertsoa. 
'Tne'fa'ke" money may be used to buy 
prises at an auction held toward the end 
of the evening, he said. 
"Prises will be donated from Rich- 
mond merchants." Bertsos added. 
These donations include a hairdryer, 
a steak dinner, submarine sandwiches 
and albums. 
There will be no charge for admission 
on Las Vegaa Night and proceeds will be 
donated to the Madison County 
Association for Retarded Children and 
the Society for Prevention of Blindness. 
''_:_'/ 
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Arts 
Soap operas: 
The suds on television are too wishy-washy 
Tune in any television station in 
America during the day and one will 
probably And: a doctor who is being 
sued for malpractice in the 
intentional death of a patient who 
happens to be his stepmother and 
with whom he has been in love with 
for years before she married his 
father; a young woman who 
attempts to kill her lover who just so 
happens to be her husband's best 
friend... 
The tales of romance and passion 
go on and on. Each day 30 million 
viewers sit spellbound as they watch 
their favorite heroines and heroes on 
the soap operas. 
And much to the surprise of most 
people, the viewers are not just 
housewives but construction work- 
ers, teenagers and movie stars. And 
the biggest surprise of all is that 1S 
percent of the viewers are male. 
Soap operas are also very big on 
campus here. Each day huge crowds 
of students sit intently with soap 
suds in their eyes as they watch their 
favorite program in the TV lounge 
of the Powell Building. Many 
students have been known to cut 
classes to catch a segment of a soap 
opera. 
My question is why? Why sit and 
watch the same romantic tangles 
and trials over and over each day. 
Each soap opera deals with the same 
subjects, and characters are 
essentially the same on each 
program — only the names are 
different. Why waste time watching 
when the drama is so unrealistic? 
Most soap addicts will answer 
that question with the fact that 
soaps now reflect a new realism that 
is gritty and hard-hitting. But after 
viewing a couple of soaps (and 
believe me, that's all I could take), 1 
found it extremely difficult to locate 
that new realism. 
For instance, no member of my 
family has ever suffered a subdural 
hematoma. My brother-in-law is not 
conspiring with my many enemies to 
and whose latest ambition is to open 
a disco. 
The whole program was unrealis- 




kidnap   my   child   which   actually 
belongs to him anyway. 
My wife's jealous ex-lover has 
never threatened that if I won't 
divorce her he will either kill her or 
block my promotion to chief of staff 
at the hospital where we all work. 
None of my friends have, to my 
knowledge, had more than one 
personality apiece or been tried for 
murders they didn't commit and 
can't remember. 
With these improbable happen- 
ings on soap operas, how can 
anyone in their right minds say 
soaps mirror the real world? They 
are, in fact, very unrealistic. The 
citizens of Soapville, USA, unlike 
the rest of the world, live at a 
constant emotional flood tide. My 
life, in comparison to Mrs. 
Chancellor or Jill Foster or Erica, is 
indeed pale and shallow. 
Since so many students tend to 
faithfully watch "Ail My Chil- 
dren," I decided to catch a couple of 
shows. All I caught was a bitch 
named Erica who had slept with 
everybody and everybody's brother 
exception of some occasional good 
acting, the show had nothing to 
really offer. Nothing exciting at all 
occurred on the show I watched. 
Beneath the superficiality of 
melodrama, however, there was an 
indication of human nature lurking, 
but soaps are so preoccupied with 
unrealistic events that the shows are 
marred with silliness and stupidness. 
Yet with the slow snail-pace of 
soap operas, most people still sit 
glued to their televisions faithfully. 
My mother, for one, will not miss 
an episode of "As the World 
Turns." It seems her whole life 
revolves around that program as she 
sets aside everything, including my 
father, to watch the show. 
I think her sole amibition is to 
imitate and be just like Nancy 
Hughes, the heroine on "As the 
World Turns." My mother tries to 
dress, talk, laugh, cook and have sex 
just like Nancy. 
My mother once got so carried 
away that she wrote a letter to Lisa 
Hughes Shea Coleman. The letter 
read: 
Dear Lisa, 
How can you possibly be in love 
with that man on "As the World 
Turns?" A girl like you deserves 
better, believe me. Next time try to 
fall in love with someone nice. 
Oh, well, if students want to 
watch soap operas, I have an idea 
for one that deals directly with the 
University: the president of the 
University suddenly discovers that 
his wife is having a sordid love affair 
with a man, who, although she 
doesn't realize it, is actually her own 
son that she left on the doorstep of 
Western's president years before. 
An English professor of national 
status is conspiring with one of his 
cronies to steal the department 
chairman's son that actually belongs 
to him; meanwhile he and his office 
mate are engaging in kinky, 
perverted sex during the day with 
the ofFice door locked. 
'A Little Romance' 
Laurence Olivier talks with Diane Lane in the new George Roy Hill movie 
"A Little Romance." 
Upcoming musical concerts 
The annual Concerto Concert will 
be presented by the University 
Department of Music Tuesday, 
April 17, at 8:30 p.m. in Hiram 
Brock Auditorium. 
Earl Thomas, director orchestral 
activities, will lead the University 
Symphony Orchestra in accompani- 
ments for 10 music majors who were 
selected by members of the music 
faculty to be featured soloists. 
Andrea Gambino will perform 
"Rondo" from the Mozart Clarinet 
Concerto. Jan Riddel, soprano will 
sing    "Strido    no    lassu"    from 
I'Pagliacci by Leoncavallo. Robert 
Moser will play Telemann's 
Trumpet Concerto in D. Lester Tacy 
"Get Your Hair In Shape 
For Summer!" 
PERM SPECIAL 
DURING MONTH OF APRIL 
$25-$30 
'Includes Haircut' Leighway Dr. 
Eastern ByPmts College Pk. Shopping Or. 
8-5 p.m. 
Evening by Appt. 
623-6111 
& ORGANIZATIONS 
J$r   & CLUBS 
^S7 Fraternities & Sororities t _ 
Con.poi.te,      A    10 Co|or p.Kium 
Anita s Bridal Bouquet 
Call For Apeoiatsuet Seetscra Hill Plan 624-2200 
will sing the bass aria "LaVendetta" 
from Mozart's Marriage of Figaro 
and pianist Sandra Alverson will 
perform the "Allegro" from Bach's 
D Minor Piano Concerto. 
Trumpeter Tammy Moores will 
play the first movement for 
Hummel's Concerto. Baritone Rich- 
ard Rebilas will sing "Vien, 
Leonora" from Donizetti's La 
Favorila. Rita Whitaker will per- 
form Faure's "Elegy" for violon- 
cello and orchestra. Soprano 
Deborah Sutherland will sing "Hear 
ye, Israel" from Mendelssohn's The 
F.lijah and flutist, Sandra Howard, 
will play for first movement from 






The concert is open and free to 
the public. 
Symphonic band 
The University Symphonic Band, 
directed by Robert Hartwell, will 
present its final concert of the 
school year Wednesday, April 18 at 
8:30 p.m. in the Hiram Brock 
Auditorium. The concert is free and 
the public is invited to attend. 
A wide variety of works will be 
performed by the band. The 
opening number is new concert 
overture by Leonard Bernstein 
entitled "Slava". 
Further information about either 
of these free concerts by the EKU 
Bands may be obtained from the 















IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS: 
MUSIC! MUSIC! The Bookstore now has 
musk tokos, guitar airings, aK musk 
ecceseoriet, harmonicas, recorder!. . and 
a tot moral For your musk nsads. see ui 
at tha Bookstore. 
ArcMa's 2*3 E. Main St. 624-2424 is 
looking for competent parsons with auto 
for ptoa delivery. Apply in parson Friday 
2:00 p.m. - 400 p.m. 
Professional raauma sarvka: Wa prapara 
raaumas that unlock doors of opportunity 
For prica Rat writs Professional Raauma 
Sarvka, 140 Surburtoen Court, Lexington. 
Ky. 40603.  
1. Bring Ad To Progress Office 
2. Assf'ssiiM-nt  Will Be Made 
3. Take Form To Bursar's Window 
4. Return Form To Progress Office 
// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students 
Exchange —  
Landsdown Club win bo available for 
private party rental. For more information 
cal 606-277-3606 Monday - Friday 10 00 
4.00 Lexington, Ky. 
ROD STEWART TICKETS - 623-3130 
FRIDAV APRIL 27th FREEDOM HALL 
LOUISVILLE 8:00 (4-261 
AUCTION every Friday night, five miles 
out Irvine Road, Moberly Antique!, new 
and used furniture, odda and snds. 
Consignments welcome Phone 623-0064. 
(6-31 
WANTED: Student to saH specialty and 
fund raising iteme to an groups. Good 
commissions! Writs W.H. Specialty Co.. 
236 Laffoon Drivs, Frankfort, Kentucky 
40601 or cal (6021 696 1466 
Catalog of unique, nostalgic, and 
specialty rtema many Collector Hams 
with good investment possibilities. Items 
mcluds: coins, stamps, antiques, artwork, 
comic books, old records, ok) megazinss, 
old photos, books, buttons, and many 
others. Sand 60 cants Ideductibile with 
first order] to: Frank Louis. P.O. Box 648, 
Aawood Station, Clifton, New Jersey 
07012." , 
•600 per 1000 mailing circulars. 
Guaranteed Earnlngsl Write MYRIAD. 
Box 1893AA. Ponton, TX 76201.  
B 6 J Qukk Prim "A wii in the printing 
biz"211 Gan Lane, Richmond, Ky. 40476. 
10 to 10.000 copka while you wait 
printing.  
'Want to spend this summer SAILING 
the Caribbean? Tha Pacific? Europe? 
Cruising other parts of the world aboard 
sailing or power yachts? Boat owners 
need crewsl For free information, sand a 
16 cent stamp to Xanadu. 6833 So. 
Gsesner, Suite 661, Houston. Tx. 77036" 
SUMMER JOBS. NOWI 
WORLD CRUISERSI PLEASURE 
BOATSI No experiencel Good Payl 
Carribean. Hawaii. World! Sand »3.95 for 
APPLICATION and direct referrals to 
SEAWORLD. BO Box 60129. Sscramen 
to. CA 96960.  
JOBS 
LAKE TAHOE. CALIFI Fantastk tipsl 
$1.700-$4.000 summer! Thousands stirl 
needed. Casinoi. Restaurants, Ranches. 
Cruisers. Sand »3.95 for APPLICATION/ 
INFO, to LAKEWORLD, BD Box 60129. 
Sacto. CA. 96860 
Fast /Free Delivery 
COit-OAOil  Free Cokes with 
Oat**    aC4«C«t delivery   ,u*task> 
Archie's Upper Crusl 




PRINTING b OFFICE SERVICES TV SFRVICF 
WATSON'S T.V. 
SERVICE 
..ImmkU at 111 W Irvine Street la 
NdsfMNfMl specializes ta televlslee 
i repair ea meet Makes and 
. OpuM weekdays fire** • a.at. u I 
■vta.. Wauan'i ready - sepply of parte 
fa**. Man dry  service* u Ha 
hesitate  to stop by   far 
•23-3T72. 
Kentucky Printing Company 
QUICK COPY - THESIS - BOOKLETS 
RESUMES 
Richmond Co l Print! 
Ph.   6230*28 
WATSON'S TV SERVICE 
Service On Most Makes 
And Models 
312 IRVINE STREET 
PH 623-3272 
IS ■SERVICE STATION!   E 
BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY 
Office And School Supply 
Phone                            212 Weter Street 
623-4366                      Richmond. Ky. 
Rick's Travel Shell 
Free Car Wash with Fill Up 
at Full Serve Island 
Eastern By Pass 
at I 75                   Phona B23-6B13 
HAIMM'S GULF 
24 Hr. Wrecker Service 
Student Checks 
Eastern By-Pass 





All type* of Mechanic work 
done. Check our price* on 
Tires, Batteries and Gat! 
Eastern By-Pets 




QUICK SERVICE TIRE SALES 
Dependable Towine Service 
"We'll come oat anal start your ear" 
EKU By-Pass        .   .' 
Richmond. Ky. 623*711 
SHORT'S TEXACO 
4-Wheel Drive Parti A Service 
Mechanic on Duty at all times 
Trucks and Cars Washed 
103 Big Hill Ave. Ph. 624-1611 
GUN SERVICE 
BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY 
,   .'Vour■Student Health Agency" 
Office 112 Bi( HHI Ave. 
Richmond. Ky.  40476 
Short's Sane JG 
Mechanic on duty at all times 
Good Line of Tires and Batteries 
E*twn BvPssi phon, 623-1627 
, RAY BROOKS STANOARD 
Front End Alltjornent  "" 
Brake Wqrk,. 
Tune-Up 
199 E, Mein Phone 
Rkthmoad. Ky. 6234094 
CABIN GUN SHOP 
303 Oari Lane 
»-       tmtmT^*ml   "* HrcnrnofKi, K1* , 
Louis D. Reeves Office 923-9280 
FFL 61-11387 Home 623-1677 
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Music Festlval'79 
Christians rockin' for Christ 
By YVONNE L. EDMONDS 
Staff Writer 
Chrisiains from different de- 
nominations here on Eastern Ken- 
lucky University's campus have a 
burning desire to bring the message 
of salvation and the abundant life to 
the student population and the 
surrounding community. 
"Our purpose it to bring the 
living method of Christianity to the 
campus and the community, to 
unify the body of Christ, and to pull 
everyone together, afterall...Christi- 
anity is more like a relationship than 
a religion..." 
Thus were the words of Doug 
Reynolds, a junior business man- 
agement major and one of the many 
students who has helped in 
organizing Music Festival'79, a 
seven hour contemporary Christian 
music presentation. 
"The emergence of Music Festival 
79arose from an idea by Christians 
on campus to bring contemporary 
Christian music to both the campus 
and the community." said 
Reynolds. "Christian students be- 
gan pledging money to the Music 
Festival'79 idea and the Christian 
organizations sold carnations and 
lee-shirts promoting the festival," 
Reynolds said 
"This Concert has been organized 
wiih the non-Christian in mind," 
he said. 
According to Reynolds, the 
campus Christians have chosen Five 
Christian groups who witfpresent a 
variety of music. 
"Zenith" is a contemporary 
Christian singing group who is 
primarily geared toward telling 
young people about Jesus Christ. 
Their style of music is a mixture of 
ja/z and rock. 
"Forever His," a group originat- 
ing in Richmond, features strong 
vocals on many of the old favorite 
hymns along with several contem- 
porary songs. They also blend in 
their own testimonies and lessons 
that they have learned to bring the 
audience the personal message of 
Jesus Christ. 
"One Truth," a California based 
group, is a solid gospel rock sound 
created by six gentlemen whose goal 
is to minister to the needs pf others. 
"One Truth" will be appearing in 
the annual Icthus, an outdoor rock 
festival in Wilmore, Kentucky, 
April 27 and 28. 
Daryl Daughtry, a solo composer 
of contemporary Christian music, 
plays piano and guitar projecting an 
"easy listening" type of music. 
Tim Sheppard, a solo performer 
and the highlight of Music Festival 
' 79, has had his songs performed by 
One Truth and the Imperials. In 
1975, Sheppard won the Amateur 
Gospel Award of the American 
Song Festival, and has appeared in 
concert with Andrae Crouch, Chuck 
Girard, The Rambos, One Truth 
and Dallas Holm. 
Music Festival '79 begins on 
Tuesday, April 24 from 4 until 11 
p.m. in the Ravine here on EKU's 
campus and is free to the public. 
"In attending Music Festival'79 , 
you will get a good quality of 
music...afterall, music, like Christi- 
anity is fun," said Reynolds. 
Crewcuts are back Bruce Springsteen joins in with rock-a-billy singer Robert Gordon during Gordon's show in New Jersey. 
The Champ' delivers 
a left hook to tear ducts 
The gospel group One Truth will be one of the bands appearing at Music 
Festival '79. 
Jazz Ensemble will swing in Brock 
• '■■'■     ■■■■"■' ■■ ■■' 'I'I '    ■:■»■     .in I»»I 
The 19-piece University Jazz 
Ensemble, under the direction of 
Joe Hambrick. will give its spring 
concert on Thursday. April 19. at 
8:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium. 
There is no admission charge and 
the public is cordially invited. 
The music on this concert 
displays a wide variation of styles. 
from Maynard Ferguson's jazz- 
rock version of "Give It One", to 
Glenn Miller's "Rhapsody In Blue" 
as well as Miller's 1935 
arrangement of Gershwin's "Oh, 
Lady Be Good!" Other numbers 
include Duke Ellington's "In A 
Mellow Tone". Rodgers and Hart's 
"Have You Met Miss Jones?", and 
a boogaloo original called 
"Amazing Bayou Slim." 
Two special numbers will 
highlight the concert: the jazz 
ballad "Here's That Rainy Day", 
featuring the newly organized Jazz 
Vocal Group, and Don Ellis' 
arrangement of "The Blues", 
featuring Music Faculty member 
Richard Bromley on flute. 
By LARRY BERNARD 
Arts Editor 
The Champ is not your usual, run 
of the mill tear-jerker movie. With 
the ornate direction of Franco 
Zeffirelli, this lavish remake of the 
1931 sentimental movie rises above 
the mediocrity of such heart-luggers 
as Love Story- ' 
In 1931, the main players were 
Jackie Cooper and Wallace Beery. 
This time around Jon Voight plays 
the down-and-oul boxer, an ex- 
world champion who lost a title 
fight and now squeezes out a living 
by working ai Hialeah racetrack. 
Time has transformed the boxer 
into a compulsive gambler and a 
heavy drinker, but that doesn'i slop 
»HJ.JUW»fflniftslying, A^lovang dad. to. 
eighi-year-old T.J. (Ricky Schrod- 
er). 
The cozy comfortable lifestyle of 
the two is suddenly broken when the 
Champ's long-estranged, hated ex- 
wife, Annie (Faye Dunaway), who is 
now remarried and a wealthy 
fashion designer returns. 
T.J. has been told by the Champ 
lhal his mother is dead but Annie 
suddenly decides she wants to be a 
mother again. So the war begins, 
wilh each parent trying to pull T.J. 
over to their side. 
Realizing that Annie can offer 
T.J. riches and wealth, the Champ 
decides to make a comeback in the 
ring. The entire movie builds up to 
the climatic final Tight scene that is 
filmed superbly by Zeffirelli and 
well-acted by Voight and Schroder. 
The Champ is admittedly a 
sentimental tear-jerker, but it offers 
audiences a glimpse from the past 
and how MGM used to make 
movies. Like ihe old I930's movies, 
it has big production values, 
glittering cinematography, and top- 
notch stars suffering throughout. 
, - . Y.aiglu XoJJqwjiuPJuMna&oU&ejji . 
Oscar-winning performance in 
Coming Home with a credible 
portrayal as the battered, sympathe- 
tic champ. He is reminiscient of the 
old 30's stars as he bounces through 
his scenes with charm and warmth. 
Dunaway, however, encounters a 
problem in this movie. Too many 
times she displays nervous, twitchy 
mannerisms that  hinders her  per- 
formance greatly. Still, many times 
she is believable as a mother 
attempting to win back her son's 
love and respect. But on the whole 
her performance is superficial and 
plastic. 
It is, however, Ricky Schroder 
who is the real champ of the movie. 
He steals virtually every scene with 
his tears and charm. His is a 
demanding role but the kid is 
unquestionably a natural who 
knows how to win over the hearts of 
audiences and critics alike. 
Zeffirelli directs the movie in the 
grand old style of Hollywood. He 
hits every emotion with his lingering 
camera shots and allows the cameras 
to sweep fully across the glimmering 
■I Phwishi JMJWW—r ■ '    --   ■ -»'«% 
The Champ is not one of the best 
movies this year but it is a nice, 
sweet old-style movie that reaches 
the heart and soul. Many times 
Zeffirelli relies on cliche's galore 
but the movie works on the whole. 
The Champ is a movie that one 
can enjoy if he is not afraid to open 






Rowers say you ready appreciate her. 
Order Your Secretary A Bouquet. 
RICHMOND GREENHOUSE 
Westover Avi. 
OH W. Main 
FREE DELIVERY 




ftonstadt Living In The USA *450 
Springsteen Darkness At The Edge Of Town *450 
Steely Dan Greatest               (2 IPs) *750 
TuM "Bursting Out'                 (2LPs) *J** 
Buff ett Live                          (2LPs) *750 
• OFFER EXPRIES APRIL 21st * 
Try A Cut That 





No Appointment Necessary 
THIS COUPON GOOD 
FOR A FREE SHAMPOO 
CLOSED MONDAY 
Tues.   Fri. 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.; Sat. 8 A.M. - 2 P.M. 
1507 East Main 623-1723 


















3 Pieces Honey- 
Dipped Fried 
Chicken, Mash 
Potatoes And Gravy 
Cole Slaw And 
One Hot Butter- 
Tastin Biscuit 
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY * ] 
7Q    Regular 
Value 
Not Good In Combination 
With Other Offers, Coupons 
And Discount!.   . . >" 




7 Hours Of Continuous Living Music 
Featuring 
One Truth, Zenith, Forever His, 
Tim Sheppard & Dale Daughter^ 
In The *--* 
Tuesday 24th of April 4-11PM r 
j 
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SA schedules 
Arts and Crafts Fair felsl* &-3*&« 
Rv SARAH WARREN 
Newt Editor 
Student Association (SA) is spon- 
soring its third annual Arts and Crafts 
Fair today in the Meditation Chapel 
Plata, it was announced at Tuesday's 
Student Senate meeting, featuring live 
music most of the day. 
"SA's Arts and Crafts Pair is one of 
the most beneficial things we feel we put 
on." said SA vice president John 
Cooper, who encouraged students and 
senators to participate. 
Referring to the number of senators 
campaigning for their candidates 
Tuesday. Sen. Mike Ditchen. chairman 
of the Scotia Committee, said. "I'd like 
to see as many senators around as were 
around the Powell Building today." 
Proceeds from the fair go towards the 
Scotia Scholarship, awarded annually to 
a relative of someone killed in the 1976 
Scotia Mining diaster. 
In another campaign issue. Sen. Don 
McNay's bill to change the number of 
signatures needed to run for a Senate 
seat from 30 to IS full-time students was 
soundly defeated. 
Arguing for the proposal, McNay said. 
"Look at the campaign today. Last year 
there was no competition," he said, not 
even for the presidential-vice 
presidential positions. 
If it's easier to run. more people will 
be interested, said McNay. and 
"competition in the races provided for a 
better Student Senate." 
Former SA president Mike DugRins. 
attending the meeting as a visitor, spoke 
out against McNay's proposal. "I don't 
see the relevancy of 30 signatures or IS 
signatures." he said. "My suggestion is 
to take this thing and do with it what you 
want. 
"What you might think about, 
(hough." said Duggins, "is having one 
student senator for every 300 students" 
instead of the present system of one 
senator per 150 students. "That would 
stir competition, and you'd probably 
have better representation as a result," 
he said. 
Intervarsity members visiting the 
meeting announced a music festival to 
be held Tuesday from 4 p.m. to 11 or 12 
that night. The festival will be held in 















Hazing is hazy for pledges 
(Continued from page I) 
it loo far. 
"This campus is so conservative - the 
things they frown on - it's ridiculous. 
Where do you draw the line?" he 
questioned 
One fraternity member said that he 
could give his definition of hazing but 
declined to comment on what initiation 
pledges in his fraternity go through. 
"It's sacred rites and I can't tell you 
about it." he said. 
One sorority active said that hazing 
does not exist in her sorority since it is 
"prohibited in our national sorority," 
she explained. 
"It's totally minor." compensated a 
fraternity active who pledged last 
semester "Nothing beyond a little bit of 
personal embarassment and nothing 
physical." he assured.   - 
"If it's done, it's little things that are 
fun." he answered.  "Being polite to 
everybody." as well as "always being 
there when they want you," are things 
expected of his fraternity's pledges. 
One other sorority member told of 
"blindfolding" its pledges and "driving 
around"   as   a   part   of   the   pledge 
initiation activities. 
"I don't thing it's hazing," she said 
"It was fun; nothing bad or nothing you 
didn't really want to do." she supported 
Daugherty held a meeting about a 
month ago with fraternity and sorority 
presidents to explain the University's 
stand on hazing and what can be done 
instead of holding hazing activities 
during pledging 
"I don't really think we have a 
problem." said Daugherty, who ex- 
plained that the purpose of the meeting 
was to "make them aware of what 
hazing is and the University's position 
on that." 
Each Greek president at the meeting 
was given a letter concerning hazing 
"that they read and understand this." 
Daugherty commented, "that, as 
president they agree." 
Daugherty said that there is not a 
fraternity on campus that doesn't have 
a policy on hazing. Me suggests that 
fraternities and sororities incorporate a 
"help week." instead of a "Hell week." 
"The  whole thing  I  was concerned 
with was "attitude'." he added. 
One fraternity member says that his 
chapter requires its pledges to pass a 
test that is sent to the National Chapter, 
memorize books about the history of the 
fraternity, and attend athletic events, 
for example. 
"We tell our pledges what will be 
required ahead of time." he said. 
"Nothing that would be demeaning to 
I hem 
Pledges in this particular fraternity, 
must "get signatures" and "drill 
sessions" are held in which pledges are 
interviewed by the actives 
"We require they make at least a 2.5 
tirade average." he added. "There's a 
very fine line you've gotta ride." 
Among Greeks, hazing is many dif- 
ferent things to each individual 
fraternity and sorority And the stories 
they tell about pledging are different 
One thing this reporter has discovered, 
is that, according to members of Greek 
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(pnolo by SCOTT ADAMS) 
With the mild spring weather comes green grass, blooming 
dogwoods, and students playing frisbee in the ravine.  A 
geography graduate student.  Pat   Mchaffie.   from   Win- 
terhaven. Fla. makes the frisbee catch 
Events Day termed significant 
Hv ROB IMH.1.AK 
Staff Writer 
It was "business as usual" for the 
University's College of Business 
Tuesday during the first annual 
"Business Events Day." 
It included an "Industry Ap- 
preciation" display on the arcade of the 
Bert Combs Building on various 
products manufactured in the state, 
such as trash compactors, automobile 
paint, locks and fork lifts. 
Numerous awards and scholarships 
from individuals, companies and 
various organizations were presented to 
Business College students during a 
luncheon that preceded the Hughes 
speech. 
Dr. Howard Thompson, dean of the 
College of Business, termed the day "a 
significant event." and said that"he was 
pleased with the support from the media 
and different organizations for the 
recognition that the Business students 
and program received during the day. 
The day ended with a faculty-student 
softball game at Hood field, which was 
won by the student team 18-17 in a 
"squeaker" that  lasted seven innings 
Dr G David Hughes, professor of 
business administration at the 
University of North Carolina. Chapel 
Hill, also spoke to students and facultv 
in the Keen Johnson Building on the 
topic of government regulation in 
marketing, as part of the "Vital 
Speaker" program series 
. 
Jug Muggers 
Of The World Unite 
and . . . 
Hug A Jug With 
The Juggernaut Jug Band 
EKCI Center Board 
presents/~4 j^ 
Joe Sample Wilton Felder Stix Hooper 
»•. 
SCINDAYfH THE RAVINE 
' 4:00-6:00 
.-.-*-*'■ • •   ♦ * ■- 
Sponsored by EKU Center Board and The Eastern Progress 
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EKU Students Free 
All Non Students 
•5.00 
*^UTim?.^jth ajrvalKLID may pick up 1 free ticket Friday 20r . 
>MdWf2^d^Tt»ru Weo\ 25tltf JJetween the hfcufs of 10 am - 
2 pm^ *ty<3ents'mustihave tickets to cet m,.fr»nrp^t,.. **■ ,LM 
&2* 
■i i / 
icatio.ni are a variable for student at laroe/Posit ions or>"-  -«rsity    . «. 
OenterBoard - Office of Student Activities 128 Powell Building. 
Deadline April 27th. 
i*. 
A Supplement to the Eastern Progress presented as a service to its readers 
April 19,1979 
Bv N WCV SPF.NCER 
Staff Writer 
The Spring Arts and Crafts Fair is being 
held today by the Meditation Chapel The 
lair will last' until 6 p m If it is raining 
lodav. the fair will be held on April 26 
Spring weather is notorious for dirty 
cars - and this is the time to clean them 
Todav from 1-5 p m Pi Beta Phi and Tau 
Kappa Kpsilon will sponsor a car wash at 
the C.ulf Station 
A short seminar on How to party safely 
with alcohol" will be presented tonight 
from fi-7 p m This will be held in the 
President's Room of the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom  . 
Friday night the Newman Center will 
sponsor a disco dance from 8-12 p.m. The 
dance will be held at the Arlington Mule 
Barn and admission is 75 cents. 
The baseball team will play Western 
Kentucky in a doubleheader beginning at 
12 noon al the Hughes Field on April 22. 
SJChris Sarandon. Lee Grant, and 
Malachy McCourt will star in "You Can't 
Go Home Again " This special will be 
shown Wednesday. April 25. on CBS 
(in Ihe same night. Susan Winslow. 
played by Darleen Carr. worries about 
' telling her new boyfriend about her baby in 
"Miss Winslow & Son" which will also be 
shown on CBS 
Today April 
l« a.m. - B p.m. Student Assoc Spring 
Arts and Crafts Fair, next to Meditation 
Chapel 
l-ip.ni Pi Beta Phi Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Car Wash. Gulf Station on By-Pass 
R-; p.ni. Panhellenic seminar "How to 
parly safely with alcohol." President's 
Knom. Keen Johnson Ballroom 
K::wi p.m. SCKC meeting. Boom A 
Powell Building 
; p.m. Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship. Jaggers Room Powell 
Building 
; p.m. Alpha Phi Sigma banquet, laculty 
ilining room. Powell Building 
T p.m. Movie Halloween. Towne 
Cinema 
7::i«» p.m. Movie "Saturday Night 
Fever." Campus Cinemas 
7:3.1 p.m. Movie "Buck Rogers," 
Campus Cinemas 
M:M p.m. Lambda Sigma meeting. 
McGregor I»bby 
■:M p.m. Jan Ensemble spring concert 
Brock auditorium 
■:M p.m. Movie "Buck Rogers." 
Campus Cinemas 
■ :!• p.m. Movie "Saturday Night 
Fever." Campus Cinemas 
19     Saturday      April 21 
Sunday 
Friday 
M noon Men's baseball vs. Tenn. Tech 
■ Doubleheader i. Turkey Hughes Field. 
3:M p.m. Shrine Circus. Rupp Arena 
N-.IS p.m. Shrine Circus. Rupp Arena 
*:;to  -   in   p.m.   RA   training   session. 
Kenramer Room. Powell Building 
April 22 
12 noun Men's baseball vs  Western Kv 
■lioubleheader'. Hughes Field. 
:t p.m. Shrine Circus. Rupp Arena 
ii::w p.m. Newman Center's annual 
dinner. Powell Building 
H:M • in p.m. RA training session. 
Kennamer Room. Powell Building 
Monday       April 23 
.1:30 - H p.m. Home Economics Awards 
Banquet. President's Room. Keen Johnson 
Ballroom 
K::t» - in p.m. RA training session. 
Kennamer Room. Powell Building 
Tuesday       Apri u 
1 ■ » p.m. Fencing Club meeting. Call 
Sharon Otter 3238 or Jim Poole 4605 for 
information on place of meeting 
H-12 p.m. Newman Center disco dance 
Arlington Mule Barn 
H:M - m p.m. RA training session 
Kennamer Room. Powell Building 
April 20      Wednesday  Apra 25 
1:30 p.m. Baccalaureate Student Nur- 
sing Assoc meeting. Rowlett Building. 
Room 251. 
Top Ten Singles 
mu, <umir. uui. Mun*«<. 0ktfk*«aa i*»» 
AM.        M. 
Sjts     4   MUSIC BOX DANCER 
FRANK MILLS 





















KNOCK ON WOOD AMI I STEWART/Ariolo 7736 
TRAGEDY BEE GEES/RSO 918 
WHAT A FOOL BELIEVES DOOBIE BROTHERS/Watner Bros. 
8725 
I WILL SURVIVE GLORIA GAYNOR/Polydor  14508 
HEART OF GLASS BIONDIE/Chryjalis 2295 
LADY LITTLE RIVER BAND/Harve»t 4667 (Capitoll 
DA YA THINK I'M SMY? ROD STEWART/Womer Bros   8724 It 
I WANT YOUR lOVt CHIC/Allanlic 3557 10 





'Hit Parade' at Playhouse 
Cristie Butcher. PameU Carol. SheUy Moffett and Karen Lyyne pictured here as part of the 
1180 troupe in HIT PARADE OF '41. Diners' Playhouse's current production playing to 
capacity audiences and continuing nightly except Monday through April 29 
Native Kentuckian Writes for Earplay 
Md'shd Norman d native LOuisviilian nas 
written two 'adio dramas lo» NPR s Earplay series 
Third and Od» The Laundromat air* Wednesday 
April ?S al 8 15 PMl and Third and Oak The Pool 
Hall laira Thursday April 2b dl 8 IS PMl are two 
comic-dramas directed by Jon Jory m cooperation 
with ine Actor s Theater ol Louisville These and alt 
ol Ms   Norman s plays nave a Louisville setting 
The first ol the two pioductions starring Anne 
Pitomd* Dawn Oiaawich and Joe Morton depicts a 
deserted laundromat Hi the middle o' the night. 
where two women meet and discover each other s 
secrets 
The second production creates the late-night 
hie at the local pool hall where old friends come to 
terms with men past and then future and stars Joe 
Morton  John Hancock and Dawn D-dawick 
Ms Normans first play GefmgOut premiered 
al Actor s Theater ol Louisville m November 1977 as 
part ol AT: s Great American Play Contest o< 197* 
and Siioseq»i**nl'v per'oimed in the spring of t978at 
Los Angeles Mark Taper Forum whec it enjoyed a 
highly successful engagement It opened Oft- 
Broadway in N»* Vor« City in October 1978 
direttvo by Jon Jory «*nd received ra.e reviews 
I'om J"^n Simon Oive Barnes R'ChardEder anda 
host ofl critics eventjaliy receiving the American 
Critics Association Award AS the best new play 
presented al a regional theater and publication m 
Otis Uuerneey s   Besi Plays ol 1978 
Ms Nor man istuffentry r-'dywngnt m Residence 
with ATL d position which was made possible 
throucjh a giant from the National Endowment tor 
the Arts She nas also written lor television having 
•eceniiy compiled a senes ol 30 fifteen-minute 
scripts tot a 'tew first giade language arts series to* 
Kentucky Educational Television  For KCET-TV in 
MARSHA NORMAN   Kentucky Playwrtghl 
Los Angeles she was commissioned to write a piece 
about the depression m the coal mine area which 
was entitled it s The Willingness, which was aired on 
the Visions series She has served as editor and 
writer of ThefJeuy Bean Journal for The Louisville 
Times Scene Magazine the Booh Editor lor the 
Louisville Times, ana as Educational Consultant for 
WAVE-TV s The F'iendship Shop 
4/19/79 
Today Apr! 19 Friday April 20 
•MAM -JOURNAL 
SM Monday. 6 00 AM io. compute 
prog/am description 
1:00 AM — OPTIONS IN EDUCATION 
This award-winning program from 
National Public Radio >i a last paced 
report on numerou* aapacii Of edu- 
cational   practice*    innovations   and 
imsues 
t:30 AM — FOUNDATION OF 
AMERICAN NATIONALISM (New Program) 
Eminent Historian Henry Sleet* Com 
mager examines ihe period between 
1780 and 1810 when the institutional 
groundwork ot American nationalism 
was being laid With lively discussions 
Commager and guests preeent in- 
sights and obeervations about th* 
founding of American democracy 
10 00 AM - MOIMalllQ CONCERT 
A well-balanced selection ot serious 
musical worke, taken from the Ro- 
mantic. Baroque. Claasical and other 
period* 
I2M PM - CONVERSATION* 
See Monday. 12fl0 noon lor complete 
program a—ciiption. 
12 U PM - THE MtO-OAT REPORT 
SM  Monday    1} 15  PM tor complete 
program Oeec notion 
11J* PM - POTPOORfU Of CLASSICS 
WEKu-FM s Loy Lee hook, Jh*j ckury 
conotvt wMch memoes hiMoncal and 
biographical   background   about   the 
5:15 PM - AFTERNOON REPORT 
S*e Monday 5 15 PM tor complete 
program description 
5: JO PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weekntght Curlmm Tim* presents 
Ihe entire soundtract or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or stage 
musical 
• JO PM - BARRY CRAIO. 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
On* of tha for*runn*rs Of Harry-O. 
Rockfc-rd and all Ihe other television 
private *y*s. this series Irom radios 
Golden Ag* presents the many ed- 
v*ntur*s of Barry Craig 
7:00 PM       LUM T4 ASNCH 
SM Monday 7 00 PM tor complete 
program description 
7:11 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repast oi mis alter noons program 
SM Monday 1200 noon tor cornptete 
program description 
7 JO PM - A LOOK AT 
TIMS weakly topical interne* program 
hossad by Ron Smith does exactly what 
Ms nam* says II lakes A look Al any 
number ot newsworthy lopes current 
events and interesting people 
lH PM - JUST JAZZ 
SM  Monday.  3 30  PM tor 
program description 
Saturday 
• 00 AM - PROJECT WEEKENO 
Wake  up wmt us and our 
morning  presenlauun. ot   light  jau. 
n*ws. w—tlvai and special lectures 
• 00 AM - OPTIONS 
SM Monday. 9 00 AM tor complete 
program   aMciauUmi   Thai  is   not  a 
ispeai ot earlier programa 
10M AM - CMCAOO SYMPHONY 
Live-on-iapa recordings of the re 
nownad Chicago Symphony Orches- 
tra • 1978-79 Mason 
12*0 PM-  THE GREAT OPERAS 
toy Lee hosts this presentation of one 
Sunday 
• 00 AM - PROJECT WEEKENO 
Wake up with us and our weekend 
morning presentation ol light i*u 
news,  weather   and special featurm 
•MAM-OPTIONS 
SM Monday. 9 00 AM lor complete 
program description This is not a 
repeat ol earlier programs 
18*0 AM- 
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 
Another rousing season ol New York 
Philharmonic pettormances recorded 
iive-on-lap* during the 1978- 79 season 
12-00 PM - JAZZ ALIVE! 
This excellent series Irom National 
Public Radio offers recoroM-live 
iaz/ performances from an over in* 
country 
1 JO PM - JAZZ FIRSTS 
Luy LM presents and C0r*WraJ0S| on 
selections from n*w \tlt -fturdings 
which are  hoi oft the press*-* 
1:30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED 
This National Public Rad>o sciies 
Gristed by hia/er. Snoemachei lie- 
vents and -vaiuates tne early yajvs .i 
recorded \*Il   from 1917 1947 
• 00 AM - JOURNAL 
SM Monday. 8 00 AM lor complete 
program deacnption 
KM AM - OPTIONS 
SM Monday 9 00 AM lor complete 
program description i This is not a 
repeat ol earlier programs i 
10 00 AM - TOSCANINI: 
THE MAN SEHINO THE LEGEND 
11 00 AM - MUSIC OF THE 
ITALIAN MASTERS |N*w Program) 
Produced by NPR Member Station 
KQEO-FM m San Francisco, this series 
presents a collection ol datighttui 
music and inlormativ* commentary 
focusing on the greatest ol the Italian 
The modern world is a complex place 
morally and ethically The EKU Campus 
Ministers Association takes • took M 
Currant world and local issues from a 
moral point oi view 
0 PM - JAZZ LINLMkH TED 
SM  Monday.  • 30 PM tor complete 
program description 
April 21 
ot we world s greet operas includ- 
ing background on the storyline and 
production  o>  the  work 
THE ROAR Of THE GREASE FAINT 
A varkM selection ol everyone s favor ite 
music Irom stag* and silver screen 
7:J» PM - EARPLAY T» (Rotum) 
An Ml n*w Mason of contemporary 
radio drama produced •specially lor 
public radio 
Mi PM - SOUL »PO T LIGHT 
A funky mixture ol disco. RAB. and uui 
music Irom Ih* lakes! hit singles and 
etbume 
April 22 
3 00 PM - JAZZ IT UP: 
A  weekly  (ivsentation pi o ii tM'iii* 
swing   musi<     .ti.ing   Witn   t. ,,„„. 
and C0'ii<--tiio'aii big bandt 
M» PM - MUSIC OF THE 
•LACK CHURCH {New Program) 
This raew series from NPR highlights 
Vw rich heritage of music in traditional 
black church experience. emphMumg 
the aHm*nU of origin, history, style, 
personalities    and    critical    analysis 
7:10 PM - - SATURDAY S CHILD 
(New Program) In the days bafor* 
radio and television brought instant 
entertainment into the home, peopl* 
amused themselves by listening to 
and telling stories These tales, some 
n*w   by  popular  authors,   some  so 
ancient   that   their   origins   hav*   been 
forgotten - traveled across countries. 
• JO PM — FOLK FESTIVAL. USA 
National Public Radio's highly ac- 
claimed weekly series ol tree on Tsp* 
folk blues and btuegrass festival 
performances from virtually all of the 
JO states 
10J0 PM — WOMINSOUNOS 
i New Program) What is women s 
music^ The bottom line of course is 
that it is music performed by women 
II oo PM — CONVERSATIONS 
SM Monday   12 00 noon lor complete 
program description 
Monday 
12 IS - THC MIDDAY R£PORT 
See Monday    •*? <5  °M  ic  complete 
p'O-j'am (lesc'iption 
12:J0 PU - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WIKU'MS  Loy Lee noWi this ditiy 
concert which  include* historical and 
biographical    background    about   tne 
music and composes . 
JJ0W-- JUST JAZZ 
See    Monday     3 30   PM   lor    COmpletf 
program dfascnption 
S:1I PSJ - THC ATTf MOON REPORT 
See   Monday.   5 15  PM   tor   compteti 
program description 
4 30 Ml — CUNTAM TMAC 
Each M^afcrwgjnl Cun»m Timm presents 
the enter* soundtrack or original casl 
recording ot a motion picture or stag* 
muatcal 
April 23 
0 AM - JOURNAL 
Bringing   People   the    news    requires 
more  man a five-minute nev.s-.aat  M 
the top of the hour ~  II requires a 
thorough examination of mt*rn*tional 
national.   ragronai  and  local  events 
■ Mfhsi and sports 
This sans* from National Public Racko 
preeenta a variety ol dinerem topics 
■n  a venetv  of dMfarant  ways 
1HMAM 
WfslSWWBI*. COteBaW MRU. 
TNa aanaa from National PuMac Radio 
presents r*corded-t*ve concerts from all 
ItM PM - CONVERSATIONS 
Thar* as aw andkm nanaty of insai esung 
paopks m and around th* Contral 
Kentucky  arM   Conaersefrons  brings 
theee people to you with mlormal dis- 
cuaaiona with and about thos* people 
and what may are doing 
1 2:1 > Ml - THE MIO-DAV REPORT 
A IS-MinuM summary of inMrnMional. 
ne«on*i.    and   regional/local    news 
weather and sports, gathered by ma 
staff of united Prase international 
National PuDnc Radio and WEKU-FM s 
own  news  and  pubkc  affaars  faam 
MS M - PUTPOlJRRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FM s LOT LM floats thas daily 
concert which incudes hawoocei and 
owgraphicai   background   about   in* 
• JO PM - YOU SET YOUR LIFE 
The moil irreverent of Ihe zany Man 
Brothers. Groucho greets and heckles 
contestants   on   this   hilarious   quiz 
show from television %   golden age 
7:00 PM - LUM M ABNER 
SM Monday 7 00 PM tor complete 
proo'sm description 
7 IS PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repeat of this afternoon s program 
See Monday 12 00 noon for complete 
program description 
7:30 PM - VOtCCS IN THE WIND 
Writers, painters actors poets 
•nuncans sculptors - artists ol all 
kinds are interviewed on this weakly 
arts magazine from National Public 
Radio hosted by Oscar Brand 
CSS PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED 
SM Monday, e 30 PM tor compieie 
program description 
tha entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or stags 
1» PM - JUST JAZZ 
Das* Benson B.rd Ellington Mann 
Biubecfc Moniqnniery Tiader Wiev 
txng tne list i|iNi on and on - arid 
so does me IAZZ on this daily iazz pro 
gi4m hosted by Luy LM 
S II PM - THC AFTERNOON REPORT 
A '•-minuK'Summary ol the day Smt. • 
••.rmn.%1 njtKiii.ii and regional local 
i ** gath.-n •: by National P..pm 
n.i.t r. united Press i-ter-atiuiai ,,i c 
t". vVERUfM ism* and c^bnc iMam 
HNtrrt 
5 JO PM - CURTAIN TIME 
I .i- -   weakniqM Lurra.n Time presents 
HOW-  NBC UNIVt RSITV THEATER 
•■••* t    :igi.ini   Aaviia^v   i* . •   •!..• I    ' 
l.-nL'.'.|i.   I •    .i.   •    .1-    I A-|i^.  , ., 
7t»PM   -   IUM     . 
RacoirMigs Of on* ot the most lemrn- 
bared n> an Old Imt radu comedie* 
Starring Chart Lauck M Lum and Norris 
Ooft av Abn*r 
MS PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A -.-peat ot Ihis ahr-rnoon s program 
S«.   Monday   li'00 noun tor complete 
.jram (h-Mi-ilKiii 
'JO PM - EKU BASKETBALL 
s*i> pagt- '•'-• ''» ••* hi-i in   1..1.11I. 
• » PM - JAZZ LrNLIMITED 
three and a hall hours of the very beat in 
fSU      —      traditional.      contemporary 
progressive and avant garde styles 
plus frequent profiles of now and out- 
standing albums and musicians 
Tuesday April 24 
SM   Monday    800  AM  for  uxnpket* 
program description 
•M AM - OPTION* M EDUCATlON 
The)   award-wmning    program   from 
National Public Radio is a laat-pacad 
report on numerous aspects of edu- 
cational practicM and innovations 
M0 AM - FOUNOATION OF 
AMERICAN NATIONALISM (New Program) 
Emavant historian Henry SIMM Com- 
mager examines tha period between 
1780 and 1810 whan th* institutional 
groundwork of American nationalism 
was being laid. 
TSCBS AM - ONAMO PIANO (Return) 
A new sssvaon of programs from NPR. 
presenting bc-th accomplished and 
promising pianists m concert and 
competition 
tJ:1» PM - THE MIO-DAY REPORT 
SM Monday.  12 IS PM for complete 
program description 
ftaSPM - SHORT «TORY 
A  series  of half-hour  dremetuetions 
Based on snort stonaa by such authors 
M   Faulkner.   Hugo.   Thuroar.   Poe. 
12 JO PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKu-t M s Ley LM hosts this daily  •»■ *■ — ***■ ■ AaSMBR 
concert which includes historical and S**  Monday.  '00  PM lor comptot* 
biographical   background   about   tha        program description 
music and cornpoMrs 
J:JO PM — JUST JAZZ 
SM  Monday.  3 70  PM  tor  compute 
program description 
<:1S PM - CONVERSATION* 
A repeal of this afternoon's program 
SM Monday. 12:00 noon tor complete 
program description 
S 15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT 7 JO PM  - EVENING JOURNAL 
SM Monday   12 00 Noon tor compkaH 
program dsac notion 
SM Monday S IS PM tor complete 
program description 
J:J0 PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weekmght Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or stage 
musical 
Wednesday 
• 00 AM - JOURNAL 
SM Monday. 600 AM lor compMI* 
program description 
• MAM -OPTIONS 
See Monday 9 00 AM lor complete 
program description (This is not a 
repeat ol earlier programs ) 
1*00 AM - BOSTON SYMPHON y 
Tha world-renowned Boston Sym- 
phony |Oms WEKU-FM s line-up ol 
accomplished symphony orchest'ts 
presenting live on tape concerts ol 
the 1978-79 season 
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete 
program description 
12:15 PM _ THE MID-DAY REPORT 
See Monday. 12 15 PM lor complete 
program description 
Apri 25 
12 J0 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FM's Ley LM hosts this dairy 
concert which includes historical and 
Biographical background about the 
music and composers Beginning with 
this new season Loy invites ksleners 
to wnte and request their favorite works 
Wnte lo WEKU-FM Eastern Kentucky 
University Richmond. Kentucky 40475 
1:20 PM- JUST JAZZ 
SM Monday. 3 30 PM lor complete 
program description 
5 15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT 
SM   Monday.   S IS  PM  tor  complete 
program description 
S40 PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weekmght Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or stage 
musical Highlights 
This spm-oH of our weekday morning 
program Journal, present* s coMction 
of Bahasd-ttk. N*ws features inter- 
tnows. news and analysis 
» — JAZZ UeJUMSTEO 
SM  Monday.  8 30  PM  tor complete 
program deacnption 
SaS PM _ THE MST OF 
-OLO TIME" RADIO 
A presentation of on* of tha bast ol 
the Ofd-Tima radio programs Hegh- 
l ignis 
7 00 PM - LUM M ABNER 
SM Monday. 700 PM lor compieie 
program description 
7 15 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repeal of this afternoons program 
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete 
program description 
7:JO PM _ NBC UNIVERSITY THEATER 
(N*w Program) A series ot productions 
ol contemporary English and American 
fiction 
• JO PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED 





April 19 AFTERNOON 
EVE NINO 
NEWS 










TODAY AT EEENELAND 
FAMILY FEUD 
DICK CAVETT SHOW 
NEWLYWEDGAME 
WHODUNIT 
•B   • ( 
I 












*U CARTER COUNTRY 
l*M SGT.TJLYU 
(     RARNA1Y JONES 
I     ONE OF THE MISSING 
DOCTORS'FRTV ATE LIVES 
IIM OlfNEWS 
IIM    I     THE TONIGHT SHOW 
(   ICMLATEMOVTE 
STARSKY AND HUTCH -MANNIX 
IM TOMORROW 
fcM TAKE FIVE 
PREVTN AND THE PITTSBURGH 













OP EARTH AND MAN 
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL 
FAT ALBERT 
AMERICAN BANDSTAND 
MAJOR   LEAGUE   BASEBALL 
(PRE-GAME) 
© ARK II 
iCED 
<W MAJOR LEAGUEBASEBALLGAME 
THE WEEK 
M MINUTES 
AGRICULTURE    FOOD    FOR 
THOUGHT 
© KIDSWORLD 
9 GUTEN TAG EN DEUTSCHLAND 
U JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE 
© TOBACCO TAIJt 
3ft   GREAT MIDWEST HOT AIR BAL- 
RALLY 
MARTY ROBBINS SPOTLIGHT 
FORUM 
DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS 
HEEHAW HONEYS 




MEET THE PRESS 
I NEWSMAKER "It 
I ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
I 4-H YOUTH SHOWCASE 
I THREE ON THREE 
A WALKING TOUR OF SESAME 
NEW LIFE 
IREDSCENE 
I NBA BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS 
I DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS 
I ISSUES AND ANSWERS 
NUTRITION:   TO  BABY  WITH 
I TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS 
I SPORTS AFIELD 
I WRITING FOR A REASON 
I FORNEY'S ANTIQUE WORKSHOP 
I SPORTS SPECTACULAR 
I BOX DANCE OUTDOORS 




OP EARTH AND MAN 
TTMBROMANU 
THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN 
NBA BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSI- 
MAGAZINE 
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS 
CONVERSATION 




CROCKETT* VICTORY GARDEN 
MOVIE •< ADVENTURE) " 
Friday ABTIM 




• NEC NEWS 
© WTLDKJNGDOI 
• COMMENT ON 
9    THE WONT* 
I M 
KENTUCKY 
DERFUL WORLD OF 
MOVERS JOURNAL 
EH EVENT -Rooster Cogbera' 
lfTi Man: MB Wars*. Kataaria* Bea- 
FAMILY 
I GUTEN TAG EN DEUTSCHLAND 
I GONG SHOW 
ISANFORDANDSON 








DKE CAVETT SHOW 
OLYMPATHON "7» 





SATURDAY NIGHT MO VIE Uptown 
S«t«nl»TNl»»t 1177 SUrr Sidney Pottier. 











I FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE Drive-Is 
imSHii 01—iMuMiai.LlMlamoW' 





MONTY   PYTHONS    FLYING 
3|ABCNEWS 
W OLYMPATHON "7» CONTINUES 
© MOVIE -(DRAMA| •••     "Jsarti" 
0ALLIN 
• F.Yi 
• ABC THEATRE Trta^l; Fire'ir7> 
J-r Carol BunsKt, Ned BeaUy 
ONE DAY AT A TIME 
ALICE 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 





I KENTUCKY ILLUSTRATED 
I CIVILISATION 




I NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE W C 
Fields And Me' 1171 SUra: Rod Steif er, 
Valerie Perrtne. 
© MOVIE -(SCIENCE FICTION) 
■all Mil Ml" 1MB 
ft 7M CLUB 
fi WITH TTOS RING 
6M 
I TFJ.CLUB 
I MOVIE -(ADVENTURE) •*   "Per- 
ik» Voyage* IMS 
• OLYMPATHON "7» CONTINUES 
fcM    ©WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS 
April 23 Monday 
EVENING 
JfflSw 
I NBA BASKETBALL 
I JUKEBOX 
I MOVIE -(DRAMA) "V» 
Sunday Apri 22 
EMDJNJQBT SPECIAL 
> TAKE FIVE 






I ALVTNA>ID THE CHIPMUNKS 
IPOPEYEHOUR 
I SCOOHY'S ALL-STARS 
I FANTASTIC FOUR 
I GODZILLA SUPER M 
BUGS    BUNNY    AND    ROAD 
RUNNER   
fcM    0    CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER 
IM    (   IDE. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE 
(:M    (     CATHOLIC MAM 
7M OLD TTMEGOSPEL HOUR 
TOBACCO TALK 
7:M LONERANGEE 
REV GENTRY FARMER 
fcM VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS 
BEXI 
I:M 
•M        NEWS 
I     STUDIOSEE 
ABC NEW! 
«:M    (   I NBC NEWS 
CM NEWS 
WRITING FOR A REASON 
CANDID CAMERA 
74a    (     SANFORDANDSON 
DATING GAME 
<     MACNETL-LEHRER REPORT 
JOKER'S WILD 
7:M    I     HOLLYWOOD SOU ABES 
POP GOES THE COUNTRY 
(     DICK CAVETT SHOW 
NEWLYWEDGAME 





I DAFFY DUCK 
I TARZAN AND THE SUPER SEVEN 
) METRIC MARVELS 
I FRED AND BARNEY SHOW 
IFANGFACE 
I JETSONS 
I NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION 
I PINK PANTHER SHOW 
I METRIC MARVELS 
REVIVAi. TABERNACLE CHURCH 
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS 
NEW SHAPES M EDUCATION 
REVIVAL IN AMERICA 
1*:M DfMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH 
KVTCB 
I DAY OF DISCOVERY 
I RA. WEAT REVIVAL HOUSE 




I FACE THE NATION 
I STUDIO SEE 
 AFTERNOON  
i£B   » YOUR GOVERNMENT 
©DIRECTIONS 
• ZOOM 
B ROBERT SCHULLER 
JOURNAL 
DOROTHY BAMrLL-S CORNER OF 
MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES 





> HOW THE WEST WAS WON 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
I LOU GRANT 
1 FOOTSTEPS 
| ANYONE FOR TENNYSON? 
(©■NEWS 
I THE TONIGHT SHOW 
ICMLATEMOVTE 
I POLICE STORY 
)TOMORROW 
I TAKE FIVE 


















MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT 
JOKER'S WILD 
TODAY AT KEENELAND 
11 M.Ma NAME THAT TUNE 






LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY 
WHEELS 
TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE The De- 
serter' 1177 Stan: John Huston. Richard 
fim ALLSTATE BAND 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
fcM   OTAXI 
IIM   ••• NEWS ConL on 
SUNDAY 
(ABC) ABC THEATRE: 8:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T • 
7:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"Friendly Fire" 1979 Carol Burnett. Ned Beatty. Thai 
wrenching true story of the parents of a young soldier 
Killed in Vietnam by "friendly fire" and their search 
to find out what really happened to him. 
^IC) BIG EVENT: 8:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 7:00 
C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"Rooster Cogburn'' 1975 John Wayne. Katharine 
Hepburn. The no-nonsense daughter of a minister 
helps Rooster Cogburn—the aged, one-eyed former 
deputy marshal from the novel 'True Grit'—win back 
his badge by outsmarting and outfighting a band of 
desperadoes and thwarting their planned bank 
robbery. (R) 
MONDAY  
^IC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 
E.S.T., P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"Sanctuary of Fear" 1979 Barnard Hughes. Kay Leru. 
In this adaptation of the G.K. Chesterton short 
stories, a New York City priest with a penchant for 
solving crimes, befriends an aspiring young actress 
whose life has suddenly become filled with terror as 
the result of a series of bizarre events. 
TUESDAY  
(CBS)  TUES NIGHT   MOVIES:   9:00   PM 
E.S.f., P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"The Dataller" 1971 John Huston. Richard Crenna. 
The Western drama concerns a renegade soldier's 
one-man war of revenge   (R) 
WEDNESDAY     • . 
(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T. 
- 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"You Can't Go Home Again" 1979 Lee Grant. Chris 
Sarandon. Based on the Thomas Wolfe novel, the 
story concerns a struggling young writer romantically 
involved with an older, successful married woman at 
a time when America and the world face a collapse 
of values, financial rum and impending war. 
FRIDAY , "  
(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. 
P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
"With This Ring" 1978 Dick Van Patten. Betty White 
As wedding dates rapidly approach, engaged couples 
and their families are caught up in a whirlwind of 
emotional crises—past loves, parental pressure and 
social and financial obligations. (R) 
SATURDAY  
(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL: 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T. 
• 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T. 
'1 Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" 1979 Paul 
Benjamin. Diahann Carroll. Based on the best-selling 
Maya Angelou autobiography, the drama revolves 
around a bright, sensitive black girl who finds poetry 
and much pain m the South as she is growing up 
during the Depression years. 
MINISERIES 
TUESDAY— WEDNESDAY 
^IC) WHEELS: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. • 8:00 
C.S.T.. M.S.T. 
1978 Rock Hudson. Lee Remick Part IV of Arthur 
Hailey's best-seller. Adam Trenton's experimental car 
protect, the Hawk, is reactivated and. with it. his affair 
with advertising executive Barbara Lipton: Adam's 
widowed sister asks him to investigate Smokey 
Stevenson, in whose auto dealership she has invested 
all ol her money   (R) 
4/19/79 
PLACEMENT      INTERVIEW 
PROCEDURES 
1. All interviews will be held in the 
Division of Career Development & 
Placement. 319 Jones Building. 
2. Students who wish to schedule in- 
terviews must sign-up in person at the 
Division Office. 319 Jones Building. 
Monday -Friday from8:00a.m. -4:30p.m. 
3. Interview sign-up starts after 
organizations are announced in the FYI or 
the PLACEMENT PIPELINE. 
4. The minimum requirement for 
scheduling an interview is the completion 
and filing of a data sheet which is available 
in the Division office. 319 Jones Building 
Interviews 
I ri.. April 2t 
DEPARTMENT  OF  JUSTICE   -   KEN 
TUCKY 
Positions: Correctional. Classification & 
Treatment or Probation & Parole Officers 
Qualifications: BS. or M.S. in Police 
Administration, Corrections. Criminal 
Justice. Sociology * Social Work 
Positions: Correctional Educational 
Specialist 
Qualifications: Certification in 
Education with Criminal Justice 
Background 
Tues.. April 24 
FOAM DESIGN. INC     KENTUCKY 
Positions: Sales Trainees 
Qualifications: BA. BS. BBA in Business 
Administration. Marketing, Physical 
Education or Recreation interested in 
sales career 
Turn.. April 24 
CINCINNATI INCORPORATED 
Positions: Manufacturing Engineering 
Trainees 
Qualifications' BS in Industrial Tech 
or BBA in Management and interest in 
career in manufacturing training program 
Wed.. April 2S 
CENTURY 21 "PAUL ROSE REALTY) 
Positions: Real Estate Sales Trainees 
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters in 
Real Estate or any other major interested 
in real estate career 
Wed.. April 25 
MILFORD    EXEMPTED     VILLAGE 
SCHOOLS - OHIO 
Interviewing all eligible elementary and 
secondary candidates for 1979-80 positions 
iSpecial interest in English - secondary I 
Wed.. April 2S 
MT. HEALTHY CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
- OHIO 
1979-80 Teaching positions anticipated in 
Sciences i Biology. Chemistry, Physics. 
etc.). Math (middle and sr. hi.). Home 
Economics and Special Education 
'secondary interests) 
Thurv. April 28 
THE TAPPAN COMPANY - KENTUCKY 
Positions: Industrial Engineering 
Trainees 
Qualifications: BS. in Industrial 
Technology 
I in -     Ma\  I 
BOB EVANS FARM FOODS 
Positions   Food Management Trainees 
Qualifications: Bachelors Degree in any 
field   interested   in   Food   Management 
career 
Summer openings 
Manufacturing plant full-lime positions 
in general assembly, electrical assembly, 
refrigeration assembly and sheet metal 
Must be available to work a minimum of 
ten ' 10) consecutive weeks Positions are 
in Cincinnati. OH 
Direct sales of I Mini-Trunk Auto 
Emergency Kits) easy sales item 13200 
start up expense to purchase kit. No 
collection of money or delivery of 
products Pay is direct commission and 
contest for US. Government Bonds. 
Two Summer Youth Counselors for 
Madison County to counsel disadvantaged 
youth and other administrative duties 
Qualifications: must have car. completed 
one vear of college and qualify based on 
financial need Pay $542 00 month plus car 
allowance Applications can be picked up 
and must be filed by April 27. 1979. at the 
Kentucky River Foothills Development 
Council. 242 W Main St . Richmond. 
Kentucky. 
1150) Summer Youth Workers: assigned 
lo not-for-profit agencies in Madison or 
Clark counties for full-time employment in 
parks, forest service, arts and crafts, 
receptionists, general labor, etc Em 
plovment is for eight weeks starting June 
11th or 18th   Pay is $2 90 per hour   All 
candidates must be 21 or under, returning 
lo school fall semester and be in financial 
need i comparable to Federal Work-Study 
Qualifications i appilrathm* can be picked 
up at the Powell RuiMiag on Wedaesday. 
May 2. i»79. from 18:89 a.m. - 2:M p.m. 
outside the (.rill area. 
Summer intern positions in Therapeutic 
He-creation Qualifications must have a 
minimum of two years of college in 
Recreation or Therapeutic Recreation and 
some experiences in recreational 
leadership, programs or planning with 
mental or physical handicapped Must also 
he certified in first aid and personal 
safely Positions available Woodward 
Stale Hospital-School. Woodward. Iowa 
Applications and additional information 
available at the Division of Career 
Development and Placement. 319 Jones 




As a May graduate, you will soon be 
entering the employment market The 
Division of Career Development and 
Placement can assist you in your job 
campaign and we encourage you to stop by 
our office. 319 Jones Building, and register 
with us BEFORE you leate campus 
Personal job referrals, duplication and 
mailing of credentials, and job vacancy 
announcements are services which can 
assist you in finding the job you want 
Cont. from page 3 
11-31    '11: THE TONIGHT SHOW 
©CBS LATE MOVIE 
•2 TUESDAY MOVIE OK THE WEEK 
LoveForRamom'1977Stars:JohnDavi(l- 
















I STUDIO SEE 
I ABC NEWS 
I NBCNEWS 
I CBS NEWS 
I WRITING FOR A REASON 
ISBANANA 
I SANPOROANDSON 
I DATING GAME 
I MACNFJL-LEHRER REPORT 
I JOKER'S WILD 
I TODAY AT KEENELAND 
I PRICE IS RIGHT 
IMCKCAVETTSBOW 
I NEWLYWEDGAME 
I REAL PEOPLE 
I THE JEFFERSONS 
I THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS 
I EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
I MISS WINSLOW AND SON 
I WHEELS 
I YOU CANT GO HOME AGAIN 
) CHARLIE'S ANGELS 
_INEWS 
I THE TONIGHT SHOW 
! CBS LATE MOVIE 
I POLICEWOMAN   MANNIX 
I TOMORROW 
I TAKE FIVE 
Monday thru Friday 
Daytime Listings 
MORNING 
S;M    m ARTHUR SMITH SHOW 
©798 CLUB 
IH    ■ PTLCLUB-TALK AND VARIETY 
7.-M    ■ TODAY 
ft MORNING 
© GOOD MORNING AMERICA 
S.-M    ©CAPTAINKANGAROO   • 
MS    3$ AM.WEATHER 
8:1*    J§ IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING 
Mt    3f PHIL DONAHUE SHOW 
© FUNTSTONES 
© GENERAL HOSPITAL 
*M    ©ALL IN THE FAMILY 
II M    ® CARD SHARKS 
I KENTUCKY MORNING 
I IRONSIDE(EXC. THE.) 
19:18    &L ALL STAR SECRETS 
PRICE LS RIGHT (THl'R ,FRI.I 
) IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING 
I Ml    ©CBS NEWS (EXC. THUR..FRI.) 
19:17    <W NEWSBULLETTN 
11:94    CH) HIGH ROLLERS 
PRICE IS RKJHT (EXC. THUR.. 
FRI.) 
{LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY 
DOCTORS 
LOVE OF UFE (THUR, FRI) 
FAMILY FEUD 
CBS NEWS (THUR. FRI.) 
 AFTERNOON  
11*4    m NOON TODAY 
I YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS 
I |tl.»M PYRAMID 
lt:M    (B> BOB BRAUN SHOW 
) SEARCH FOR TOMORROW 
I IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING 
I RYAN'S HOPE 
1*9    © MATCH GAME (THUR .FRI) 
I ALL MY CHILDREN 
1:31    (!) DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
AS THE WORLD TURNS 
IM    ©ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
Ml    ® ANOTHER WORLD 
GUIDING UGHT 
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING 
3:44    © GOJJGAN-S ISLAND 
3:11    ©DATING GAME (THUR. FRI.) 
OVER EASY 
HAPFVSHOUR 
<M    ■ BATMAN 
M.A.S.H. (THUR.. FRI.j 
SESAME STREET 
TOM AND JERRY 
Ml    Q) ADDAMS FAMILY 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION (THUR.. 
FRI.) 
© BRADY BUNCH (EXC. WED.) 
S:99    (9 BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW 
©MISTER ROGERS 
©     I DREAM OF JEANNIE (EXC. 
WED) 
Ml    »©« NEWS 
4t ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Top Ten Albums 
tint, an, UM. ia—», IOU- <~«* i**n 
»1 AM 
M 7 
1        1    SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN 
BEE GEES 
RSO RS 1 3041 
18th Week) 









MINUTE BY MINUTE OOOBIE BROTHERS, Worner Bros 
BSK3193 17    H 
DUE STtAITS/Womtr  Bros   B5K 3266 14    O 
2 HOT! PEACHES & HERB  Polydc  MVP PD t  6172 II     O 
ILONOES HAVE MOM FUN ROD SIEWAST  Warn*. Bros 
BSK 3261 IF    H 
UVIN' INSIDE YOU* IOVI GEORGE BENSON  Warner Brot 
2BSK 3277      S     X 
DESOLATION ANGELS BAD COMPANY  Swan Song SS 
8506 (All|      4 
S2NO STtfET BILLY JOEL/Columbia PC 35609 IS 
CRUISIN' VILLAGE PEOPLE/Cowblanca NBLP 71 IB 2* 
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Lowest Prices In Town 
623-0302 No. 4 South Porter St. 
A CONTINUING SERIES OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS 
WARM WEATHER WORKOUTS: 
A Guide to Getting in Shape 
"^^^ —— 
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THE NEW BREED 
Presenting a whole New Breed of 
Mustang for 1979   Dramatic new 
efficient aerodynamic design  With 
sports car features like a modified i 
MacPherson   front   suspension. 
four-bar link rear suspension   rack 
and pinion steering and front stabilizer bar. all Mustangs I 
precise handling to help flatten corners 
The  79 Mustang offers a choice of engines (including the 
sporty 2 3 litre overhead cam as standard equipment) power 
trains and options to satisfy a wide range of driver nei 
Available in 2-door or 3-door Hatchback models 
Experience the 79 Mustang with a test drive .it your local (    i 
Dealer See why readers of Car and Drivoi magazine named 
Mustang   the most significant new do- • u of 1979 
m^^ ^foi 
'4,458 ■'•   •   .-. 
title taxi '  :■    I     ItlOl     ■  •■ ;• 
FORD MUSTANG 
IN £/brd 
All right, gang, 
hibernation is over. 
Time to put away the 
sticky hot chocolate 
mugs and oversized 
sweaters and get 
ready for fun in 
the sun, cavorts on 
the courts and larks 
in the parks! 
ANATOMY S 
When Hamlet said. "What a piece ol work is man.'' he 
wasn't kidding The human body is a walking 
wonder ot the world It all 696 muscles ot your body 
could pull in one direction at one time, you could 
move 25 tons And that strength is only one ot three 
amazing aspects of your body that you can—and 
should—develop as part ot a shape-up program 
STRETCHING     * 
After a winter ol limited exercise, most ol us have to 
get in shape before we can take to the courts, pools 
and logging paths around campus Stretching is the 
perfect way to begin now We've put together a 
program that isolates eight maior sections of the 
body and stretches them individually. And one 
super duper total body stretch that's all-purpose 
(and thousands ol years old) 
JOGGING lO 
Some people say being on a daily running regimen 
is like having your own psychiatrist Find out for 
yourself This section gives you tips on setting up a 
personal logging program You'll also get the scoop 
on running shoes, inlo on heat exhaustion, a spring- 
tc-winter marathon calendar—and words to the 
wise from Bill Rodgers. the real marathon man 
TENNIS 14 
Can you be a winner at tennis with only average 
physical ability'' Yes. says Dick Gould, tennis coach 
at Stanford University (the 1978 NCAA champs) 
Also in this section Rod Laver gives you advice on 
how to perfect your stroke A former pro tells you 
how to develop effective doubles tactics A Harvard 
psychiatrist categorizes tennis players by psycho- 
logical makeup And John McEnroe admits he's 
tired 





Many top athletes combine weight training with reg- 
ular workouts to increase stamina and muscle tone 
You can, too We'll tell you how to get started Hexing 
your pecs and limbering your lats (and what that 
means in English) And lay to rest the myth that 
women shouldn't lilt weights because they'll end up 
looking like the Hulk (It's physiologically impos- 
sible.) 
BIKING 
Bicycling is a great way to see the countryside and 
condition your body at the same time But il you're a 
beginning rider, how can you avoid soreness? 
What's the connection between jumping rope and 
cycling' And who is Otto Wenz and why is he pre- 
dicting that in live years bicycle racing will be as 
popular as jogging? 
SWIMMING 
Boston University swim coach Raegh Wetmore 
(that's his name, honest) shares his five-step plan to 
get you into shape through swimming We give you 
tips like how to avoid shoulder tendinitis (a common 
swim-related injury), what's the proper swimmer's 
kick, how to improve your crawl stroke, what it feels 
like to be a competitive swimmer—and how to Hat- 
ten your stomach lor swimwear 
BODY/MIND     23 
Some physicians are prescribing racquetball—not 
Elavil—lor mildly depressed patients Why? Aerobic 
exercises are believed to stimulate the production ol 
body chemicals that have the same ellect as antide- 
pressant drugs It's all part of a holistic approach to 
fitness Its theme' Your mind affects the perfor- 
mance ot your body, and your body has an effect on 
your mind Sounds simple, but the ramifications 
could be mind-boggling 
FORD'S INSIDER: A CONTINUING 
SERIES OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
SUPPLEMENTS is sponsored by Ford 
Division of Ford Motor Company and 
published by 13-30 Corporation 
(which also produces such familiar 
campus publications as NUTSHELL 
and THE GRADUATE). Ford's 
sponsorship of this publication is an 
indication of their desire to provide 
services to college students. Please 
take the time to let us know how you 
like this supplement by returning the 
postage-paid card on page 16. And 
for more information on Ford's 
product line, use the card on page 8. 
ART CREDITS: Joe Acree—Cover, page 16; Hugh Armstrong—pages 5.10.11.21: Lars Jaxvall— pages 15.19; Ken Smith—pages 10.14 
PHOTO CREDITS: Charles Brooks—pages 5. 6. 7. 8. 10. 11. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18, 19. 21. 23 
® 1979 13-30 Corporation All rights reserved. No portion of Ford's Insider: A Continuing Series ol College Newspaper Supplements may 
be reproduced in whole or in part without written consent of 13-30 Corporation, 505 Market St.. Knoxville. Tenn. 37902 (615-637-7621). 
Insider is published by 13-30 Corporation for Ford Division of Ford Motor Company Opinions expressed by the publisher and writers are 
their own and are not to be construed as those of Ford Division of Ford Motor Company. Likewise, the publisher assumes responsibility 
tor the technical accuracy of the material used throughout the articles herein Direct editorial correspondence to David Epstein, 
Associate Editor Direct requests lor additional copies to Anne Akridge 
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Tough Hree-Wheelin' Fords. 
Americas best selli   - 
truck line.* 
Get into the Free-Wheelm Spirit with 
tough Free Wheeling Ford Trucks 
and Vans. Factory-customized 
machines direct from Ford, with 
special interiors, stripes, wheels. 
blacked-out grille, and more. 
Freewheeling Bronco, 
comes with styled steel wheels. RWL tires, 
tricolor tape striping, black bumpers and 
dual low-mount western mirrors. 
Bronco Ranger XLT shown has optional 
chromatic tape stripe. 10x15 tires, 
swing-away spare and Privacy-1* glass. 
1MI 
Free Wheeling Van 
oilers custom interior and exterior 
packages... plus other available 
options: portholes, push bar. log 
lamps and special wheels and tires. 
Freewheeling Pickup 
shown with special interior trim, 
blacked-out grille, black Iron! bumper 
black GT bar. styled steel wheels 
and required rear bumper Chromatic 
tape stripe. RWL tires, black low- 
mount western mirrors optional. 
Freewheeling Courier 
comes with three-color accent tape 
stripe, cast aluminum wheels. RWL 
tires, black GT bar. Iront push bar. 
Sport Group. 7-tt. box and rear step 
bumper optional. 
FORD 
FORD DIVISION        tf&rd 
ANATOMY You're incredible. A walking wonder of levers, pumps, 
bellows, filters and electrical circuits, all working in harmony. 
YOU'VE COT TO EXERCISE. And it's not enough to 
have just une exercise activity, like tennis, and think you're 
giving your incredible body a total workout. To keep in 
shape, you've got to exercise both your muscular and cardi- 
ovascular systems with activities that develop the three basic 
elements of fitness: flexibility, strength and endurance. 
YOU NEED FLEXIBLE MUSCLES. Any physical 
activity, from the blink of an eyelid to the lifting of a piano, 
depends on the muscular system, which makes up45 percent 
of your total body weight. You've got 696 muscles support- 
ing the 206 bones of your skeletal system, which are also 
surrounded and interlaced by another system of tendons 
and ligaments. These connective tissues bind, link and 
anchor organs, muscles, bones and the spaces in between. 
When a bone, muscle or joint is injured, it's usually partly 
because it didn't receive enough support from connective 
tissues that had become short and tight from nonuse. A 
flexible body generally absorbs more stress with less injury, 
so the importance of flexibility in a physical fitness program 
that includes vigorous activity cannot be understated. 
VOL SHOULDN'T CIVE UP. When that familiar sore- 
ness and stiffness sets in after your first exercise sessions, 
don't throw in the towel. It's just that because you're out of 
shape, lactic acid has a tendency to collect in your muscles, 
making it more difficult for them to contract. When blood 
circulation increases with additional exercise, this waste 
product will be flushed out as your muscles begin to work 
more efficiently. 
YOU CAN BE REALLY STRONG. If all the muscles in 
your body could pull in one direction at the same time, their 
combined force would come to about 25 tons. The surest 
and fastest way to develop this muscular potential is to work 
with weights, which can mean lifting hefty barbells in a gym 
or simply supplementing calisthenic exercises (chin-ups. 
half-squats) by using five- or 10-pound weights with the 
routines. Other exercises add strength in specific muscle 
groups through repetition (sit-ups for the abdomen, push- 
ups for the arms). 
YOU NEED OXYGEN. The element that your body 
needs most isn't protein, vitamins, enzymes or minerals. It's 
oxygen. And the vital center that processes it is that marvel- 
ous muscle only about the size of your fist: the heart. 
Although flexibility and strength contribute to a well- 
conditioned body, the key is to saturate your 60 billion cells 
with a nourishing supply of oxygen through the blood- 
stream. This means the more circulation the better. Each 
day your heart pumps over 2,000 gallons of blood through 
your body, up to 12 gallons per minute during heavy 
exercise. 
YOU CAN TRAIN YOUR HEART AND LUNGS. 
Aerobic exercises such as running, swimming, cycling or 
handball ("aerobic" means literally "with oxygen") are the 
foundation exercises on which every fitness program should 
be built. By using vigorous, perspiration-inducing activity to 
raise your heartbeat from 78-85 beats per minute to 120-140 
per minute, you can train your heart and lungs to work more 
efficiently, bringing increased amounts of oxygen to the 
body with less effort. 
YOU MUST COOL DOWN. Always follow this advice 
when getting in shape: Cool down for at least 10 minutes 
when you've finished exercising. If you've ever felt faint after 
running hard and then stopping suddenly, it's because the 
blood that was circulating has sidetracked from the brain 
and collected in the muscles. So decrease your activity grad- 
ually by continuing to walk or swinging your arms and legs 
to keep the blood circulating. And above all. pay attention 
to pain. It's nature's way of telling you something is wrong. 
When it hurts, ease up. 
To team more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNERS MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group (Bantam Books. New York, 1976, $2.75), or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNERS MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group (Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75). 
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STRETCHING 
Before you start a program of warm 
weather workouts, it's a good idea to 
stretch out any winter kinks. The stretch- 
es shown here are designed to build flexi- 
bility in eight major sections of the body. 
Remember, before you play to get in 
shape, you have to get in shape to play. 
.HI 
With spine straight and without moving your shoulders, drop your chin to 
your chest and slowly rotate your head, first clockwise five times and then 
counterclockwise live times Don't use jerky movements but try to make 
as large a circle with your head as you can. leeling the lull range ol the 
motion in your neck 
ARMS 
Stand straight, feet 
about six inches 
apart Extend your 
arms to each side 
so that your body 
forms a T 
Keeping your arms 
straight, rotate 
them clockwise 15 
tmes. making Large 
circles in the air 
LOWER BACK 
Lie on your stomach and bend your 
legs so that your feet are over your 
thighs Firmly grasp your right ankle 
with your right hand and your left ankle 
with your left hand Then slowly raise 
your head, body and knees by pulling 
up on your ankles, lifting your head 
high and arching your back at the same 
time. Oo not strain Your weight should 
be resting comfortably on your abdo- 
men Pause, relax back into the start- 
ing position and repeat five times HIPS 
AND WAIST 
Stand erect, arms 
outstretched to each 
side 
Slowry bend sideways 
to the left, your right 
arm stretched over 
your head as far as 
possible, palm facing 
forward 
Lower your hands 
to your thighs, 
extend your arms 
again and rotate 
fhem counterclock- 
wise 15 times To 
get the full benefit, 
concentrate on 
keeping your spine 
straight 
Hold the position for 
five counts, then re- 
peat the stretch to 
your right side, again 
holding the position. 
Oo at least 10 times 
to each side, keeping 
your legs straight. Try 
to reach a bit farther 
with each repetition. 
.   6     INSIDER 
UPPER LEG 
Lie down on your 
back with arms 
outstretched to 
each side, teet to- 
gether 
SHOULDERS 
Extend your arms in 
front ot you, backs ot 
the hands together 
Imitating a swimmer's 
breaststroke. sweep 
your arms until they 
are extended behind 
your back with palms 
together and fingers 
locked 
Keeping your hands 
clasped, bend forward 
until your head is at 
your knees and your 
hands are above your 
hips Repeat five 
times 
Repeat both move- 
ments 10 times 
Especially good 
for tired feet 
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THE TOTAL BODY STRETCH Over 5,000 years old. the Sun Salutation Is a hatha-yoga 
routine whose slow, easy postures will vitalize you each day. 
Stand erect, hands in 
tront of your chest 
Raising your arms high 
above your head bend 
backward as lar as 
you can Then.keep- 
ing your legs straight 
bend (onward and reach 
with your palms to 
ward the floor 
Gently try to bring 
your forehead to your 
knees Then extend 
your right leg back- 
ward with the right 
knee touching the 
floor and the head 
bent back Stretch 
both legs out together 
so that your body 
forms a straight line 
supported by your 
hands and toes 
Drop to your knees 
chest and forehead to 
the floor keeping your 
abdomen raised Then 
lift your chest from 
the floor and arch 
backward Point your 
toes forward, press 
heels flat on the floor 
and raise your hips 
keeping your legs 
straight 
Bring your right foot 
forward between your 
hands, your left knee 
touching the floor and 
hold Bring your left 
foot forward and try 
to touch your fore- 
head to your knees 
Slowly straighten up. 
arms extended 
Bring arms overhead 
and bend backward 
as far as you can 
Finally, slowly drop 
your arms to your 
sides and relax Com- 
plete the entire rou- 
tine two to eight times 
Daily practice will im- 
prove your flexibility 
right away, and your 
circulation and mus- 
cle tone as well 
8     INSIDER 
° Coming April 11 
JOGGING Think of it as fun and not something that's 
good for you, like spinach or a trip to the dentist. 
»                                        .               • -               » 
"      w +>     * 1      *     *               r 
k        Or 
*   w  ' 
Born To Run 
Running is an exercise thai 
helps your entire body feel bet- 
ter. Regular running will strength- 
en your heart and increase your 
lung capacity, thus improving 
cardiovascular efficiency. Run- 
ning will also lower your blood 
pressure, tone your body and 
help keep off extra pounds by 
burning calories. 
The sport is as individual and 
noncompetitive as you want to 
make  it.  and  provides much- 
touted mental benefits. No one 
is sure what causes "runner's 
high," but a general explanation 
may be that running creates a 
harmonious balance between 
mind and body. A Howard Uni- 
versity study reported that stu- 
dents felt less anxiety and more 
positive feelings about their 
bodies, after lengthening their 
running distances. Some people 
say being on a daily running reg- 
imen is like having your own 
psychiatrist. 
Hot weather can will ihe har- 
diest of joggers. When outside 
temperatures rise, it's harder for 
the body to perspire and heat 
gets trapped inside. That can 
lead to cramps and heal exhaus- 
tion. To guard against this, jog 
in light clothes when it's hoi and 
drink plenty of fluids. Rest occa- 
sionally and douse yourself with 




Women derive the same bene- 
fits from running as men do. 
There's this difference: Since a 
woman's heart and lungs are 
smaller than a man's, she doesn't 
have to run as long or as hard to 
improve her level of fitness. 
Kathryn Lance, author of a 
book on running for women, 
took up the sport when her poor 
physical condition led to high 
blood pressure. She urges the 
beginning runner to persevere. 
"Not every run is wonderful," 
she says. "If it's torture, try it 
three times a week. Tell yourself 
how great you'll look and feel 
after that tough first period." 
Lance's book includes a guide 
to warm-ups and developing a 
running program. She gives spe- 
cial emphasis to questions con- 
cerning muscle development, 
weight loss, and running while 
pregnant or during menstrua- 
tion. 
Kathrvn Lance. RUNNING 
FOR HEALTH AND BEAU- 
TY: THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
FOR WOMEN, Bantam Books. 
1977. S2.25. 
Your Own Workout 
Once you've decided to take 
up running, think of your reg- 
imen as a training session—not a 
straining   session 
Set yourself an attainable goal 
Try running for two months, at 
least three runs per week. A 
more rigid six-week program 
involves running four times the 
first week for 18 minutes each 
time. You can then work your 
way up by stages to half-hour 
runs. Feel free to mix walking 
and running at any stage in the 
program. 
A 10-minute warm-up will 
help cut down the chance of 
injury. The warm-up should 
consist of stretching exercises 
that get your heart, blood and 
lungs working at more than a 
resting pace. 
When you first start out. you'll 
experience an overwhelming urge 
to forget the whole thing and 
resume eating pizza. But the day 
will come when your normal 
workout is a piece of cake—and 
then you'll want to push even 
farther 
Marathon Man 
The ultimate proving ground 
for a runner is the marathon -a 
grueling, 26-mile 385-yard test 
of bodily strength and will power. 
Bill Rodgers, who holds the 
American marathon record with 
a time of 2:09:5$ (set at the Bos- 
ton Marathon in 1975). has been 
running in marathons for 27 
years. 
"I know what's good for me 
from my own experience." says 
Rodgers. who has no coach or 
personal trainer. "When I've 
trained well and know the com- 
petition. I'm usually confident 
before a race." 
Rodgers recommends that be- 
ginners buy a good running 
book or subscribe to a runner's 
magazine for tips on developing 
a personal program. "It's also 
good to join a running club, or 
just talk to experienced runners. 
There are too many people going 
too hard and too fast. You have 
to be patient and work with your 
body," he says. 
10     INSIDER 
On tha road to O^wJnghMllh and 
mnar paaca. tr» baojnning, runnac 
wW doubtlaaa atumbla acroaa a 
variaty of infuriM common to tna 
■port. Nyou puN. •tram or sprain 
aomathtng, try a hot bath. IWmant. 
or an tot pack on tttt Injury. At you 
hoot. «ry running at aatowar paoaon 
aaoftaraurlaoa. If Ms Injury womana. 
knock oil for • flow dftyo- 
aoma common ruonan? arUtcMona 
Mill I-Good ahoaa and patrota- 
um tatty or inolMaln on rubbad 
apota hatp avoid bftatara. To traat 
punctura wtth a ataritizad naadta 
apply a dtHntactant eraam or otnt- 
mant and oovar tor a taw days 
•r 
WHEN IT HURTS 
i to*—This occur* when a 
toenait i* bruited, turn* ovary hue 
of purple, and eventually tea* off. 
Trimmad toanaifa and dacanf run- 
ning shoes art lha baat maana of 
-Running too high on 
your toes or wearing stiff shoes on a 
hard running surface cauaea thia 
I injury. Tha ehin muadaa puM 
I surrounding shinbone mem- 
a. which results in tearing or 
it on of the membranes. Doing 
(designed to timber up the 
i of the leg can help you avoid 
splints, aa can running on a 
surface and wearing flexible 
In the Beginning 
Modern marathon racing has 
classical and heroic origins. In 
490 B.C.. the Greek allies fought 
the decisive battle of the Persian 
War against the army of Darius, 
the Persian emperor. The Athe- 
nian-led Greeks won a stunning 
victory on the Plain of Mara- 
thon, and a runner. Pheidip- 
pides. was dispatched to Athens 
with word of the victory. Legend 
has it that Pheidippides ran the 
entire 26 miles without a stop, 
delivered his good news, and 
dropped dead. 
In 1896. the first of the mod- 
ern Olympic Games were held in 
Greece. As host nation, the 
Greeks chose to revive the mara- 
thon. The British tagged an ad- 
ditional 385 yards onto the dis- 
tance of the race during the 1908 
Olympics, held in England. (The 
proper Britons wished the race 
to commence at Windsor Castle, 
and the extra yards have become 
part of the official distance.) 
Today, many cities around 
the world hold annual marathon 
races which attract runners of 
every nationality. Among the 
most noteworthy are the Boston 
and Fukuokoa. Japan mara- 
thons. 
A Day at the Races 
Marathons,   mini-marathons 
and races of all distances are 
held in every state, all year long. 
A sampling: 
BOSTON MARATHON 
Boston. Mass April 16 
MILE HIGH MARATHON 
Denver. Colo May 6 
MADISON MARATHON 
Madison. Wis June 30 
MAYOR DALEY 
MARATHON 
Chicago. Ill   Sept  23 
LOS ANGELES 
HARBOR MARATHON 
Los Angeles. Calif. .. Sept. 30 
PROVIDENT MARATHON 
Philadelphia. Pa Oct. 14 
NEW YORK CITY 
MARATHON 
New York. NY Oct. 21 
WHITE ROCK MARATHON 
Dallas. Tex Dec. I 
MARYLAND MARATHON 
Baltimore. Md Dec. 2 
For a more complete listing. 
plus information on entry re- 
quirements and other details, 
consult THE RUNNER'SGUIDE 
TO THE U.S.A.. by Martina 
D'Allon. Summil Books. 1978, 
$6.95. 
The Complete Book ol Running, by James F. Fixx. 
topped the bestseller list for 22 weeks last year. Fixx 
writes informally and personably about the physical 
and psychological aspects of running. He cites 
studies and medical opinions to back up his claims 
concerning the benefits of running, and Includes 
guidelines for setting up a personal running program. 
Jamt F. Fixx. THE COMPLETE BOOK OF RUN- 
NING, Random House. 1977. S10. 
TUNE-UP 
Save yourself the lorlure of mas- 
sacred muscles by loosening up 
before you lake la the Jogging 
trails. You shouldn't expect your 
body to function at peak efficiency 
without some advance notice. 
Stretching your legs before you 
run can help prevent injuries that 
could inhibit YOU from further 
exercising. These two easy exer- 
cises will warm up your legs to 
avoid muscle strain: 
(A t top) With your hands on the 
floor, bend one leg as shown. 
Attempt to press down with the 
heel of the extended leg. Do this 
five or six limes with each leg. 
To stretch the backs of your legs, 
trv the three-step exercise shown 
at right. Sit on the ground with 
your legs bent as shown, knees to 
your chest and hands grasping 
the sides of your feet. Then "walk" 
your feet out as shown, continu- 
ing to hold onto them. When 
you've straightened your legs, 
pause and hold the position for a 
few seconds. Repeat five limes. 
FOR THE RECORD—In 1929 a transcontinental footrace was run 
from New York to Los Angeles. The winner. Finnish-born Johnny 
Salo. finished the 3.665-mile course in 79 days, an average of 46.5 
miles per day. His lime was 525 hours. 57 minutes and 20 seconds, 
and he won the race by 2 minutes and 42 seconds. 
What's a 
Shoe To Do? 
The main job of a running 
shoe is to cushion shock, and to 
keep your foot straight and your 
heel steady. Your best bet is a 
general-purpose or training shoe. 
It should be flexible at the ball of 
the foot, and the heel should be 
at least a half-inch higher than 
the toe. 
Running shoes are the only 
equipment you need, and it's 
worth it to lay out the money for 
a good pair. Good running shoes 
range in price from about $25 up 
to S40 or more. Consult Con- 
sumer Guide. Runner's World 
and The Runner magazines for 
price lists and comparative rat- 
ings. 
"The masses have finally 
discovered what athletes 
have known all along— 
exercise makes you feel 
good." 
-JAMES FIXX. author 
and runner 
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Here's a « hole ne« breed "I 
Mustang. It's the exciting Tin!" >• 
charged Mustang from Ford 
Dramatic sports car stj ling 
M ith an excellent combinai 




actually ;i turbine compressor 
driven b\ wasted exhaust gase> 
At higher engine speeds, it 
Optional 2.3 Litre Turbo Engine 
Atmospheric Air 
Pressurized Air 
Exhaust to Turbo 
Exhaust from Turbo 
•0-50 MPH: 
7.1 SECONDS. 
Average of 10 Ford 
tests on 3 cars. 
EPA estimated mpg  18. 
Highway estimate 28 mpg 
For comparison to other cars Your 
mileage may vary, depending on speed. 
weather and trip length. California mpg is lower. 
Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than estimate 
compresses more fuel ;ur 
mixture int<■ the cylindi 
enhancing combustion for 
increased power output. 
Additional power that's only 
t here w hen you call for it 
That means you •■>> linder 
PCI mom> combined «ith 
performance compai ible I 
■ \'■- engii 
Miehelin TRX Tire*: M 
optional Miehelin I l!\ I i    ■ " R 
\     ' .'.;• - are 
I 
W 
mounted on ::   • '  M M x 
M M t orged 
ihei 
tuned en-ion ->-lei 
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e>t l« . ■ 
-tabilil 
Aerody numics: M . 
.. 
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:' 
..'.'.■-.'     I •      •  ■ ' • t ell 
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I 
,4!iK!»S§ 
built in America. A vehicle with 
alow drag coefficient requires 
less i ngine power to propel it to 
any (riven speed in low ambient 
w inil conditions. 
Full Instrumentation: All 
Mustangs feature eas\ to read 
instrumentation including an 
engine tachometer, "i! pressure, 
ammeter, engine temperature 
and fuel gauges with inter- 
national symbols, a speedometer 
marked in both miles and 
kilometi rx pi i hour, and a trip 
minim 
:>&? 
W m   _ 
4-Speed Manual Transmission 
Precise Handling; With sports 
car features like a modified 
MacPherson front suspension. 
four-bar link rear suspension. 
rack and pinion steering and 
front stabilizer bar. all Mustangs 
have precise handling. 
For even better handling, 
there's the optional Handling 
Suspension and radial ply tires. 
Included are radial-tuned springs 
and shock absorbers plus stiffer 
suspension bushings and a rear 
stabilizer bar for increased 
roll control. 
To get the ultimate in Must any 
handling order the optional 
Michelin TRX tires, metric 
forged aluminum alloy wheels 
and specially tuned suspension. 
This system provides Mustang 
with cornering ability compa- 
rable to high performance sports 
cars costing thousands more. 
Experience the exciting new 
Mustang Turbo for yourself. 
Test-drive one at your local 
lord I dealer. 
Four-Bar Link 
Rear Suspension 
AiResearch TO-3 Turbocharger 
r**; 
2 3 Litre Turbo Engine 
Option 
Michelin TRX Tire 
Option 
^ Modified MacPherson 
Front Suspension 
Rack and Pinion 
Steering 
Front Disc Brakes 
.   THE NEW 
BREED 
FORD MUSTANG 




In Praise of 
Wood Rackets 
Mthough the tennis market 
has been bombarded with rack- 
ets made of esers thing from 
steel to fiberglass, wood is still 
considered the best material for 
a racket that will allow sou con- 
trol and -feel" for sour shots 
TENNIS The tennis boom has more than 40 million Americans 
hitting a hall over a net with a racket. 
Four-lime Wimbledon champion Rod Laver recommends thai 
beginners folio* these six steps to achieve a smooth and accurate 
tennis stroke: 
1. keep vour exes on the hall 
2. Get vour weight forward and keep vour feet apart 
)   Get vour racket hack qutcklv by pivoting. 
4    Keep vour wrist linked 
5.   Put vour hod\  weight into the shot. 
o    Folio* through 
Rod laver. TENNIS DIGEST. Folleti Publishing. 1975. $7.9.1. 
The hall leaser a wood racket 
with onl> the force that the 
plater has applied, and this con- 
trol i- especially helpful to the 
beginner who has trouble keep- 
ing the ball in the court 
Wood rackets range in price 
from S3) 10 SbO If sou bus one. 
sou should also insest in a press 
to keep the wood from warping 
in humidits and heat 
Doubles Tactics 
& Strategies 
For the weekend plater who 
prefers social tennis oser com- 
pelitise M highh strenuous plas. 
doubles tennis can provide a 
slower pace and a more relaxed 
game Doubles, however, is a 
team pursuit that requires team 
strategy and tactics 
"D»subles is not just singles 
with two platers on each side of 
the net." says Tons Trabert. 
former tennis pro and author of 
H'mmng fiarOO tor Heekend 
Tenmn *.ccording to Trabert. a 
maior problem for notice dou- 
bles patters is not knowing where 
to stand .st where to return the 
ball 
When an Opponent is serving 
to tour doubles partner, sat* 
Trabert. sou should stand with 
tour heels on the service line 
This puts tou deep enough 10 
cover tour side of the court if 
tour partner makes a weak re- 
turn If he or she makes a good 
return, tou should then mote 
forward into a toilet position 
The best place 10 hit the ball in 
doubles plat. according to Tra- 
hen. is up the center of tour 
opponents' court They will hate 
less angle on their return and 
mat get confused oter who takes 
the ball 
Toni Trsbrrt. WINNING 
TACTICS FOR WEEKEND 
TENNIS. Hoh. Rme*wt A Uwt- 
>.-.-.   19-:. $1.9? 
H hen people are practicing or 
*armmg up. thev often let the 
ball fVurt.r /MI> i»r more times 
before returning it But allow ing 
evtra bounces rcalh defeats the 
purp,<se of practice, which is lo 
tune tou up for match pla\ 
Uamng at the baseline for the 
ball to arrive not onlv burns 
fewer calories, it can also hurt 
\>>urgamebv fostering bad hab- 






If you have the motivation to 
become a winner in tennis, but 
only average physical ability, 
you can still do it That encour- 
agement is from Dick Gould, 
and he should know all about 
victory in tennis. Coach of Stan- 
ford University's varsity tennis 
team (the 1978 NCAA cham- 
pions). Gould has seen a lot of 
winners 
"There is a special drive inside 
people who strive to win. and it 
forces them to prepare until they 
reach their goal." Gould says "If 
you have that kind of motiva- 
tion, vou can do anything you 
set tour mind to whether it'sto 
be a tennis star or a business 
executive." 
Although his business is coach- 
ing winners. Gould feels thai the 
exercise and enjoyment tennis 
provides are the best things the 
game has lo offer students. 
"It's not necessart that you be 
a top performer," he says "You 
will still feel refreshed, because 
tennis is such an invigorating 
game You can't spend all vour 
time at the library and feel vour 
best Tennis or any other phys- 
ical activity can get your mind 
off tour studies" To thai end. 
Gould has one final tip to offer 
the tennis player: 
"Enjoy it When vou start get- 
ting furious about vour playing, 
it's time to quit Then the game is 
controlling vou. and it's not a 
game anymore " 
"/ began playing tennis 
seriously when I was 
8 years old. And while 
I may get tired hom 
playing—especially k. 
matches against Connors 
or Borg—I never tire 
ot the game." 
HVy oW ftamr ot ihe 
1»T» CotoM* Grand Prix 
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Take a Course! 
If you're fed up with chasing 
balls you've senl flying over the 
fence, some basic tennis instruc- 
tion can help you iron out the 
kinks in your game. 
"Tennis instruction is not only 
to train those who want to 
become champions, but also to 
help the average player enjoy 
tennis for fitness and fun," says 
Eve F. Kraft, director of the 
Education and Research Divi- 
sion of the ll.S Tennis Associa- 
tion 
Such instruction can take 
many forms. Enrolling in an 
introductory course at your col- 
lege or university may be your 
best bet. Most colleges have ten- 
nis instruction in their curricu- 
lums; the classes are usually 
conducted as group lessons 
within the physical education 
department. Group or private 
lessons at a local club are another 
possibility. If you want total, 
crash-course immersion in ten- 
nis, you might consider a camp 
or clinic though these can be 
expensive. 
For information and lists of 
tennis camps or instructional 
programs in your area, write the 
U.S. Tennis Association. 729 
Alexander Rd.. Princeton. N.J. 
08540 
Harvard Prof 
Psychs Out Players 
As the game of tennis has 
gained popularity, it's become 
possible to categorize certain 
types of players by psychologi- 
cal makeup. So says Dr. Alvin 
Kahn. a psychiatrist and clinical 
instructor in psychiatry at Har- 
vard Medical School 
"Some colleagues and I were 
intrigued by how much a per- 
son's emotions and personality 
entered into his tennis game, so 
we began researching the idea," 
says Kahn. The result turned 
into  a  book  called  Love and 
If you're playing lennis 10 shape 
up. you might consider trying 
one of the indoor court sports as 
well. Handball, paddlehall. rac- 
quethall and squash are played 
at a faster pace than tennis and 
will give you a harder workout 
in the same amount of time. 
Hate on the Tennis Court. In 
one chapter. Kahn and his co- 
authors described 34 "tennis 
types." Here are a few of them: 
The Bouncer has a compul- 
sive and obsessive need for the 
regularity and control he finds in 
the bouncing ritual, which can 
work to lessen his anxieties. 
The Equipment Freak always 
has the latest composite racket 
and the newest in Italian tennis 
wear. He tries to cover up his 
flawed self-image with his new 
outfits. 
The Social Climber spends 
more time in the locker room, 
pro shop or bar than on the 
court. 
The Clown giggles when he 
hits the ball out, trying to con- 
vince his fellow players that it 
really doesn't matter to him. But 
inside, he's crying. 
Dr. Alvin Kahn. with Stanley 
Cath and Nathan Cohh. LOVE 
AND HATE ON THETENNIS 
COURT. Charles Scribners 
Sons. 1977. $7.95. 
EYES 
Playing close to the net requires 
last reflexes to avoid getting an 
eyeful of tennis ball, which can 
result in bruises, cuts from 






Tennis elbow is an 
inflammation near the 
elbow joint, caused by 
poor muscle strength 
and faulty strokes. 
FOOT 
Blisters can result from friction or im- 
proper shoe fit. (Moleskin or Vaseline on 
"hot spots" can help you avoid them.) 
Badly worn soles can hinder your trac- 
tion and cause ankle sprains. 
TUNE-UP 
Here's an exercise that uti- 
lizes your racket to help 
limber your back and shoul- 
ders before you hit the 
courts: Standing erect, stretch 
as high as you can. holding 
up your racket on your 
palms. While still holding 
the racket, slowly lean back 
and bend at the waist. Feel 
your muscles stretching as 
you bend. Straighten up 
and lower the racket behind 
your head. Then bend side- 
ways and twist forward 
from the waist. Do this five 
limes on each side. 
In the Beginning 
Crusaders returning from the 
Middle East probably brought 
tennis to Europe in the 12th cen- 
tury; the game resembled hand- 
ball at that time. French monks 
played it inside their monaster- 
ies until 1245. when an arch- 
bishop forbade all clergy to play. 
French monarchs had taken up 
the sport in the meantime, and 
from them it spread to the roy- 
alty of other nations. 
The monks and kings played 
tennis by batting the ball with 
their bare hands. (The French 
still call tennis jeu de paume. 
game of the hand.) After years of 
bruises and blisters, a protective 
glove was developed, and around 
1500 the first tennis rackets re- 
placed the gloves. 
Outdoor tennis, first called 
lawn tennis, did not appear until 
I860 in England. Major Walter 
Wingfield adapted court tennis 
to the outdoors when he noticed 
people getting bored with cro- 
quet. Wingfield took out a pat- 
ent on his rules in 1874. and lawn 
tennis quickly became the height 
of fashion in England. 
Tennis was introduced to the 
United States by Mary Ewing 
Outerbridge. who learned it from 
English army officers while va- 
cationing in Bermuda in 1877. 
She brought home nets, rackets 
and balls, and set up the first 
tennis court in America at Staten 
Island. New York. 
to the Book o) Tennis, proteeaion- 
aie show you in picture* how to 
p4ay the game. Tha Wack-and- 
white photos and diagrams are ac- 
compantad by easy-to-understand 
explanations and pointers on all 
aspects of tennis, from awing to 
practicing with a backboard. Cot- 
ntlLumktn and fhe WORLD TEN- 
NIS mtgtzlm tutor*. BOOK OF 
TENNIS: HOW TO PtAY THE 
GAME. Grossef A Dunfap, 1970. 
C2JS 
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^^Kpi^^^J^P^J If you train properly 
wW Bl^0l I ^P with weights, you can tone, 
shape and strengthen your entire body. 
& 
^ 
Q: What is the most weight ever 
railed off the floor by a human 
Mm? 
A: In 1957. Paul Anderson of 
Toecoa. Georgia, raised fi.270 
pound* in a hoik Kft. , 
THEZANE 
WAY TO A 
BEAUTIFUL 
BODY 
m their book Thm Ztna Way to m 
Bamutmjl Body Through Wight 
Training lot Uan and Woman. 
Frank Zam (a wortd bodybuilding 
champion) and his wife Christine 
pr—ent a uuiujeaalwi series of 
over 120 enarctsat thai cam ba 
done with minimal eouiprnent at 
home Also included an a nulri 
■on guide and a section on aaar- 
deeefor couples 
Fran* and Christina Zone. THE 
ZANE WAY TO A BEAUTIFUL 
BODY THROUGH WEIGHT TRAIN 
MG FOR MEN AND WOMEN. 
Simon and Schuamr. 1979. 4MB. 
The Making 
of Superbody 
Clark Kent's quick change to 
Superman is nothing compared 
to acior Christopher Reeve's 
real-life transition from mild- 
mannered mortal to Man of 
Steel. 
Relatively unknown in acting 
circles. Reeve rejected the option 
of wearing false styrofoam mus- 
cles when he was approached to 
play the Superman role Instead, 
he did 10 weeks of rigorous 
weight training under the watch- 
ful eye of Star Wars archfiend 
Darth Vader. who is really three- 
time British weight lifting cham- 
pion David Prowse. 
hollowing a four-meal-a-day 
high-protein diet, the 26-year- 
old Reeve worked out with 
weights at least two hours a day. 
seven days a week. He gained 30 
pounds in building his Super- 
physique. 
"When I signed for the part. I 
looked like Jimmy Stewart 
standing sideways." says Reeve. 
"I had to gel to a state where I 
could believe I was Superman." 
Weight training is a system of 
resistance exercises that use 
weights to develop specific mus- 
cle groups Many tap athletes 
combine weight training with 
regular workouts to increase 
their stamina and muscle lone. 
Your age. sex. body weight 
and experience affect the type 
and number of weight training 
exercises vou should do. Heavy 
lifting with minimal repetitions 
builds muscle size and strength: 
lighter lifting with more repeti- 
tions lends to build endurance 
and muscle definition. 
The Scoop 
on Hardware 
In order to flex your pecs and 
limber your lats. you'll need 
some basic equipment. If you 
have access to a weightroom 
equipped with a Universal Gym. 
you'll find everything you need 
right there. The rig resembles a 
steel jungle gym with weights on 
tracks and pulleys. By pushing 
or pulling on handles or foot- 
pedals, you can adjust the weights 
to meet your own challenge 
level. For beginners in particu- 
lar, this sylem is much safer than 
working with free weights, which 
require more control. 
If you're sure you want to 
pursue weight training, and you 
prefer the privacy of working at 
home, a barbell set consisting of 
about 100 pounds of weights, 
bars and collars costs between 
$30 and $50. (Collars arc the 
removable locks which allow 
you to add or subtract the weight 
plates at the ends of the bar ) 
Although it isn't needed for 
some weight training exercises, 
the added support of a bench is 
generally safer than the floor 
because you're less likely to strain 
your back muscles or drop a bar- 
bell on your chest. Benches range 
in price from $20 for a simple 
flat seat with standing metal 
slots to $225 for an outfit with 




Weight training exercises em- 
phasize the M\ basic muscle- 
group areas the neck and shoul- 
ders, chest, hack, stomach, arms, 
and legs I he proper method lor 
training with weights is to isolate 
a specific muscle group and then 
exercise it intensively 
A beginner's workout shouldn't 
take longer than halt an hour 
As your body becomes accus- 
tomed to the workouts, you can 
gradually increase the time to an 
hour The amount of weight you 
lift will vary from exercise to 
exercise and depend on your 
own physical capabilities. A good 
rule of thumb is to use a weight 
you can comfortably handle for 
10 repetitions (reps) of an exer- 
cise When you can easily do 
three sets of 10 reps, add another 
five pounds and begin again 
Fxperts advise beginners to 
start slowly and develop a total 
body program moving from 
station to station on a Universal 
Gym. for instance, to give all the 
muscles a workout. There are 
many weight training books on 
the market that can help guide 
you in designing a personal pro- 
gram 
The building of muscle in- 
volves first tearing it down with 
concentrated exercise, then al- 
lowing it to rest so that the tissue 
can grow back a little larger than 
before That tearing down of 
muscles can do damage if prac- 
ticed too often It is important, 
therefore, to lay off the weights 
and rest at least every other day 
to allow tissues to rebuild. After 
a few sessions, you should see 
results that even a week of sports 
activity wouldn't provide 
"For three days a week, 
lifting weights becomes 
part of my life style to 
keep all my muscles in 
shape." 
-SALLY WORDMAN. 
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No Ms. Hulk 
Contrary lo popular miscon- 
ceptions, weight training will 
not turn women into incredible 
hulks. Developing huge Mr. 
Universe muscles takes years of 
long daily workouts in addition 
to the male hormone testoster- 
one, present in only small a- 
mounts in women. But weight 
training * /// develop a woman's 
endurance and muscle tone, for 
a body that's not only better- 
looking but also stronger. 
"Everyone should do some 
weight training, even if they're 
not training for a spon," advises 
landrena Irwin. the 19-year-old 
University of Nebraska fresh- 
man who is currently the na- 
tional women's AAU Powerlift- 
ing Champion in her 132-pound 
weight class. "The first thing a 
lot of women think is that they're 
going lo get  big. They won't. 
You can stay the same sue—or 
even lose weight while getting 
into shape." 
As a high school sophomore. 
Irwin began weight training to 
improve her performance in track 
and volleyball. Now she works 
out two hours a day. six days a 
week, under the guidance of her 
father, who is also her coach. 
"Sometimes it gets lonely, but 
after you win and know you're 
the best, it's all worthwhile." 
Irwin says. She follows a varied 
diet but keeps a wary eye out for 
sugars in order to remain in her 
weight class 
To win last year's title, Irwin 
lifted a record total of 690 pounds 
divided among the squat lift, 
bench press and dead lift. She 
hopes to open her own health 
club someday. But for the pres- 
ent she continues to train, and 
this spring she'll defend her 
championship. 
The Sporting Side 
of Weights 
Two competitive sports involv- 
ing weight training are weight 
lifting and bodybuilding. 
The object of weight lifting is 
simply to outlift your competi- 
tion. Male lifters are divided 
into 11 body-weight divisions 
ranging from flyweight (I 14'• 
lbs.) to super-heavyweight (over 
242W lbs.). Women have nine 
categories, from flyweight (961A 
lbs.) to heavyweight (over 181 
The original •dumb- 
bells" were bell- 
shaped pieces of 
solid toed that didn't 
ring when they were 
lifted. Today, these 
small, hand-held 
barbells are usually 
bought in pairs. 
BENCH: 
While it's not necessary 
for all the exercises, the 
added support of a bench 





just consists of 
abbreviations 
for the scien- 
tific names of 
your muscles, 
like the leg's 
"quadriceps" 
LIFTING LINGO 
She can't turn these arm muscles 
into Incredible hulks—but look out 
for tone and firmness. 
TUNE-UP 
Umbering up shoulders, back 
and legs is a must for weight 
trainers who don't want lo 
strain themselves. These two 
exercises will help: (Top) Ease 
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able, to allow your muscles to 
limber up before you start lifting. 
four years. As the bull grew, so 
did his muscles. 
18th-century London, the 
is strong man emerged, 
nas Topham, better known 
The Strong Man," was said 
ive the strength of 12 men. 
1741 performance, using a 
and tackle laid over his 
Iders, Topham raised three 
heads of water, a total of 
i pounds, several inches from 
(round 
'entually the carnival and 
leville shows gave rise to 
jardized amateur compel i- 
i. The first world weight lift- 
ing championship was held in 
London in 1891. 
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The simple action of pedaling 
can strengthen your legs, arms, back and abdomen. 
In the Beginning 
Pedal-powered bicycles have 
existed for only about 140 years. 
even though Leonardo da Vinci 
designed one on paper in the 
15th century. In the late 1790s. 
the Comte de Sivrac of France 
put a crude wooden horse on 
two wheels and fastened a saddle 
on the top. But his construction 
had no drive mechanism, so the 
rider had to push it like a child's 
scooter. It wasn't until 1X40 that 
a Scotsman named Kirkpatrick 
Macmillan developed a two- 
wheeled vehicle that could be 
ridden with both feet off the 
ground. His pedal-operated ma- 
chine marked the beginning of 
self-propelled bicycles. 
During the next several dec- 
ades, various improvements were 
made in Macmillan's machine. 
Around 1870 an Englishman 
named James Starlcy designed 
and manufactured a bicycle with 
an enlarged front wheel and a 
smaller back wheel. His bike, 
called the "ordinary." was the 
first design to allow the rider to 
thrust his legs downward effec- 
tively while pedaling. 
The Starlcy ordinary is gener- 
ally considered to have been the 
first truly practical bike. Some 
ordinaries were brought to the 
U.S. during the IX76 Centennial 
Exposition in Philadelphia 
When the exposition ended, the 
bicycles were purchased by the 
Cunningham Company, which 
went on to manufacture them 
under the "Columbia" trade 
name. Although the Columbia 
ordinary weighed over 70 pounds 
and cost $.11.1. bicycle fever 
quickly spread throughout the 
United States. 
"Biking clubs are not 
just for the experts. 
When I joined the 
cycling club at the Uni- 
versity of Florida, I was 
only a recreational rider. 
-OAVIO ISRAEL, college 
sophomore who recently Diked 
4,500 miles from Gainesville. 
Florid*, to Seattle. Washington 
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Bicycling is a great way to see the 
countryside anil condition VOW 
body' at the same time. Nearly 
all the large muscle groups of 
the body are exercised when YOU 
ride; your breathing is deepened, 
your circulation stimulated and 
VOW endurance increased. Cy- 
cling can help you lose weight as 
well. At average speed, a woman 
on a hike hums around JIM) calo- 
ries per hour, a man 4ft) 
Your Own Workout 
If you are a beginning rider, 
you will be using your muscles in 
a new way and from a different 
position. To avoid soreness, you 
should start out with short rides 
(perhaps half a mile), gradually 
increasing the distance as your 
muscles and cardiovascular sys- 
tem get conditioned. Use low 
gears to start with (pedaling is 
easier), and work up to higher 
ones as you get in shape 
One exercise that will help can 
be done on your dorm room or 
living room floor. Lie down on 
your back and stretch yourarms 
over your head. Holding a 15- 
pound weight in each hand, lift 
your arms over your head and 
down to your stomach: then 
return them to the floor above 
your head This exercise will 
strengthen your chest and dia- 
phragm. Another good exercise 
is running up and down stairs or 
bleacher seats to develop your 
legs 
When you've worked up to 
distance riding, don't forget to 
"warm down" at the end of your 
ride. Take the last couple of 
miles slowly in order to relax 




What if you don't like biking 
in a rainstorm? 
Bad weather can't stop you 
from cycling if you have an exer- 
cise bicycle. These stationary 
models allow you to pedal in- 
doors while watching television 
or daydreaming, since you have 
no gears to shift or traffic to 
watch for. You burn approxi- 
mately the same number of calo- 
ries on an exercise bike as you 
would on a real bicycle, but 
fewer muscles are worked since 
there is no strenuous hill-climb- 
ing involved. 
There are do/ens of exercisers 
on the market, ranging from a 
$500 model with an electric 
motor to a couple of metal tubes 
($50) that attach to a real bike 
and transform it into an exer- 
ciser. 
LOOK OUT FOR 
BIKE RACERS! 
The frequency or bicycle races and 
the number of bike clubs are in- 
creasing, but bike racing as a sport 
has not even begun to peak, accord- 
ing to Otto Wenz. president ol the 
U.S. Cycling Federation 
"Cycling Is really starting to pop. 
and I expect it will be aa popular as 
running in five or six years." Wenz 
says. 
On the college level, bike racing Is 
mainly an intramural sport, although 
several colleges In the East (such as 
Yale and West Point) have given 
cycling varsity status. Other schools 
have cycling clubs which partici- 
pate in local races. Cyclists of all 
leveh) can race In local events, tine* 
compaWont ara ueueWy matched 
according to age. sex and ability 
To loin a bicycle dub. chack with 
your local bika shop or writa the 
U.S. Cycling Federation. Box 068. 
WaM Straat Station. Naw York. N.Y. 
10006. 
Track event* fcx bicycle* am held m 
a lacUity called a -velodrome." a 
banked oval track which raaamblaa 
an auto ipeedway. Like a epeed- 
way't. a veiodromes turn* are 
steeply bankad and Ha straighta- 
waya ara level Although Europe 
abounds with both indoor and out- 
door velodrome*, there ara only 13 
m tha US. (aM of them outdoor con- 
crete tracks). Among tha American 
dUee that have vetodromea are New 





"Of all sports, bicycling is (he 
most functional. You can get a 
workout while doing something 
useful like going to the grocery 
store or going to work." says 
cross-country bicycling champi- 
on John Marino. 
Short trips such as these were 
the extent of Marino's cycling 
until three years ago. when he 
decided on impulse to go after 
the transcontinental bicycling 
record After two and a half 
years of training to build his 
endurance, he finally departed 
from Santa Monica on August 
13. 1978. He arrived in New 
York City 13 days, one hour and 
20 minutes later, breaking the 
old record by better than five 
days. 
Marino was accompanied on 
the trek by a motor home carry- 
ing four people, among them a 
masseuse, a mechanic and a 
public relations- man who ar- 
ranged police escorts through 
towns along the way to avoid 
traffic tie-ups. Marino slept only 
three hours per night and rode 
the last 400 miles 28 hours' 
worth of cycling without a 
break This August he plans to 
make the ride a second time in 
an attempt to beat his own 
record. 
"I know I can break last year's 
record." Marino says. "I've 
learned from my mistakes and 
I've improved my endurance. 
More important, the mental 
pressure is off because I know I 
can make it." 
Bike Hikes 
Hiking across the city or the 
countryside on your bicycle can 
challenge your endurance and 
give you a chance to see the 
scenery as you never could 
before 
For information on nation- 
wide bicycle tours, check out 
The North American Bike Alias. 
This book lists 175 cycling routes 
from coast to coast, as well as in 
nine Canadian provinces. Mex- 
ico. Central and South America, 
and Europe. (Send $3.50 to: 
American Youth Hostels. Dela- 
plane. Va. 22025 ) 
Another national organization 
that provides free information 
to interested bikers is Bikcccn- 
tennial. Box 8308. Missoula. 
Mont. 59807.(406)721-1776. 
A section on do it-yourselt repairs and a bicycle 
buying guide are two features ol Richard's Bicycle 
Book, by Richard Ballantine. Illustrations provide 
step-by-step instruction on maintenance and 
repairs The book also lists names and addresses 
of mail-order parts shops and touring and racing 
clubs It is revised annually, so information on 
prices, trails and cycling innovations is kept up to 
date Richard Ballantine. RICHARD'S BICYCLE 
BOOK. Ballantine Books. 1978. $4 95 
The Safest Routes 
Bikeways regulated safety 
routes for bicycle riders are a 
growing national phenomenon. 
During the past 17 years, more 
than 2SO.000 miles of bikeways 
have been established in the U.S. 
They usually take the form of a 
series of city streets or country 
roads marked to guide the cyclist 
and to alert motorists. 
The first bikeway. a 25-mile 
route, opened in Homestead. 
Florida in I962. Two years later, 
a 300-mile bikeway in Wisconsin 
was opened. 
Abandoned railroad tracks in 
scenic countryside are also being 
convened into bike paths. Local 
or state governments buy up 
trackage, rip out rails and smooth 
the surface with asphalt. 
TUNE-UP 
leg strength is the most important element in 
hiking. A good way to gel your legs in shape 
is to jump rope. A daily stint will increase 
strength from vour ankles to your thighs. 
To start, try jumping for just a few minutes 
the first couple of davs. increasing the lime 
as vou feel stronger. Always jump from the 
halls of your feel. You may feel awkward at 
first, hut a little perseverance will have you 
skipping along like Muhammad Alt. 
A Better 
Breed of Bike? 
A mechanical engineering 
professor has redesigned and 
built a 1930s "recumbent" that 
could soon be mass-produced as 
a better breed of bicycle. The 
recumbent is a variation on the 
conventional bike in which the 
cyclist is seated behind the pedals 
and supported by a backrest. 
According to its designer. Dr. 
David Wilson of the Massachu- 
setts Institute of Technology, 
the recumbent is safer than a 10- 
specd because the rider is less 
likely to be thrown forward 
from a reclining position. In 
addition, all muscle pressure is 
directed onto the pedals, which 
allows the cyclist to attain speeds 
of up to 30 m.p.h. 
The recumbent was produced 
experimentally by the British 
and French in the '30s. but failed 
to catch on. Wilson's new-and- 
improved model will be built 
and sold by special order. Prices 
will range from $800 to SI. 500. If 
the recumbent sells well, mass 
production will soon follow. 
Cycling on city streets or other much-traveled roads requires cer- 
tain safety precautions. To improve your visibility to motorists, you 
should wear light clothing. Equipping your bicycle with a tall hike 
flag will make you stand out even more. In addition lo reflectors on 
vour spokes and seal, a headlight is essential for riding at nighl or on 
dark days. Finally, be sure lo use hand signals when turning corners 
or slopping so that motorists will know your intentions. 




Right now! Ford Future gives you advanced styling with the look of 
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that's |ust 
right for the life you're livini You don't have to wait for the future to 
afford an expensive personal car. You're ready for Futura—now! 
f iso sporty way of life. Futura matches it with a sporty rack and pinion steering and 
an economical 2.3 litre overhead cam engine with 4-speed manual transmission* 
HOW means you ve got you' own style 
and weve got the cor to match 
means luxury touches and high style, 
coming and going Why not the optional 
touch of power windows? 
t means personal style Add your own 
touch. Order your own personal Futura to 
your own peisonal taste 
•(PA ethmoled MPG *0. H-ghwa, estimate 31 MPG 
Fo' companion lo olhei cats Youi mileage mar 
diffea. depending on speed. weame» and hip length 
CoMotnia MPG n lowe* Aduol highway mileage **M 
pioboblr be k>wet fhon eitimole 
is a flip-up open air roof       open 
up your roof and let the sunshine in 
FORD FAIRMONT 
FUTURA 
The future isn't someday, it's now. Why wait? Step into the 79 Futura—now! 
€%A#IAA AAIMA A Sood workout 
WWW inilflinw in the water makes    sf 
use of almost every muscle in your body. 
Your Own Workout 
Boslon University swim coach 
Raegh Wetmore suggests this 
fi\c-stcp plan to get you into 
shape: 
Step I Swim one lap. then rest 
for 10 seconds Repeat 10 times 
(A lap is the distance from one 
end of the pool to the other 
Standard length is 25 yards ) 
Step 2 When you can make 
eight laps without tiring, douhle 
the distance to 16 (400 yards) 
Rest 10 seconds after evers two 
laps 
Step 3: Swim eight laps consec- 
utively, then rest for 10 seconds 
Repeat 
Sirp 4: Swim 16 laps consecu- 
tively, then rest for 30 seconds. 
Repeat. (To minimize the risk of 
developing tendinitis in your 
shoulders. Wetmore recommends 
staying at step four for two 
weeks ) 
Step y You should now be able 
to swim 32 laps (one-half mile) 
without stopping l>o this three 
times a week to keep your lungs, 




The huredom of sw iniming mite 
after mile during practice is the 
biggest obstaelv a eompetitive 
swimmer ha\ to overcome, ai- 
tording to Iniversiiv i'f Tennes- 
see swim couch Rax Bussard. 
"Picture it this wax." savs Bus- 
sard "(io home and put on a 
bathing suit. Cover vour ears 
Mith earmuffs. put on gloves and 
dark glasses. Gi> into a closet 
with a five-watt light bulb and sit 
there —three and a half hours a 
daw six dais a week." 
CRAMPS 
You're more likely to 
lag cramp—rather than atomach 
cramps—whan you evrim altar a 
meal. Why? Becaues a large t- 
mount ot Wood goat to your 
stomach to aid in digestion, leav- 
ing your extremities short on cir- 
culation and prone to cramps. 
To work out a lag cramp.- Float on 
your back and bring the leg dose 
to the surface. Massage the tog to 
relax the tissue snd help the biood 
circulate. Knead the muscle with 
both hands several times, alter- 
nately rubbing up and down and 
pinching the Hash. Than slowly 
exerdee the leg. 
Improving 
Your Stroke 
I'he distance from one end of 
the pool to the other can seem 
infinite, especially to the swim- 
mer |ust beginning a lap pro- 
gram These tips on improving 
your crawl stroke will make the 
going easier 
Bodv moves: Keep your body 
parallel to the surface and in a 
streamlined position. Don't sub- 
merge your head completely the 
water should come to just below 
your hairline. Roll your body 
only slightly when you stroke: too 
much movement in either direc- 
tion will slow you down. 
Arm forces: Don't overexert your 
arms by digging straight down 
toward the bottom of the pool. 
You'll get just as far. and with 
less effort, if your arms just skim 
the water. Angle each arm into 
the water, with the elbow slightly 
bent. Reach forward, fingers to- 
gether, and pull the water toward 
your chest Push the water back 
so that you've made an S with 
your arm. 
Gelling a kick out of ft: The 
kick comes from the hips and 
thighs, not the knees. Kick up- 
ward with straight legs, using 
your feel almost like flippers. 
Try counting six kicks for every 
arm cycle. 
Catching your hrealh: Don't lift 
your head out of the water to 
breathe. Instead, rotate your 
head from the neck, to one side 
only. Inhale when your head is 
turned to the furthest point, 
exhale when your face is back in 
the water. 
The world's largest swimming pool? The saltwater 
Orthlieh Pool in Casablanca. Morocco measures 
480 hy 75 meters. That's almost nine acres of water. 
In the Beginning 
The first swim meet on record 
took place in Japan in 1603. But 
the British arc credited with 
starting the growth of swimming 
as a popular sport. In fact, the 
word "swimming" derives-from 
the Old English "swimman." 
After Captain Matthew Webb 
became the first man to swim the 
English Channel in 1875. pools 
were built all over London and 
the first swimming associations 
were formed. 
Competitive swimming emerged 
in the U.S. when the first AAU 
meet was held in 1893. Three 
years later, freestyle swimming 
events were part of the first mod- 
ern Olympic games. 
TUNE-UP 
Looking good m rourswimsuti starts 
with a flat stomach. This exercise will 
do the I rick: 
lie down on vour hack, arms stretched 
over vour head, fingers and toes 
pointed. All in one motion, lift vour 
legs and upper body off Ihe floor and 
touch vour toes. (Your buttocks 
should be the onlv part of vou still on 
the floor.)  Hold and count io five. 
Stiff shoulders can cause tendinitis 
when vou swim. Here's a simple exer- 
cise that will stretch vour shoulder 
muscles: 
Grip a towel in both hands behind 
vour back. Lift vour arms as far 
overhead as you can. Reverse the 
movement with the towel overhead, 
reaching backward and downward, 
until your shoulders feel loose. 
"Not only will swim- 
ming work almost every 
muscle in your body, 
but your cardiovascular 
system will also benelit 
tremendously." 
-•ILLY FORRESTER 
Olympic medalist and 
Auburn University 
student 
OUT FRONT IN VANS. 
More Ford vans are on the road today than any 
other make. There are good reasons why! 
fck^___ (band on cumulative registrations as of 7/1/77) 
ronced van design. Fold's engine is set 
mtry and easy move-around 
snvFord vans are bu* tough, with rugged 
body-on-frame construction. 
raonailze your Ford, or buy one already customized. 
K you're reatyinto vanning, you're into FORD) 
1 
■t.*rrm :■ 
ForcTs van variety 
everything from a "Quiring" van 
xV curinmtaMl to a Tree 
Wheeflngr van brawn wan 
ipSonal porthole*, puriibar, fog 
. lamps, wtMMk and HTM). 
Tough frame 
Serxirate boay-on-frame. 
cushioned by rubber mounts. 
Ford's roomy design 
LoteorHvfo' room, Even Ml 
FORD DIVISION 
lADV/AAIMD Could U be Possible that the mmw mmw   t /   m   Mm        %W path to your soul is the one 
you're running on? 
THE INNER EXPERIENCE. Right after an intense and 
exhausting football game. ex-Cincinnati Bengal Mike Reid 
used to spend hours at the piano producing what he felt was 
his best music. Golf pro Arnold Palmer believes that when 
his mind is calm, he can focus his attention so completely 
that his body performs with its own "internal sense of 
Tightness." 
The experiences of Mike Reid and Arnold Palmer are just 
two examples of a growing recognition among athletes and 
amateurs alike that the body and the mind do not function 
independently of one another. "Every change in the physio- 
logical state is accompanied by a change in the mental 
state and vice versa." says Edward Greenwood. M.D.. a 
consultant to the Meninger Foundation. To put it simply: 
Your mind affects the performance of your body, and your 
body has an effect on your mind. 
EAST MEETS WEST. This holistic approach to fitness, 
which acknowledges that there is a dynamic relationship 
between body and mind, is not new. The ancient Greek, 
Oriental and Indian cultures knew the concept of mind- 
body harmony thousands of years ago. Today, everyone 
from the professional football player to the weekend runner 
is beginning to approach fitness from a less strictly physical 
point of view. 
Tennis is a case in point. One of the best-known American 
proponents of the "inner" approach to sports is Tim Gall- 
wey. author of The Inner Game of Tennis, Random House. 
1974, $6.95. According to Gallwey. what hinders a tennis 
player's performance is not faulty equipment, bad condi- 
tions or lack of expertise, but the doubt, fear and lack of 
self-confidence he creates in his mind. The object of the 
inner approach is to calm the mind and let the instincts take 
over. 
That sudden hot streak you hit in the middle of a game, 
and that freedom-from-self feeling that can come with stren- 
uous running, swimming or skiing, are examples of the state 
Gallwey thinks you should try for—a state in which the 
trained movement becomes natural and effortless because 
the body has taken over and the mind is out of the way. 
THE CHEMICAL CHANGE. Not only can your mind 
and emotions affect your physical performance, but it also 
appears that exercise may enhance your mental awareness 
and attitude. Physicians and psychologists are currently 
studying physiological evidence which indicates that vigor- 
ous aerobic exercises such as running, swimming and rac- 
quctball. done regularly for sustained periods, may stimu- 
late the production of certain body chemicals that can have 
the same effect as antidepressant drugs. It is already known 
that aerobic exercise increases the flow of oxygen to the 
brain and helps eliminate toxins from the body. 
Other physicians believe the psychological benefits of 
exercise come not so much from the act itself as from the 
release and relaxation it affords. "I jog to keep in shape." 
says Marc Ross, a Kent State graduate student, "but I really 
look forward to my daily run because 1 can escape the 
pressures of the day. Somehow by the second mile I feel 
calmer, the stress subsides and I return to my studies with a 
clearer head." 
A NEW ATTITUDE. Finally, it usually happens that 
being physically fit not only helps clear your mind and 
reduce tensions, but also brings a sense of control over your 
body and mind that can lead to a better feeling about 
yourself in general. In the words of body-builder Arnold 
Schwarzenegger: 
"I think you gain a lot of self-confidence by having so 
much command over yourself, over your body, and that is a 
reflection of your mind. It carries a kindofconfidenceintoa 
lot of other areas of your life." 
To learn more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group, Bantam Books. New York, 1976, $2.75, or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNERS MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group, Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75. 
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FIESTR. UJUNDERCHR! 
Imported From Germany. 
Ford Fiesta is Europe's most suc- 
cessful new car in history. (Based 
on new car nameplate sales in the 
first 24 months.) It's an import 
buyer's dream. A car that's at home 
on the San Diego Freeway as well 
as on the high-speed autobahn. 
Fiesta—Wundercar. 
Excellent Performance. 
Performance is what Ford Fiesta 
is all about. With front wheel drive 
and Michelin steel-belted radials 
to help take you up hills, through 
mud and over ice and snow. 
Rack and pinion steering for 
direct response. And acceleration 
that will absolutely move you. In 
Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas acceler- 
ated from 0 to 50 MPH in an 
average of about 9 seconds. 
Excellent Fuel Economy. 
Fiesta gives you excellent fuel 
economy. EPA estimated mpg: 
[28|. Highway estimate: 39 mpg. 
Compare this to other cars. Your 
mileage may differ depending on 
speed, weather and trip length. 
California mpg is lower. Actual 
highway mileage will probably be 
lower than estimate. 
At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers. 
Fiesta is built in Germany and a 
success throughout Europe, but 
it's sold and serviced at over 5,000 
Ford Dealers and backed by Ford 
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich 
Test-drive a Fiesta and see why 
we call it Wundercar. 
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